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PART ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
1, Muslim Woai«n - General status -^ 
In tfie pre-Islaralc Arab world, th© status of women was 
very miserable as they were Just treated like chattle.Advent 
of Islari improved the status of women to a considerable extent 
compared to the then prevailli: ; conditions. Firstly, wome 
were given the right to claim a share in their fathar's 
property. Secondly, their consent was made necessary for ' 
niarriage. Thirdly, they got the right to divorce on certain 
jrounds. Fourthly, they were civen full free 1c«ti to remarry 
after divorce. Fifthly, it was made obligatory for the hustxinl 
to pay mehr to tno wife, an amount declared durlrq narriaqe, 
in case of a divorce. Sixthly, a limit of four was laid to th -
number of wives a husband could take at ri time, and he was 'jot: 
allowed to VIAVQ more than one wife unless he was in a ooniti^x 
to treat tniri all eiuilly. Apart from all these Ic^al 
juarantees, waich elevatud the position of wo:r.Gr to a cor,?id,.— 
rable extent, they u^ ere encourajed to study and acquire knovl s 
They had e«iual right with men to hold any public office or .over-
head an empire. 
Despite these guarantees, there were some inbuilt 
inequalities which did not help much in improving the stratus 
of Muslim women, h close look at the text of tho uuran reveals 
a bias in favour of roan. Though woman as a mother is held in 
high esteem# as a wife she can be subjected to beating, 
divorced easily; whereas a wooan cannot get a divorce without 
solid grounds. Hence, in practice, a man can take upto four 
wives anil still not divorce the first, to avoid the payment 
of mehr. Though the Quran specifies that all wives should be 
treated equally, it does not define equality. 
with regard to property, the Quran text grants the ri)ht 
to wcanen to claim only half of what her brothers get as share 
of property fron» the father. 
Further, sagregatic« was recocwrrended for woman. They were 
not allowed to go to a mosque to pray or go outside the house 
for other reascnns. Even within the house, their movements were 
restricted to a certain portion with a partition, to avoid 
being seen by male visitors to the household. This restrictior 
on the free movement resulted in curbing the opportunity of 
vom&r^ to avail of the rignt of education, iihen necessary, they 
were allowed to come out of the house but were required to 
cover tiiemselves with a veil. This was the social system among 
the Muslims which were accepted as general characteristics of 
the Islamic culture. The adherence of orthodox religious 
1. 'Ladies not allowed* - Wcmen kneeling 
at a shrine 
heads to the caino iav;s eventual ly r a su l tod in re tard! t i > tno 
prcjrera of Munlim women. 
However, parddh arnonvj sluslim!^ i s obviously r e l a t f i to th-j 
brod ilitHif. of the s t a t u s of v/c»ifion In Islatin, but i t i s .ir 
i l l ay io i i to bel iove t n a t t h i s ;?tataE car ue ful ly ox >1 aine i In 
tornts of the .mran and the ccHi-entaries. 'ih© yuranlc i rescr i : t i 
therasslvfJO form only the ba re s t o u t l i n e of the dofini ' . ions jf 
thG st-zitiis of wcxnei; which have evolved withtr. I r i a n . Doppito 
t h o l r apryatent concrote s p e c i f i c i t y , the s r e s c r i t i o r ; s h ivn iyeen 
elaborate'':' -nid systaraatiKea in various ways in c1i£fere';t 
Muslim sociot ic- i . 
2, Muslim ;40inen in Ind ia ^^ ^^  
t^ hen lAitRli: cojj-.,ueirors catiso to India md b u i l t j*-' t h e i r 
^np l re , the pos i t ion of Mindu women was far fron. enviable , 
Hindu womer; a f t e r the Uharmashastra ^jorio J had. l o s t a l l r i :htE 
an J wera ouroly a t the mercy ot tnan as f a the r , husbar-c or son. 
They aad no r i ,^t to property or d ivorce , Tho ^-^r.jctice oc B-iti 
and c h i l d inartiavO v/aD •AISO p reva len t , i-.oth tne Islasnic an'^ 
Hindu c u i t u r 3 in the comnon so i l in In-.Ua, coEttol'-fonte-- eicn 
Other in fur t^ei de ter iora t inc j the »:»oriti^ .>;; o.: wo-nv^ o .a«; a ;v-hol<. 
At th.-it. tirpci, compared to Hinau tsfornen, Huslin wont?n woro f-^r 
TAMUS It N«l«->£4HRal.« ^tt^meitf in regard to ••l4M3t«d 
dMiographie oli«r«At«rl«tiec# India* 1971. 
7J^. wmttlmamxm i ^ * L f S 
Rvural 949 
Urten 858 
Kiadu* 930 
Muslins 922 
Christians 9M 
Buddhists 962 
Sikhs 859 
Jaias 940 
3. Aq^ QgQUPS 
0- 4 969 
S-> 9 935 
10-14 887 
15*i9 083 
20«24 I«00e 
25-29 X«027 
30-34 990 
35-39 916 
40-44 882 
45-49 839 
50-54 847 
55-59 867 
60-64 923 
70-*^  960 
(€:oBtd«) 
TABM I (Contd.) 
IXliterattt 1^342 
X«itorat« and •«hie«t«d 474 
Middle 371 
Matriculation or HiglMir 
Seooodary 277 
Non-oto^mical diploma imd 
ear t i f i ca ta taehnical 327 
Diploma or o a r t i f i c a t e 335 
Graduate a»d above 246 
5. Marital ytatua 
Total population 931 
leaver narriod 762 
Harriad 1«024 
Widovod 2^772 
Oivoreod or aaparatad 1#630 
unapocifiod atatua 328 
6. workara 
Total 210 
Cultivators 135 
Agricultural labourera 498 
iLiiwatock^ foraatry# £ialiing« 
hiusting and plantatimia* orcharda* 
and alliod activity 232 
Mining and quarrying 153 
Manufaetwring* proeaaaingf 
aarvicing and rapaira 
(a) Houaatold industry 265 
(b) Othor than Houaabold 
induatry 88 
(Contd.) 
TABLS 1 (Cootd.) 
7. 
Construction 
Tr^dB and C<3iMMurcMi 
Transport* s tonm* and 
cofORHUiicationa 
Other sonrioefi 
;4on<*wor)cor8 
!«on«work«rs aeoordiiia to 
•!i!!fIXI^-OIaaHBHHBili^^^^H 
FuXl'-tina stu^MHits 
Housa)K>Id 
£Nq;Mindantfl and Infants 
retired* rent iors and persons 
with indapttndent maans 
Boggars* vagrants* a t e . 
Xmaates of panaX* mantal and 
charitable i n s t i t u t i o n s 
Others 
101 
59 
34 
165 
1,726 
480 
6,745 
1,064 
356 
587 
254 
190 
SCKiRCSi C«fi8us of I n d i a , 1971 . 
b e t t e r wit*, t h e i r eight t o a share In property aroi r l j h t to 
d ivorce . Gradually th© noble famil ies a^ non j fli^sliws co r s i ;ered 
i t s o c i a l l y unacceptable for woner of «3oo;J fa r . i l i es to divorce 
or remarry. Ihey were, l i k e Hindus* expecte.; to en ter t'lo 
house of hur.band in palartqiuins and leave i t on b i e r s . So tn^o, 
Hindus adopted purdan and v e i l . Ihouq ^ a c e r t a i n dogree of 
purdah, i . e . , r e s t r i c t i o n on free mobi l i ty of wofrten, was in 
p r a c t i c e even bvifora Islam made i t s impact on Ind ia , neverthelfjvjy, 
purdah sys tea was fur tner strengthened vifith tho advent of 
I slam.Dowry ..hica was unknown to the Islaivdc world who only 
paid br ide p r i c e , vjas accepted as a soc ia l custom aracv: t^ a 
r i ch Muslinis. However, the lower c l a s s women anior g bo en 
the communities were unaffected by the e v i l s of dov^ry an 3 ve i l 
whicii did not s u i t t h e i r ;3oaial s t r u c t u r e . 
v«ith the passage of time and s ince Inaepui3dence,Htnc3u women 
have surpassed (>^uslia; wometi by «Jettin^3 more l e^a l protect ior: and 
a l so by pro ,ress in o ther f i c l i s . The mairs obs tac le in tne 
way of procreos of Muslim womerjt ig t h e i r personal lavj. In lala^* 
r e l i jion an.s persorial law yo aanu in hand. Tne r e l i lion 
enccMTipassajs a l l f i e l d s of a c t i v i t i e s of an i nd iv idua l , wit's 
otiior ind iv idua l r in person or socie ty in general by s e t norcrf;, 
'.7hich ar as sacred to Muslims as t h e i r r e l i g i o n , \ny at tempt 
on the P'irt of an ind iv idua l to organiye hio a c t i v i t y o t i e r . i s e 
i s considered to be a v i o l a t i o n of r e l i g i o u s p r i n c i p l e s of I s l .>. 
This i s one of the main reasons why I n a i a carmot have a comn'on 
Civ i l Code for i t s cl t i5»ens. 
with the adoption of Hlntiu Code niil, the li ndu v;o!-!an jot 
equal rights to fatnor's property, from t'ri& traditional statue 
of no clain to prorjsrty. She has a right to ciivorco ar. J rerax-ry 
whicn vae unthinKafcle and a sin accordioo to scricturan, ToclHsy 
she has a right to education and there ic no social or 
religious restriction on her movenentH, This was all due to 
tho right thlnkir*j Hindu reformers who had the -^ uts to challcsn ja 
the Dharmanh.istra which had :3G<jradod the position of uortiQu t,. 
taat of a nlavo, tnlGso the super traditionist Murli n malcn 
jather couratjo and take the initiative to reinterpret tae Isl^ ^^ nic 
LdW Vi'hici'i is rot as unetiual as it has cono to be, the Muc:lin; 
wone; would alv.'ays rc^ nain secluded. 
'Jo doubt tha other forces like modernization and educotion 
have helped the pro9rQ.«?s of iiuslitn worrien to soino extent, dowevrfr, 
the pro-jre:: s of iiuslim v^ omei. In th« country ao^s to be galvoni;'e i, 
To pull hor out from the ago old secli-sion noeds sincero of forts 
for brin^^iu^ rolivious reforms ;vhich v/ould help hor to bocc? e 
froe from the unetual status prescribed by tae jaersonal Idv-
anj enforced oy male do:ninated social conventions. 
Despite these general characteristic*-, Muslims in evnry 
re iion in India re»floct very many notev/orthy regional charact-
eristicr. Ihore ara tremendous variations not onlv in the 
social organisation o£ different Htslirri population? in Inlia, 
but also i: the iegree and nature of c^luslirn integration int:> the 
curcoundii-vj Hindu society. 
2. WOMAN READING THE QURAN 
3 . Purdah . 
;ofnGn i^raong the .'Muslims are subjected to sharp r a s t r i c -
tiorjG ill various splieres of t n e i r l i f e , IrmtarcQc- of discri--
mlnation ana ins t tnev br ing out tno bas ic ine^-uallty of 
s t a t u s e s biitwaan the two sexoc. One of tho c i a n i f i c a n t 
foatur;'-? of iplanilc c u l t u r e i s the segregat ion of women, 
roin^ l a rge ly t r a d i t i o n oound,the r^tisiim community in Indi? 
n t i l i attentnts to r e t a i n i t s Islarrdc c h a r a c t e r . Her.cc tna 
ruloE of purdah a re s t r i c t l y adhered t o . 
Iho hrjllmark of the middie c l a s s lunllis wcxiai), i f ruc'-
a th ing can bo said to e x i s t , i s the burqa. A volimtinous 
hooied c laak, i t covers tho body from nead to foot g i v i n j no 
jllHit se of t ie i>erson envelorx2u in i t s f o l d i , *he burq-j can 
feci maie ir; 5 i r f e r e n t ways. Durqa c lad wrsmen '.ire a cotrtrKsn 
si . jht in the congesteel aroac; of c i t i e s , a soec ia l ly in pre~ 
daninant ly Muslim a r e a s . 
Tho "ourqa has baen a p a r t of Muslim woman'r a t t i r e for 
q u i t e a few centur ies . . Sarly Indian Muslim oain t in js s- ow 
i t in almoat exact ly tho same forn as i t e x i s t s today." 
Purdan, l i t i ^ r a l l y , c u r t a i n , has been an i n t e g r a l iar t of 
3 Muslins l i f e s ince Islam ca^e i n t o I n d i a . ^riis has le:3 t ) a 
1 Hoy, Shibanani . s t a t u s of lusli:^ 'Mmar. i?i Morth I n ' l i . 1979, 
H. : .Publishing Corporat ion, Delhi , P. 26. 
2 Brijbhurhao, Jarnila, Musli;-n -iomeu in PurJah anr! out of i t . 
1980. Vikas, ;^ ew Delhi , p . •"=<. 
3 I b i d . 
10 
deeply cherishod mytli t h a t the* segregat ion of wonen wis a 
l i r c t r e s u l t of the tluslim conquest . ^lot only Hu ths 
conquerors keep t h e i r own vrcxnen in sec lus ion , i t i s sa id , 
m l away from the eyes of s t rangern , btst they were apt to 
carry away any q i r l who took t h e i r fancy ana to make h ;r 
2 
thy victiir. of their lust. 
Ihat this is nothing but a myth is immediately obvious 
to any one conversant witn the ancient history not only o£ 
India but of other rjacts of the world. The 01 i Testamarjt of 
the ni;lc mentions that tho wone,» of Persia were kept secludes 
3 
an J awjy from male eyes . Hoferoncos a re fotncJ t o vei l i . ig 
4 
ani saciupiofj in ancient Crireoce and Assyria, In pr«»-l3lajr.ic 
•Arabia deS'.jrt Twellers moved about f ree ly 'vvhilc c i t y -.voirien 
were kept in sec lus ion . Hov/ever, unniarrieu g i r l s and slavsF 
paraded round the Kaaba in Hocca looking for p o t e n t i a l husbinJn 
ana buyers . Hven in China and Japan the movements of ./ornen 
were r e s t r i c t e d and t h e i r whole l i v e s were supposed to be 
7 
dedicated to tne welfare of their menfollc. 
In India, itself, the freedom allowed to wcoen upto thti 
time of the Buddha began, in later centuries, to arotse feelings 
of distrust for the sex. By the 3rd century B.C. attitujes ha ; 
L IbiJ., i>. la. 
2. Ibid 
3. Ibid., p. 19. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid. 
11 
begafi t o harden and Kautilya*s Arthaahaatra i s a d e f i n i t e 
landmark in the subjugation of wcKner; which was f i n a l l y 
achieved in the Cod© of Manu, K a u t l l y a ' s innato i i s t r u s t 
2 
of theT comes through strongly in the book. He sees v^ omen 
3 
only as a m«ans of producing sons. He confine J wonnen to 
their htxnoo prescribing finas for those who ventured out 
during th© day to sports and spectacles and even to visit 
4 
other women. For venturing out at night the penalty was 
doubled. It wai5 further doubled for visiting a man. 
Purdah is sanctioned by Islam. The Prophet laid down very 
explicit ai.J specific rules regarding the conduct of woman, but 
at the same time he granted to the women the liberty to face 
the world without a veil, wh<^ needed. However, the Prophat*" 
teachings were misinterpreted by various relijious authorities, 
who distorted the facts and ir.ade purdah for wc«ier- compulsoiry 
under all circumstances. An|r transgression of purdah meant 
an anti-religious act. However, the purdah customs have 
varied from time to time and from country to country. 
The religious books and the religious heads like Maulanas 
^"^ ^ ag^s give the following view point about purdah, Followin; 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Roy, S., op.cit., p. 26. 
12 
is a p^sage from Maududi's IKJOIC (translated fran purdah» 
by Abul A'la Mdududi, 1970? cited b/ Roy, s, 1979, p. 26): 
"Tall Muslim wanen to cast their eyes down and 
to protect thoir chastity. They should not expose 
their beauty. They should cover thosselves properly. 
The people or men before whom a womaii can coma are 
her husband, father, father-in-law, son, step-son, 
brother, nephew, servant and the eunuchs, and the 
preadolescent boys. Order the womeri, that v?hile they 
walk thcjy should not strike the ground so nard wlti 
their feet so that the beauty they possess may f^ et 
exposed by the noise of their walk. They should talk 
softly ana they should covor themselves with a 
chadar before going out." 
This short passage indicates the number of prohibition'i 
put on the Huslim women,On the same issue the Quran (Picthall, 
1930, pp. 435-436; cited by Roy, S., 1979, p.26) sayat 
"0 ProphetI tell thy wives and thy daughters 
and the womer of tns believe s to draw their 
cloaks close round thera (when they go abroa 3) , 
That will be better, that so they may be recog-
nised and not annoyed. Allahs is ever Forgiving, 
Merciful." 
'^^^ hadith is a nanual of daily conduct for the f'iuslimr*. 
Followirig are Qcxa& of the rules laid ao'rfn in the tladith for 
1 
ooservar.CG of purdah, i t says t h a t the women should stay a t 
1 I b i d . 
13 
home In all di;jnity and siuce there arc restrictions on 
their mobility so no duty is allotted to them which requires 
th&a to go out of the house. A woman should always confine 
herself to doraestic obligation and duties. If the woinan has 
to 30 out in unavoidable circumstances* she must t^?© simply 
attired. There should not be any eagerness on a women's part 
to display and show hor beauty by exibitiig her face and 
hands. She should not wear Jewellery whose Jingle :nay attract 
the passerby, A wcsnan should not talk unnecessarily to attract 
the triales and when talking, she sriould not do so in a nectar 
sweet voice. A wc»tian should ccsno out of her ha-ao, bearing 
those prohibitions in mind. 
In special instances some of the above prohibitions can 
be disregarded, A woman is allowed to interact with a mart 
under the following conditionss When a woman is being treated 
by the hal^ j^ s or when a woman is to confront a Icagj as a witness 
or an accused, or in case thG woman is caught in fire, or she 
is drawning or when her life or chastity is in danger, The 
requirement under such conditicmo is that at :il times the inter-
actiorj between the wonjat. and the man be kept at an impersonal 
level and only in exceptional circiamstanccs, an emotional 
attachment is permissible if it develops in such forced cir-
cumstances. I£ is al.'^ o said tliat the men should not see 
their betrothed before the nikah. 
1 Ibid., p. 27. 
2 Ibid. 
14 
After the origin of Islana its followers had to fight 
against the non-believers. During the war,the womet were 
jiven additional roles and many of the purdah rulos were 
relaxed. However, woraer were not allowed to participate in 
actual fighting since those who are endowed with the oXory 
of giving birth should not kill. They were instructed to look 
aftor the canip, to cook and to feed the soldiers and tend the 
sick. iXiring these times the womei could move about without 
the veil. The Koran cites examples of wo«tn@n like Umme Suleraa, 
\^isha, Umme Sulet, Rabia binte Mause and Umme Atiya tfho.^ e 
services during the wars were cor»T:endable, After the war 
these woraer reverted to the previous restrictions. 
Many progressive Maulanas preach that women above 45 years 
of a^ je need not observe purdah since their youth and charm 
2 
are on the decline. These religious leaders believe that 
the main reason behind the observance of purdah is to minimir-e 
3 
sexual attraction• 
Purdah has become an indispensable part of Muslirr social 
structure because a high status was attributed to foirilies 
which > .served it. The use of chader not only meant segregating 
the females frorr. males but implied high bceeding and high family 
status, "^ urdah became a status symbol and throughout histocy 
we get instances shuwiruj tn , various moasur -s taken by the 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
15 
MuslitTi elites to protect and shielJ thair women froti being 
seen by the general public. In India, these features were 
adopted b/ the general mass consisting of local converts wiio 
were aspiring for a higher social status. 
The purdcih regulations in Hadith pertain also to the 
interacticm among v/omon. The followirjg para from Shibani i?oy'o 
book (1979) reads that#the v^ csnon are asked not to sit amidst 
other wornwO without their dupatta* Further they are asked 
to expose nothing besides their face at>d hands v/hile at 
home. The woman is further instructed not to expose her lx>dy 
to any man or woman.except her husband. If she Joes, it is 
considered to be sinful. Old women are exempted from this 
rule. 
How the restrictions are imposed on the children 
Ii, a Muslim faanily a girl can move about without any 
inhibitions till the age of 5-9 years. Prior to this aqe 
the girl may be cuddled and patted by her elders, She rf.ay 
romp about it; the neighbourhood, playinc v/ith boys and qirls 
of har aye. Very often she may be sent out for errands to 
the neighbourn or the market. All this is gradually brought 
to a stop and a time comas when she is forbidden to stard 
at the '^ ain entrance of tne house or enter the mardana baithak, 
The young .jirls accepts her new role naturally without much 
resistance or revolt. The reasons for this easy acceptance of 
16 
the life long restrictions are multiple. The girl sirce har 
childhood sees the older women of the household behavifg in a 
set pattern and for the girl this pattern becomes the 
reference model* 
Prom this it is not be inferred that the Muslim wcsner 
accept everything without question. It is said that durinrj 
the days wht^ purdgtfi was being introduced for the first time 
amongst the Arabs many spirited ladies objected to it. Msha 
when insisted upon by the Prophet to wear veil said* "On me, 
God has set the seal of beauty, and I rejoice whon my beauty 
is seen and the mercy of God therein acknowledged. Never shall 
I cov«jr my face for no flaw or fault fiiids a place in God's; 
2 
work." women with such boldness were few and their voices 
were stifled by the men in time, similar instances occur 
today and they are either suppressed by the family elders of 
are allowed to have their own way* Such revolts are minimized 
by imposing the restrictions at an early age when the child 
is unable to deliberate over the matter. Thus, when the ejlrl 
grows up, purdah becomes a part of her suppressed personality. 
Restrictions on :^ reedon» of looveroent of the gir^s 
The jirls who cross the ranee of 5 to 9 years are dis-
couraged from playing with the boys of the age in neighbour-
3 
hood, or visiting the neighbours houses. Thcjy are only 
1 Ibid., p. 30. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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allowed to invita those girls at hone whan their mothers 
approve of. This leads to a limited number of visits to the 
friendo and neijhbours and breaking up of childhood friend-
ships and increased interaction with the siblings. 
Various types of purdah practice 
Mazar ka Purdah - The young boys and girls are asked to 
control looking at each other. This fonris the most elementary 
and essential type of purdah and is referred to as nazar ka 
2 
purdah. The boys and girls are taught that if accidentally 
they confront each other, they may look at each other but 
just once and should not look up again, instead both the 
3 
boy and girl should cast thair eyes down. This type of ixirdah 
indicates the respect of the menfolk to^ a^rds their women. 
^>^i^^^'4 a mehf i I» mi lad or maJXis, the women are made to sit 
behind a curtain, even then the men ire not expected to look 
in the direction of the wofners, if they look up, it is consi-
dered improper and against Muslinrt etiquette. In a f^ usliir. 
locality' a passerby is expected never to look up at the 
balcony or the window of the house lest he sees the wcxner 
4 
of the house. However, it is not always possible to confonr, 
to this expected behaviour and it was evident that the men 
and women desired to see what they were not allowed to. This 
1 Ibid., p. 30. 
2 Ibid., p. 31. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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is equally true of the men and wofnen, old as well as younci 
and since women have restrictions on their movement, they 
avail of all the creeks and holes in the door of their houses 
to look at thv2 world beyond their reach. 
hvaz ka Purdah - One of the more interesting of prohibitions, 
fa^ich reflects upon the general status of wtxnen, is the 
imposition of constraints on the way of woman oucht to talk. 
This is symptanatlc of the kind and degree of interference 
to which the Muslim woman, as an individual is subjected, 
and is reflective of the erosion of individuality of Muslin 
women. 
y ^^ waz ka purdah is a prohibiten on women in respect of 
conversation with some categories of males and involves 
2 
restrictions on tone and pitch of voice used. in the tradi-
ticsiai set up the constraint involved even the pitch of voice 
but contemporaneously it apjxjars, that due to certain factors 
of chance, not only restrictions of pitch o£ voice have been 
slackened, but it is taken as normal for womoi to confront 
and talk with men with the provision, that they be screened 
behind doors or lattice curtains as and when necessity so 
3 
demands. However, they arc not perndtted face to face 
confrontation with men. To that degree therefore the 
weakening of restriction cf awag ka purdah can be viewed ar an 
1 Ibid., p. 34. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., p. 31-32. 
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assertioi. of Individual personality of r^ uslirn women in so 
far as sho is petroitted to use her own discretion v/ith 
regard to decorous voice behaviour. 
Interaction with Male Cousins 
\part from the restrictions imposed by purdah the Musli-
gicl had to be selective in choosing her playmates frorrj the 
family circle. The first cousin of a girl could bs her 
prospective husbard and therefore the family elders took 
2 great care to segregate the girls from the boys. Even those 
girls v/ho had the privilege of having company of their vnale 
cousnins/ had to jineet them under the surviellance of some 
family elders. 
Age of Purdah 
Between the ages 5 to 9 years» girls start getting 
trainir;j in adult benaviour an.i these resirictions on her 
are a prelude to the much greater segrecjatiorj of jirl frcxr. 
the menfolk. This is referred to as purde tne bethana. 
;'^ henev:ir it is necessary for them to c o out they have to 
do so in a burka# chadar or in a covered vehicle. Parents 
are pressurizea by farrily manbars# relatives ar:d neighbour;^ 
to put their qirl ir. a veil. Even the neighbours play at> 
important role in influencing tne early adc]>tlor; of purdah. 
1 I b i d . , p . 32 
2 I b i d . 
3 I b i d . 
4 I b i d . 
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In same cases* the girl herself feels the need of the 
burka while going out because in the Muslim localities tie 
eve-teasers are specially hostile towards girls without 
burka, 
The girls who get the oprx>rtunit/ to study beyonJ school ^r© 
counted amonqst the lucky ones. During their schooling 
these girls have tx> face many difficulties, mainly, regardinc 
choice of the educational institution and subjects to be 
studied since the parents are not in favour of sendinq their 
2 
daughters to coeducational institutions. Besides, girlt' 
3 
colleges do not always have the facility for t&3:r!hinc; science. 
Any girl desiring to do her postgraduate study had to have 
her parents permission because for postgraduate work one has 
to attend the university which is coeducational* In cases 
wnere the schools happened to be at some distance from homo, the 
l-iarents preferred not to send the girls to school at all. Thus, 
the scope of education for the MuslitR girls, has remained 
4 
limited due to purdah. 
Mow-a-days in big cities girls become very conspicuous 
by wearing burka while going to college. The chief means of 
transportation being public buses, the girls find the burka 
uncomfortable and instead of discouraging the attention of 
co-pacsengcrs it actually invites remarks. Besides, in the 
1 Ibid., p.32-33. 
2 Ibid., p.35. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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college and university campus* use of buroa brings ridicule 
from th© peer group. Tho peer group includes men as well as 
women fron Muslim and non-Muslim background. On the other 
nand, not wearing a burqa in their own localities briars 
rebuke frcsn family elders and neighbours. Therefore, in 
their own localit/, the gixlc wear a burqa and on reaching 
the main road takes off tlieir burqa and keep it in th^ir hand 
bacs for the rest of the day. On way back the oirls put 
on the burqa. 
This tragedy of actiot; indicates tho nature of the 
2 
social situation in which the wanen find themselves today. 
it does not seeii probable that the Muslim women enjoy playin • 
such a dual role of being frse in the University camous and 
burqa clad on the way home. But it indicates that they are 
exposed to two different compulsions, outside, in the universit-
3 
at'd college, and at home. In the former set-up they have to 
guard agairjst ridicule by peers and to escape the anbarrase-
4 
ment of being called backward for wearing burqa. In the 
environs of the home on the other har.d tney are exposed to the 
censure of the family elders and neighbours to avoid -.>hich the/ 
don the burcja and thereby conform to the traditional 
5 
expectation. 
1 Ibid., p. 36. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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The British incursion Into Inuia brought the people in 
touch with a whole new set of ideas and an entirely fresh 
value systeiTJ. In the mov^n^nt of bringing out wcxnej. from 
their homes the role of the British thanselves was vital. In 
India thoy saw the general segregation of wonen and were 
appalled. Of course this was not the only custotn in the 
country which they considered barbaric and wished to elimin tte. 
Quite early in their rule, they abolished Sati, the burning 
2 
of the Hindu widow with her busband's corpse. 
lae removal of purdah was the first aim of the British re. 
The Hindus, for whcan purdah had no religious sanction, found 
it relatively easy to briny thair yitomm: out of tho hCMne. For 
the Muslim, naturally, it was rauch more difficult. By this 
time puriah had come to ba regarded as obligatory and its 
observance a sacred duty* It liad also become inextricably 
bound to ideas of honour, chastity, and a whole gaunut of 
concepts taat could not be shed easily. Hov/ever, the rulers 
could not also be displeased and if progress meant the 
sheddlnr: of the veil somehow it would have to be done. 
The movanant out of the homes began in the flrnt decade 
3 
of this century. The first Muslim women who ventured out 
of purdah, were all wives or relatives of those enjoyin ; the 
4 
high esteem of the r u l e r s . In Br i t i sh India Lady wasir Haran, 
1 Brijbhushan, J . , op. c i t . , p . 37, 
2 I b i d . , p . 38. 
3 Ib id . 
4 Ib id . 
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Lady *\bGul ^ adlr. Lady Muhaawiad Sha£i« Begun Shah Mawaz, Lady 
Imara, tha ladies of th© Tyabji, Rahlratoola and Chinoy families, 
among others, discarded purdah and became active in the wcraen's 
moveanent. .'4any Muslim Princely States encouraged high ranking 
ladies to leive puraah and to acquire hioher edication. Lady 
Ismail, wife of Sir Hitza Ismail was, amo^g other things. Chief 
Contrdssioner, Mysore Girl Guides, even in the 193Qs she onenly 
expressed tne belief that circumstances would render Ruraeh 
obsolete. T^e l^ iaam of Hyderabaa encouraged wo?nej to come out 
of Purdah. As tha freedom movement progressed more an i mora 
Congressmen brought their womei, out of purdah as a token of their 
participation in the national struggle and as a sjmibol of their 
own broadtertindedness* 
Since Independence tne number of women leaving purdah has 
been increasing evry year. Like other communities many Muslin 
families have been forced to send their daughters out to work 
and the casuality, naturally, is purdah. In many families, the 
non->purdan observing women exist happily f?ide toy side wif the 
purdah'-nashin. But those wtxner; who have loft the veil far behind 
then do not feel too much at ease with those who still hide 
behind it. But the wone J i" purdah are not really critical of 
those who havo left it. They accept it as a fact of life and let 
it go at that 
Purdah coiitinucs to be a hurdle to the understandinc of 
1 Ibid., p. 39-39. 
Muslim wcxnwsn ov&n tx>day. The fact that the womer are kept 
shut If; behind walls seetas to be a deterrent to any one 
seriously investigating their position* People feel free to 
put down their prejudices as fact without bothering to tost fie? 
veracity of their statement. In 1945*Or. B,E, Ambedkar wrote 
2 in Pakistan or Partition of lnsiia> 
"^s d consequence of the purdah system a segrega-
tion of the Muslim vRsmen is brought about. Such 
secl^ iSion cannot but have its deteriorating ef£ fCts 
up<-»n the physical constitution of flu slim women. They 
arc usually victims of anaemia, tuberculosis and 
pyorrhooae. Their bodies are deformod* with their 
backs bent« their bones protruded, harjds and feet 
crooked. Ribs, joints and nearly all their bones 
ache. Heart palpitatlorj is very often present ir 
thern. The result of this pelvic deformity is 
untimely deatn at the tirae of delivery. Purdah 
deprives r4uslim '^cm&ri of mental and RK>ral nourishment. 
Being deprived of healthy social life, the procens of 
moral degeneration must and does set in". 
The picture drawn by hini did apply to a nurabar of womei 
living ir the congested areas of the cities irrespective of the 
community to v^ hich they belonged but had very littles to do 
vi7ith purdah as such. 
Covering a women's face and body, had a tremendous influence 
on a Muslim woman's life. It not onl, secluded hor physically, 
but also mentally from the rest of the world, redlucinj her 
1 Ibid., p. 41, 
2 Ibid. 
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entire world to thQ aanqan and dalan of the aenao'-khana» Pardah 
effects a large area of a woman's life and precludes her frop 
many aureas of participation. 5his vitiates her life ana 
produces a limited perspective and has a dementing influence 
on her entire personality. These suppressed characters feel 
protected ani safe behind the purdah and consider that they art 
fortunate to have the means to sectire themselves from the 
vicious world. Thus, a large part of the world remains a 
mystery to their, A.fter Indeoenderce there was a shift in India's 
general social climate due to increatied communicatior? and 
education, Not only m&n but even the wornm> were benefitted ard 
their attitude towards life and a woroan's role in it changed. 
This change was sicnificant in bringing changes in the woman's 
world, with the realisation about herself and her individuality 
and personal freedcMJ, the wanan started evaluating her existence 
in the family. The itiothers become aware of how they suffered 
under the dominance of the men. Some of them toon a big step 
£orwa£dl by discarding the buxrqa, sow ttiBy were not alone because 
they received the sispport of their own sonw and daughters who 
were beiruj educated in a more liberal atmosphere. Mow the Muslim 
fathers* brother and bushand have a more liberal outlook regard-
ing their wives« sisters and daughters, witn the freojo;: 
granted, the womeri have proved t'lat they too are useful, botii 
at home and outside. 
Thus, in conclusion it can be said that relloious sanctions 
:ind authority structure are mutually responsiblo for the kii.d of 
26 
purdah that exists in the cownunity. Change cam take place 
only when both these eleinents change* Law can be an important 
inatruraent of social change but Muslims abhor governmental 
interference in their personal law. Thus, if tha authority 
structure remains same and religious sanction rwnains applicable, 
then the social climate will not be very conductive to change 
apart froca hiijhlighting tho anamolous position of Huslini 
woken in present day modernizing India. 
4. Marriage 
In Islam marriage is looked upon as essential for lx>th men 
and women. It is sunnah anJ is regarded as an obligation to 
be fulfilled.^ 
3 
ThQ Muslim marriage is a purely secular ceremony. There is 
nothing sacred about it nor are there any mystical overtones of 
two halves coming together to make a whole or a supernaturally 
4 
created bond meant to last for ever. It is a contract between 
5 
two consenting adults who come together is man and wife. Both 
parties enjoy rights and share responsibilities and it is 
preferable that thoy slsould live in harrr=c>ny but, if such hansrOTiy 
cannot ba achieved, no censure is attached to separation and 
divorce although divorce should not normally be considered the 
1 Brijbhushan, J. op» cit., i>»44 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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easy way out. 
In Muslim law a marriage can bo lawfully perforrrecl itfhen 
2 bota parties attain puberty. Howevor, Indian HUs^ lims have, 
except on one notable occasion# never believod in cHild 
3 
marriages. The Child Marriage Restraint Act of 1929 { also 
called the Sharda Act), which prevented the marriac?e of males 
below the age of 18 and of females l^ slow 14 years, was violently 
resented by orthodox Muslims many of whar< regarded as unjustified 
interference with Muslim Personal Law and deliberately cjot their 
children s^ arried in violation of the Act Just to dcBmonstrate 
4 
their opposition to it. Recent legislation has fixed tha ag^ ' 
of marriage at rouihly the sarae as the Sharda Act in M U S H D 
countries such as Turkey, Egypt, Syria, Morocco, Iraq and Iran, 
but the Iniian Muslim has still not fully accepted the Indian 
law, ahat originally the age could not have been so low is 
borne out by the auran's injunctio'i, "iMar.y those women whom 
you like" (4: 3). This pre-suptx>ses a certain aqe of discrctior 
being reached as well as the meeting of the bride and jcoom 
before the wedding. 
Tho Prophet, himself placed marriage at sornothiny above a 
mere meat s of produciru) progeny and assuring tne continuance 
of the huiBdf! race. "Harry", he is reported to have ^aid, "to 
7 
enjoy their (women's) love <^r)d to beget children. riarriaye 
1 Ib id . 5 I b i d . 
2 Ibid . 6 I b i d . 
3 Ibid . 7 Ib id . 
4 Ibid . 
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thus made husband and wi£6 not only p-artners In tao venture of 
raisin J a family but alro full sexual partners giving m l 
receivliig pleasure. In Islam if a .:;irl is given in marriaue 
without her co; sent, the it»arria, je will be coriRidered null and 
void anJ the irl has the riynt to havo it annuled. Althoucjh it 
is cc?;.sidered advisable for a marriage to be settled by the 
parents or guardians of tho jirl, a woraan v/ith maturity an:i 
experience can settle her own marriage• 
To make a man value his wife it was made obligatory for hlti 
2 
to pay her a certain araount of money. This is the dower, nvehr, 
a sort of bride price, but a price to be paid to the bride 
herself ar?d rot to h«r parents or kinsfolk. According to the 
Proohet such payinent was a token of the man's respact for his 
vvfife and meant the realisation that she was not soroeone who 
3 
cama to him for nothing. It was meant to rjive her status 
ind to raise her esteem in the eyes of her husband and the world. 
Tho mehr has beco;ne an integral part of the Muslim marriage and 
is even mentioned in the nikahnama# tho certificate which the 
4 
couple receive at the tiitje of tiarriage. It is of two kinds 
5 
muVgJJal — imtnediatd — and muwajjal — deferred. The forfrer 
is to be paid at tho tifr>e of carriage or before its connumatior 
an i the latter it any time an demand. The mehr takes preceience 
over aB other monetary obligations. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Ibid., p. 45 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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Ihe institution of Mehr is fully recognised in India as 
a part of the Muslim law of nsarriage and divorce. I^ , the Act 
o£ 1939 it is expressly stated that a divorce decree cjrarited 
unJer the Act would in no way af fcect any right to dower v/hic s 
the wife, otatainlny tlie decree, might havcj un icr hor pscoonal 
law, 'Jf^ 'aditionally, the amount of mehr was very small. 
If- India mehr had bocoi>e and continuous to rtwrialn inextri-
cably mixed up, with family prestige, the desire of tha jirls' 
parents to assert their right and to sqeexe tno maxi-mum benefit 
2 
out of the boy'E faiDlly. Host often the sum i^ settle! Juri:; 
the marriajQ negotiations out, once in a while, the matter is 
taken up at the time of the nikah. 
Althou<r|h dowry was never a groat considoratlor in Mvislim 
marriage it has beciDrne increasingl/ so in the last few decadep, 
,'ith the exodus of most well-to-do families first to ''akistan 
din i then to the countrios of the Middle Bast, Canada and so or 
the dearth of boys has become quite painfully noticeable anu 
qirls* fiarants are forc'xi to oramiso dcwrry on a scale matching 
Hindus in most parts of the country. For some farrilies tne 
marriaje of a boy has become a vastl/ profitable buslno s. Ir> 
one villaje in Andhra Pradesh, for instance, boys are married 
4 
incoonsidecati ?n for vast sums of money and goods. Needless 
to say the amount of dower is iiojligible. 
1 Ibid., p. 45. 
2 Ibid., 
3 IbiJ., p. 46. 
4 Ibid. 
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TtiQ weddlnj ceremony is Knmim as the nikah which literally 
means wound, obviouslvf iridicating the breaking of the hyttjon. 
It is extremel/ simple and devoid of all frills. Two elders 
of the community inform the boy and girl individually that their 
marriage has been fixed wit.i so and so# scm or daughter of so 
and so, in cjnsideration of the payment of a certain amount of 
money as dower and ask them if they are ayreeable to the 
arranqeraficit. The question is asked three times and the response 
mu t be Kiade by the party concerned and bo clearl / audible. 
Except in westernized Muslim countries, and even there only in 
a certaiii stratum of society, the boy is asked the question first 
and only after he has given a positive response to the nen 
conductinq tne weddis;g cerianony go in to the zenana to ask the 
girl the saiue question. 
Over the centuries the original purity of religion has 
2 
obviously undergone enormous changes. t^ o«rhere is this more 
3 
true than ir the case of marriage. Marriage has coma to be a 
matter of family arranganont and the injunction that a marciaqe 
performcjd without the cirl's consent be considered null and void 
and the girl has a right to have it cancelled has, for centuries, 
4 
baen honoured only in the breach. 
Like the Eastern people, the Indian Muslim has traditionally 
5 placed great emphasis on purity of blood. Those who cm\e to 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
I b i d . , p. 
Ibid.# p. 
Ib id . 
Ib id . 
I b i d . , p. 
4 6 . 
4 7 . 
4B . 
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India from outside did not wish to dilute that purity by mix! lo 
their blood with that of the local population. The division wa£ 
on the basis of kuf^» similarity of status* culture, vocation 
and way of life. The Saiyids, for instance, coulJ follow any 
profession but# for puroosas of utarriage they sought alliances 
v/ith other saiyids whether of their own econcxsic standinc or 
2 lower. 
•larria le among cousins 
ThQ 3K>st intorest ing feature of marriage among the Muslims 
i s the pract ice of raarrlage amorg cousi«s. ' The ilusliiris consiier 
i t to be obligatory to choose a spouse frcxn among their cousins. 
Furthermore, the selection of the spouse was not res t r ic ted to one 
lineage but was b i l a t e r a l . The ego's father gives f i r s t pr ior i ty 
to his b ro tae r ' s daughter who i s bint-e-um (the f i r s t wife) or 
4 
paternal parallel cousin of the ©go. 
The secord preference is given to the paternal cross-
5 
cousin of trie ©go. (father's sister's daughters). Another match, 
that with the nuitemal cross-cousin (mother's brother's dauchter) 
6 is very ccwnmon and preferred by many. -arallel cousins from 
7 
the rtvaternal side also come within the preferential mates, 
\part frai tao' e allianc rs, uncle/niece and aunt/nephow marriages 
(at least once removed) are also practised, i.e., ego cat; marry 
1 Ib id . , p . 48. 5 Ib id . 
2 Ib id . 6 Ib id . 
3 Boy s . , o p . c i t , , ». 72 7 Ib id . 
4 Ibid. 
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bilaterally parents' cousins at leaat once removed. Thouqh the 
preferences are mentioned here« emphasis Is usually laid on the 
2 
eligibility of the cousin« irrespective of her lineage. Anyhow, 
the first preference is given to the paternal cousins mainly 
because Muslims oQinq a patriarchal society, are more attached 
3 
to the fathero' relatives. Another important fejturo v/hich 
was responsible for the continuance of the syst®n of marriaje 
among cousins was the econ<Knlc condition durir;g the pre-
Indapendence days. Host of the families were landowners who 
tried to retain their property and avoided distribution of the 
land, 'ihe prevalence of joint family sys am was orse of the 
reasons for the continuance of the joint ownership of property 
in the family. Among the Mu:3llm3 the wc^ nan is entitled to a 
portion of her father's property, "men shall have a portion of 
what(their) parents and Hindered leave, and women (also) shall 
have a portion of what (their) parents and kindero ' leave, 
whether it be little or much, a set portion (is due to them)." 
If a girl raar-ies out side the f^ wnily, the prooerty is given 
away to an alien family, but if she happens to marry somebody 
fcan her own kindered than the property ranains intact in the 
5 
family. This desire to retain the family property, couplad 
with the fanatical notion among the Muslims of the purity of 
blood and nasi, made consanguine s marriajes a permanent feature 
6 in the Muslim coratnunity. Even today a comparatively hiqh 
1 Ibid., p. 72-73. 4 Ibid. 
2 Ibid., p. 73, 5 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., p. 6 Ibid. 
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percentage of bilateral consangulneal marriage is found amongst 
the Muslims. 
Endogamy, thus# was the ganeral rule except In certain 
areas. The Moos af t^Mat, for instance, practise strict 
2 
village exogamy, I'hey consider marriage withir; the villa je 
incestuous. Any person with whan a cousin relationship can be 
trac&d cannot inter-nmrry. Any attanpt to break the xrule arouse;? 
group fury and results in banishment from the village and other 
3 
forms of punishment. 
Marriage the world over came over tne centuries, to 
acquire a significance that had very little to do with the 
wishes of the two people immediately involved. In India this 
Wcjc even more true. The Muslim marriage ceremony come to be 
hedjad in by so much ceramoiiial and show of wealth and prestige 
that few people even realised Its basic simplicity and signi-
ficance, i^ eddinjs beccMne vast extravaganzas, the celebratiors 
of which could go on for mouths. They provided occasion for 
display of faanily wealth and solidarity. They also put even 
wealtny families solidly in debt. The expenditure was not 
confined to the girl's faimily. The boy's side also spant a 
jreat deal of money. In fact tn; expenditure was practically 
tne aea^iB on both sides. 
Economic changes have brought about changes in marriige 
1 Brijbhushan* J., op, cit., p. 48. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, 
preference, and family links arc no 1 ngor sacrosanct. Cousin 
marriages h<ive given place, especially in urban area-, to those 
between families with similarity of status and wealth, Fisirg 
costs and chaniing values havo considercably reclucad axpendituro 
resulting in the curbing of rituad and therefore brinjinj 
raarriacjc more in line with the original intention of the 
religion. 
5. Polygamy 
One of the most terrifyii g threats that a mother-in-law 
can hold over a quaking daughter-in-law is that of finding 
anothtii wife for tier son, A husband car also keen his wife 
in line by threatening to marry again. He looks upon polygamy 
as his irrefutable right guaranteed to him by the Quran ana 
2 
therefore God-sent» This supposed right is unquofiitioningly 
conceded him by his coreligionists and others, A fluslim man, 
accordiug to the general concept, is ore who can indulje in 
any nurnber of marriages as long as he has only four wives at 
one time, gettiiKj rid of the unwanted one by divorcing her. 
The fact th t there are specific conditions under vjhich multi-
ple marria es are allowed in Islara soems to be scarcely 
ranerabored. Very few people seem to realise that the Ouran 
1 Ibid., p. 56. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
3G 
lays down rather stringent conditions about taking a aecorid 
wife while the first is stiil alive. These include the 
barrenness of the wife and the domicile of a man in places 
2 
where women greatly outnumber men. But no matter whit the 
conditior s are, no man can marry more than o. ce unless he casi 
treat ail his wives with justice and equality. But, asserts 
the Ouran pragpnaticillv', 'You will not be able to deal equally 
between (your) wives, however much you wish (to do so)"(4i129). 
At another place it says, "If you fear that you will not be 
A 
able to do Justice than marry only one" {4i3) 
Since the 1971 Census figures establish the total t^uslin 
population of India as being 61,413,269 out of which there 
are 29,456,219 women, i.e., 47,96 per cent of the populati-); , 
it is obvious that at leaist one of the conditions for multiple 
5 
marriages can never be fulfilled. and, yet it is amassing 
how wide spread the institution of polygamy continues to bo 
even today. Most educated modemiaed ?»1uslims assert, with a 
degree of justice, that if nothing else, the shear econc»nics 
of living militate against multiple marrlajes in today's world. 
Others rather jocularly point out that, given the nuclear 
fartily, dealir.g v?ith one wife is a full time job and that 
very few mon have either the time, courage or inclinition to 
take on any added burden, 
1 Ibid,, p. 56. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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Since no amount of legislative effort seos^ m to be enough 
to convince Muslims that certain changes are necessary and 
long overdue* various ways are sought by those concerned to 
ensure tnat womet; do not becoPMj victims of polygamous 
marriages. The setting up of CarCTitteas is only one z-ich 
measure suggested. A symposium of Muslifn wcsnan bel 1 by the 
All India wronuan's Conference in 1977 proposed the drawing 
up of a Hfjkahnainah which would make obligatory tae disclosure 
of an existing sarriage awd the reasons for taking a second 
2 
wife, i\R entarprisincj lady framed her own Nikalmggnah in 1973 
specifying that she reserved for herself the right to divorce 
3 
in the case of her husband takiixj a second wife. This was 
4 
done under Tafwi^, a legal device adopted by Muslim layers. 
It is a sort of power of attorney jiven by the husband to 
acmovoB to divorce his wife on his (the husband's) behalf. In 
t ^ present case this power is given to the wife herself. lhi«# 
it is specified, is done according to the Surah->un~^ Jisa which 
statesi 'And if you fear a breach between them twain appoint 
an arbitrator frora his folk and ari arbitrator item her folk and 
thoy desire peace God will crejate peace between then" 
(4135).^ 
In the oxistis g conditioiis it is quite obviocs that nole of 
those devices cars be effective. Corornittees ray abound all 
over the country but there is nothi; to stop a nan and 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Ibid,« p . 64 . 
Ib id . 
Ib id . 
Ib id . 
Ib id . 
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woman froiu by-paselng tham and gettit ,j married. ThQ ntkah» 
being such a private ceremony^ no intimation of it need reach 
any one until after the fait accompoli* And once tho marriage 
has taken place* there is very little that can be aone about it. 
ihe proposed ;iikahnainah can be a sound proposition only 
if it is unaainvously adopted. If adopted by a group nere arid 
there* it can have no real efficacy and is likely to roraain 
a maro paper device that can, in no way, be an effectiva 
instrtimant in the arrest of irresponsible polygany. The device 
of Tafwiz suffers fr<xn the same handicap, iifhat happens if tho 
husband takes the stand that he was OTK>tionally blackmailesd in 
to entering the agreement and refuses to accept the divorce 
that hia wife gives herself? After all, the fact of polygarry 
is no ground for a Muslim divorce and it is doubtful that 
such a divorce can be considered legal especially if the 
husband is determined to dispute it. 
ihe fact here, as in oth^r institutionv*; under review, 
0 
rcaaains that unless the collective will of the Muslim ccMnmunity 
is raobili?ed to 04tlaw polygamy, nothinc can be re9arded as 
being a fool-proof device to safeguard the interest of 
women arK3 to ensure their husbands remaining entirely there 
own. Legally some Muslia? countries have tried to control 
polygamy by int.roduciJ)g certain measures. In Pakistan the 
jjluslim Family Laws Ordinance of 1961 controls polyjair.y to the 
extent that "no nian durii>q the subsistence of an existing 
1 Ibid., p. 65. 
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marriage shall# @xcept with previous pormission in wrltinq 
of the ^yrbitrator Council (consisting of reprQsetitativos o£ 
botn husb,nd and wife and presided over by an officer who 
was to act as chairman with the right of final arbitration 
if the respective of the two parties did not agree in dealin 
with any lajal problems pertaining to the marriaje) contract 
another narriage." 
6 • Divorce v^  
Early Islara made no distinction between a man and wc^ nan 
if thoir desire to obtain divorce. The Prophet even allowed 
2 divorce on grounds of irtental inconpatitoility, 
lh« JvJran is quite explicit on the cor.ditioiss of divorce 
as wei: as thi possibility of a reconciliation. It says: 
•'0 Prophet, when you divorce women, divorce ther 
for tnair prescribed time, and calc. late the nujpber 
o£ days prescribed, dnd be careful of (your duty 
to) '\llah, your Lord. Do not drive them out of 
their houses, nor should they th^nselves go forth 
unle: s they ccanmit an open indecency anj these are 
the limits of Allan, and whoever goes beyord tne 
limits of Allah, he indeed does injustice to his 
OW:J soul. You do not know that Allah may aftir 
3 
that briiij reunion" (65*1), 
1 I b i a . , p . 65 . 
2 I b i d . , p . 66 . 
3 I b i d . 
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The prescribed time mentioned In tho verse is a perloa 
of roughli three nK>nth8 which serves the dual purpose of 
allowincj tempers to cool and for pregnancy to be eBtablishod, 
If during thi3 period, intercourse taKos place even once, 
the divorce is annulled. In tha case of pregnancy, if the 
terminatiCKi of pregnancy takes place even before the 
prescribed time, the full pOi.iod is considered to have been 
completer aid a woman is free to ranarry. In the case of a 
widow the period of iddat, as it is called is three months 
after 40 days prescribed as the actual period of nKSuming. 
"And (as for ) those of you who die and laave wives behind, 
they should keep thamselves Irs waiting for four months anc 
ten iiys. Then, when they have fully attained their term, 
thore is ro blame on you for what they do for themselves 
(Quran, 2t234}. 
iixcept in th«! case of adultery, the husband cannot turn 
tho wife out of his house until the period of jddat has expired. 
The punishment for achiltery is severe — whipping and restrlctlor 
of privilG^jes but the establishrntint of the fact of adultery 
is not easy. The Ouran saysi 
"And those who accuse honourable women but 
briruj not four v/itnonserj, scourage then (with) 
eighty stripes an 1 never (afterwards) accept 
th'iic testimony, Thoy indeed are evil-doers 
(24:4)^ 
1 IbicI,, p. 66. 
2 Ibid., p. 67. 
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Even a husband who says he caught hia wife in the =iict 
of aduitery can foe believed only if ho produces five witnessec 
to his integrity and truthfulness. 
Tae woman against whotn adultery has been eritablished 
does not suffer alexia. Her paramour suffers with her. The 
uuran r,ays; 
•The adulterer ^^ nd the adultress sco.raje 
you each of them (with) a hundred stripes. 
Arifl let not pity for the twain withholdi you 
front obedience to Allah, if you believe in 
\llah an-d the I«a8t i)ay. And let a party of 
believers witness their punishment"(24t2). 
If at the time of divorca a wcmtan is pregnant* it is the 
duty of the husband to keep her in his house providing her 
with all comforts and amenities until the child is delivered. 
The sart!® applies to a woman who is suckling a child, the 
sucklinc fieriod being fixed at two years. 
Divorce must be pronounced thrice in the presence of 
v/itnesses. During the tin^ of the Prophet and for scwne 
years later it was pronounced over a period of three months— 
2 
the last time being at the termination of the period of iddat. 
Later, however, some jurists ruled that it could be pronounced 
3 
in irtunediate succession. Ihis led to the popular belief that 
any Muslin man could get rid of his wife by saying Talag, Tala.-i, 
1 Ibid., p. 67. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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lalaq (Divorce, Divorce, Divorce). But it is not so easy, 
for her mehr has to be paid and certain conditions have to bo 
fulflilad. 
Says the Qurani"Divorce may bo (pronounced) twice; then 
Iceep that in good fellowship or let (them) go with kindness," 
(2i229).^ 
That a nwtn will give adequate thought to the matter before 
he finally divorces his wife is assured by the fact that Islam 
forbids re-marriage between a divorced couple until the wcanan 
has not only married scxneone else but the marriages hav ; been 
consun»:;ated. 
The idea of his wi£e physically belon.jirg to aDotiier man 
before she can come back to him is deterrent enough for any 
oriental m^a and is safeguard against thoughtless and hasty 
tennination of a marriage. 
After divorce a man cannot got back any portion of the 
dower that has already heen paid nor can be withhold payment 
if it has not been paid. Even in the case of unconsummated 
marriajos, wives must be adetjuately compensated. 
Payment should be within the man's capacity to p^y0 for 
'Allah does not iniixsse upon any soul a duty, but to extent of 
Its ability" (Qurani 2J286)1 
1 Ibid,, p. 67, 
2 Ibid,, p. 68, 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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A woman can alao seek divorce. In her case it is called 
KhuXa» If her husbanJ txeats her cruelly she is advised to 
seak relief tram his persecutions by foregoing her dower. How-
ever, the man is exhortad not to accept this sacrifice and is 
urgei to give her due in spite of her expressed desire not to 
accept or retain It. "And how can you take it when one of 
you has already gone Into other?" (auran - 4s21), "Divorced 
2 
women should oe well provided according to Justice and equity" 
(Quran - 22»41), 
However, unlike t.io man, she cannot just get two witnesses 
and divorce her husband. She has to seek recourse to a court 
of law. In earlier days, it was easy to go to the Qazi or 
magistrate, recount her taie of woe and ask for a formal 
»eparation from her husband. I^ ater, however, as the aRp-nr-tus 
of justice became more and more coraplicated, the expense of 
the litigation and time Involved bec^ne deterrents to women's 
efforts to free themseivas frc«n unwanted marriages. Different 
sbhools proscribed different reasons for granting divorce to a 
wxaan. Thus, while the Mallkl School allowed Qazis to dissolve 
marriages on a wide variety of grounds, the Hanafi School 
graatly restricted a woman's ric-ht to seek divorce. 
The greatest blow to a divorced woman is the law regard-
ing the children. No jratter what the circumstances of the 
divorce, the children belong to the man,the mother only being 
1 Ibid., 68. 
2 Ibid., D. 68-68. 
3 Ibid., p. 69. 
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allov/Q i to kGep a son until HB reaches the age of seven and 
a daughter until she reaches the age of eleven years. 
'iha dissolution of l^ usllm Marriages Act of 1939 was 
passed in India to avoid tne disparities existing in oatters 
2 
of divorce, it still reanains in force in substantially its 
original form and provides for divorce on tho followir j 
groundsk 
1. Disappearance of the husband for a periou of 4 or more 
years « 
2. His failure to provide maintenance for 2 or raore y irs, 
3. His imprisonment for 7 years? or ?Tore, 
4. His failure to perform marital obligations for 3 yearn 
or tnor .. 
5. His impotency since marriage. 
6. His insanity for 2 years, leprosy or viruloDt 
veneral disease. 
7. The wife's desire to observe "option of puberty", 
i.e., if she had been married off before the age 
of li. 
B. Cruolty oa the part of the husband, 
I distances of cruel ty defined by the Act are (a) labitual 
aasault, (b) learlii g an inmoral life or forcir c the v/ife to 
do so» (c) interfering with her property, (d) obstructing 
ner i. the observance of religious practice, and (e) failure 
4 
to t reat . C5>-v;ivf?s e t ru i tab le . 
1 I b i d . , p . 69, 
2 I b i o • 
3 I b i d . 
4 I b i d . 
f.6 
Tile ^cX does not mention the husband* s conversion to 
another religion as ground for divorce but states that the 
CO version of a Muslim wife will not ipso facto dissolve 
the marriage unles.^  in doincj so sho is returning to tho 
1 
religion of her birth. 
needless to say the Ulema have been opf^ osed to tho ^^t 
because there have been deviations ttcm the clasnlcal law. 
However, certain decisions of the courts have been landmarks 
especially for wancjn. Some of these go in their favour 
but others seek to curb their freedom to end an unwantea 
marriage. 
In 1942« Kashmir State brought in a local Dissolutio- of 
2 
l^ualim slarriagas Act. The basic difference between the two 
3 
Acts is the "option of puberty".'' In the 1939 Act, tho aue 
is specifie^ d as 15 years while in Kastolr it is before attain-
ijifj puberty • unliKe the Central Act, in KasNbir, a jirl 
canoot repudiate a raariiage In which she was given by her 
father or father's father unless It is proved that the father 
or grardfather acted fradulently or that the marriajo in 
4 
manifestly to her disadvantage. 
under the special ^ ^ariiaye Act of 1954, not only can a 
civil carriage be coitracted at the first instance but an 
existing carriaje contracted unJer any of the personal laxsJ-s 
1 Ibid., p. 69-70. 
2 Ibid., p. 70. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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can be converted into a civil marriage with retrosr^ctive 
effect. The Act enCorces strict monogasrjy and leaves no 
room for extra Judicial divorce. There is ccxnplate erjuaiity 
between men and womer in the matter of divorce. Huslirns 
already raarried can register their marriage under this law, 
thus oustinj the application of personal law relittnn to 
marriage, livorce and inheritance. 
Islamic law in its pure form is not vastly different fran 
this %ct. In both, marriage is secular. It is true that the 
Act prolilbits pol'/janiy but then Islam does not permit plurnl 
marriages for tne man's pleaaure. In fact, it favours 
monoiamy alloviii.g poly .run/ only in certain cases, riusliit: 
countries such as Turkey and l'unis.i3 have, in any case, set ar^  
absolute ban on polygamy while in Syria, Egypt, Iraq, Iran, 
rlorocco, I'akistan, foangladesh and Indonesia judicial and 
2 
a<toinistrative b >dlos have been giVv;n power to control it, 
Jnilateral easy divorce was not the oricjitial Islamic conceot 
of divorce an i has b^en abandoned ir. many Muslim countries."" 
Divorce by mutual corsent is provided for both in Islar. and 
the Act, Of course, the Act makes no provision for mehr, whici 
i« a uniquely Islamic i.stitution, but, at the time of divorce, 
maiiJtenance is provided for the woman, thus the ultimate 
4 purpose of mehr being served by the Act. 
1 Ibid., p. 70. 
2 Ibid., p. 71. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid 
4H 
In matrilinaal societies a nan can divorce his wiCe^ 
X 
by pronouncing taXak threa tiraes in immediate succession. 
y4heu a womat ^antB a divorce it is almost as easy. Sh£ iv,forts 
her !iu.<?band, either directly or throucjh someone that ho 
need not visit «'iar any more. After a few weoks tne nan 
declares the divorce before the Qasi. In the jDoanwhile, 
relatives may try for a rapproachmiant between the two. Tha 
period of iddat has to bo observed before remarriage. 
The Indianization of the Muslim is most apparent in his 
2 
attitude towards divorce. i-^ horeas Islam tcied to provide 
all facilities for the break-up of an unwanted marriaje, its 
adherents in this subcontinent clivig to raarriage v^ ith an 
3 
unbelievable tenacity. This# of course, is no hardship in 
a man wno can always legally console himself witn sorrie one 
else but the attitude has# for centuries, inflicted Incredible 
4 hardships on women. 
JcxDon are, in any case« helpless and repressed and ever. 
if thv^ y vrould like to taRe legal action they cannot do so 
because they have no means to pay the expenS'is and because 
their families would never countenance the disgrace, since 
nan hava it easy way and they are the dcxninarit me:^ . ers of 
society*no attempt has ever been made to give the poor worae 
a good deal. 
1 Ibid., p. 71. 
2 Ibid., p. 72. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
So in conclusion w© can say that, both men and women 
should have almost ociual, if not completely equal, rights 
and what is happening to fiuslira woraer; at this time is 
palpable un£airi» Even the Hindus to whom, until about 25 
years ago, divorce was unknown have now given men and women 
equal rijht to break bad marriage. How then can the followers 
of Islam, the religion which has given wcsnen the greatest 
num ?er of rights, feel justified in Keepiucj them so repressed 
and at the mercy of their husbands? It is cruel and unjust 
and it is high time that soraethincj was done about it. 
7. Family Planning 
The Muslim attituae towards family planning has come 
in for a great deal of critical appraisal, especially durinj 
the hey day of the famili' planning drive in India in 1975 
and 1976. JJeedless to say the Huslira attitude on the subj ct 
like the attitude of most people in under-developed countries 
whore special religious injunctions are not issued, is compoun-
2 
ded of tnany factors, social and economic. The International 
Planned Parenthood Federation in a spec! il report on the 
seriousness of the inability to have children in >2entral Africa 
1 Ibid., p. 77. 
2 Ibid. 
5 . CROCHETING AT HOME 
has ccMwnentei that this is a great tragGdy in natiors whora 
children "are insurance policy* entertainmont, old age 
pension and welfare assistance rolled into one." This ia 
as true of tho weaker sectiorss of the population, both 
2 
Hindu and Muslim, in India as it is elsewhere. Children 
are not only required to carry on tho family name and to 
perfonn death cereraonies but are a vital addition to tne 
3 
labour force. A former or an artisan, for example, would 
b-3 ruined if he has to hire labour but can hope to become 
quite affluent if he has sons who will v/ork along with him 
wno reciuired no %ra jes out help increase production and swell 
4 
the family coffers. 
In developed countries technolo<jy has gone hand In hr.nd 
with educdtior, and a uniform rise in the people's aspirations 
and desire for ccxnfort. Immense strides in medicine have 
managod to prolong life and to ward off disability and 
disease. Gynaecological and obstetrict expertise has -snur vJ 
that most children conceived will reach full term in the 
mother's womb and will have a normal birth. Infant mortality 
is fast becoming a thing of the j>ast and the fair expectati >r 
is tinat all children born will achieve full adulthood and 
live to a ripe old age, Metnods of contraception are 
a^ i^ually advanced so that a couple can decide on the number of 
1 Ibid,, p. 77. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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the chilciren they want to have as well as on their spacinj, 
with standards of living joing up every day and an ovor-
incroaslng deslr© for the good things of life it is in-
evitable that the number of children is kept regtrictod, 
Jamila Brijbhushan in her book (1930) says that i'^ 
countries like Inoia, however, the process haa boen rath3r 
lopsided* Whereas the medical profession has managed tc 
dronatically enhance life expectancy, tliere is no coTiparable 
progress in brini^ insa birth control within the reach of the 
conjmon mac. In fact tho latter can be said to be conspicuous 
by its absence, And even though infant mortality remains 
relatively high, it has been curbed enogh so that those with 
access to medical attenticm are likely to have all the 
children born to thor^ ; grow up in to adults. The result is the 
populatlof! ej^losion that tte whole world seenis to be 
lamenting at the momant, Not enough people are dyin i to make 
place for the ones who are both and to maintain a reasonable 
balance. 
That such a situatic»j can be fraught with dire conse-
quoncen had not escaped the orient.il .tiij d even centuries ago. 
In India there is a sayircj that if ail the fruit on a tr::e 
grow to maturity, the tree will fall. The Prophet of Islam 
himself, accordiug to a Tradition, saidt 
1 Ibid., p. 78-79, 
"There will be a tltaet vhen people will be spoiled 
bacauae of their wives^parents and children. 
Their poverty and indigene© (resulting fran 
the largo size of the family) will be talked about 
by others and they will have to bear with hardship 
beyond their power. The result v/il be that they 
will iacrease their iucome tarouyh illegal means. 
Yheir faith will be shaken and they will be 
completely spoiled." 
However, much raedical science has improved in this 
country today, people are always afraid of losincj thoir 
2 
childreri through death. The fear is clearly evinced In the 
attitude of doctors themselves who, with few exceptions, 
discourage people with just two chilir^i from having an 
operitiors to prevent the birth of further chil ren before 
3 
their younger child is five years old. In the meanwhile 
they are advised to use whatever -ncians of birth control may 
be at hand. The fear of not knoviring what the n>orrow will 
briny is also expresned in the reluctance* of peoole who have 
even more than three children to take permanent step towaris 
4 
stopping further births. "But what," they wail, wlX L hapi^ en 5 ' if something happens to these?". 
It is In this rather that,- in a reli iion? context, tnat 
the Muslim approach to family planning must h-3 viewed. Oppo-
nents of birth control can baf;e thoir opposition on the 
1 Ibid., p. 79. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
'Xradltior; of the Prophet? "Marry tho affectionate and tho 
fecund so that the num. er of my people exceeds t lat o£ 
others." This was obviously applicable only to the Prophst's 
own time when there wis a great need to swell the ranks of the 
2 faithful. That he dltj not mean it to apply for all time 
is borne out by the Tradition quoted above and from other 
Traditions* 
According to Amir Gha7.'<3ali# one of the faatous jurist 
philosophers of Islam, the Prophet said* "Sirsallnear; of the 
faniily is a ki? d of affluence and its largenesn a kind of 
4 
indivjence," £lsewheee he is reported to have said, "After tw 
hundred years the best nan shall be he who will be light 
S 
backed in respect of family*" The Pro 5het himself clarified 
litjht backed as havinj a snail number of children. To another 
companion he pragmatically said, "If you want you can have 
recourse to birth control, verily whatever souls Allah wants 
to cr-^ iate till the Day of Juigeanent will, in any case, be 
created."^ 
Hazxat Jabir, a companion of the Prophet, has recorded 
that they used to practise birth control durin.) thi3 tiina of 
the Prophet when the Quran was being revealed (Brljbhushan, 
Jamila, 1980, p. 80). The Prophet came to know of it but did 
nothing to discontinue the practice. If, he asserts, it v/ere 
1 Ibid., p. 79. 4. Ibid. 
2 Ibid, 5 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 6 Ibid., o. 79-30. 
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>i^ soraathlng to b© proveiiteii th® Quran would have prevGrstec 
I t for If any act# to be lat©r cois ideroi i l l e jal* was 
performed the Prophet or the Book would forbi t i t (fcrijbhuahan, 
Jaimila, 1980, p . 80) . 
\s i s usual, the Traditions of the Prophat can be and ara 
1 
interpreted in varioua ways to suit those interpratlnQ thosn. 
An analysis of them can lead to an interpretation that the Propie 
boti approved and disapproved of birth control, although early 
lalainlc scholars took the positive view and asnerted that he 
2 
approved of contraception, 
Tha Fatawa-e^Alam'jiiri, also called Fatawa*e~Hindiva (Iniian 
Juristic Verdicts), the codified Husllm law prepared in India 
under the direction of the 17th century Mughal Emperor 
Aurangzeb, lays, down that a husband and wife, by mutual 
consent, can adopt birth control devices. Aurangzeb, hir.'.33lf 
an orthodox Muslim, obviously accepted the positive view of 
4 
the Prophot's stata:nents. 
Two leading Jurists of Islam, Imam Abu Jafar Tahwi and 
Shah Abdul Apiz,have ruled that pregnancy can be terminated 
within 120 days not only for health reasons but alao for 
5 
reasofis for family control. This view is upheld by fAtiawa^^-. 
6 
AlaitK^irii 1 Ib id . , p . 80. 5 Ibid. 
2 Ib ia . 6 Ibid. 
3 Ib id . 
4 Ib id . 
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1'\m first bindinn verdict on abortion i;as given by 
Hazrat Ali Talib# the son-in-law of the Prophet, when he 
declared that the embryo could »ot be rejarded as a livi KJ 
child until the bojinning of the seventh stage, which, accord-
tnq to Jurists, has beer^  sot as the middle of the month f r w 
the day of conception. Thus, termination of prognancy 
2 before this period cannot be considered to be infanticide. 
Accordiruy to the Kanafi law, pregnancy can be teix?inatad 
3 
within 120 days. 
Many l/l«na today are agreed that family planning has tho 
sanction of Islam and Muslim countries like Turkey, Holaynia, 
4 Iran and Tunisia are very active in faxaily planning. But, as 
in so many other matters, the more orthodox insist n re^ilrg 
their ov/n meaning into things and have no hesitation in assert-
5 
ing that Islam is optX>sed to birth control in any form. They 
oasQ taeir belief on tiie Quranic injunction: "Do not kill 
your progeny for fear of hungor. ^e feed you and them both."^ 
8. Inheritance 
until very recent times, Islam was the most liberal 
religioij in allotting women thair share in their fathers' cr 
1 Ibid,, p. 80. 4 Ibid. 
2 Ibid., p. 81. 5 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 6 Ibid. 
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husbands* propferty. 
"Allah enjoins you concurnir-c your children; 
the tnale shall have the equaJ of the portioo 
of two females, thoy shall have two thirds of 
whit the deceased has left, and if thcro in one, 
she shall havs the half? anci as for his parents, 
each of therr. shall have the sixth of what he has 
left if he has a child, but if he has no child 
ai.a (only) his two parents inherit him, then 
2 
his mother shall have the sixth (J- 4 J 1 ) , 
As for wives it is statedj 
••And tljey shall have the fourth of what you 
leave if you have no child, but if you have a 
child then they shall have the eighth of what 
you leave after (the payment of) any bequests 
3 you ma/ have b^ueathed or a debt (Q - 4J12)« 
In case of several wives the share would be divided 
4 
equally betv;een them. 
The pririCiples of inheritance listed in the Quran can 
5 
be categorized thust 
1. The sons inherit twice the share of tho daughter. I 
there are no SCKJS she inherits half the total property, 
the rest bwing devided among other relatives. If there 
are two or norc dau^ters 2/3 of the property will be 
1 Ibid,, n. 83. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, 
4 Ibid, 
5 Ibid., p. 83'-d4. 
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divided equally betwoen the??.. 
2. If only parents surviv© th© deceased, the father will 
inherit 2/3 of the property and the motherl/3. If, 
however, there are survivinj children,the parents will 
each Inherit 1/6 of the property, the residue goin- to 
the children, 
3. If there are no surviving children, but only brothers, 
sis tern and parents, than the njother receives 1/6 inste i i 
of 1/3. 
4. vhe wife jets 1/8 of her husband's property if there are 
children and 1/4 If there are none. 
In order to overcotne difficulties that might arise OD • 
account of various injunctions on matters of inheritance given 
at various points in the Ouran, cooipetent jurists have 
decided that on the death of a husband or wife the wife or 
husband would got her/his share first the residue being 
distributed among the rest of the heirs* The wcxnan o, 
therefore, becomes the first right on her husband's iroporty 
only after she has received her rightful share can others 
2 
be given theirs. 
The property of a person without heirs goes to the public 
3 
treasury — the bait-'\il~mal. 
Jamila Brijbhushan in her book {198J) sa/s that the fact 
that women are entitled to inherit only half of what their snan-
1 Ibid,, p. 83. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
folk .jet has often been nade much of to Illustrate the 
low opinion f4uslims hold of wanen. It Is rather decisively 
stated that, for a Muslim the worth of a womari is only half 
taat of a man. In ail fairnens* it must be pointed out that 
Islani was the first and rentained for conturies the only 
religion, which gave a dafiiiite right of inheritance to 
wcxnen. By doing so# it raised their position frcwn inferior 
beings and made then almost equal to men, si tee it was almost 
a matter of religious obligation for every woman to marry, she 
would not only have half as much property as har brother but, 
adding to that nor husband's inheritance and self acc^ uired 
property, she could very well enjoy a nnich higher financial 
standir^j than hor brother. As far as her husband was concerned, 
while she had full ritjht to enjoy his wealth, he nad no le jal 
power to touch her money or property. If she let him use 
any part of it, it was only thro igh her own free will. Her 
economic status alno gave her respect in hf^ r husband's eyep. 
Hot beis.g totally dependent on him, she was not obliged to out 
up with any lll-trGatiTient that he Slight Inflict on h'-r. 
Traditionally among Muslims, no dowry was either demanded 
or given, especially in the form of cash, since the expectaiior 
was that th:: girl's inheritance v;ouid be hers and there was 
no need for the family to be pressured into parting with a 
great deal of nKjnay at the time of marriage. Mow, however, 
aov^ ry h^s becotae a part of Muslim mar-^iages in many parts of 
the country. This being so, the jirl's brothers feel that 
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she has already rocoived hor shara at the time of hat 
raarria |Q and ther© is no need to make further gestures 
towards her. 
since a widov? is expected to live with her son or go s, ner 
1/8 sharo of the family property is suppoaod to bo given to ner 
by way of maintenance, Tha dauyhters* sha;-e is assutnecl to 
have be©n made over tti the brothers as a token of tht;ir love 
and esteem. Brothers make an effort to keep good relations 
with their sisters as a precaution against their defnandinr. 
thtiir ?3haj:e. Soaetiraes, .he sister does get her sh ire 
indirectly through marriages contracted in the next generation, 
that is through her children marrying har brother's children. 
Of course, there are v/onten who do get tlieir rightful 
stiare because their brothers are honourable and do not wish to 
enrich theb-selves at the cost of their sisters, \nd ther© 
are others who have the courage and the will to fight 
protracted legal battles against their brothers. 
That Muslims are not the only ones In the coutry who aro 
unwillirg to share their patrimony with their sisters is 
borne out sy the attitude of the Hindu wrhose wanei h^ve an 
equal share witn the men in the fardly property only since 
1954. However, it is a lucky woman who manage© to lay hor 
hands on ovan a pittance of hor rightful share. 
oO 
9. ^vdoption 
One of tae aep€K:ts of Muslim personal law tha t has been 
d i s t r e s s l n c a nvuatoejc of people , Includinc Muslims, for so!re 
time has been tho matter of adopt ion. There i s strong f e e l -
ing t a a t i f some l0^Jis lat ion ovi adoption comes throu- h, the 
2 
lot of orphans in this country would bo greatly eased. The 
adoption of children Bill introduced in the Rajya sabha in 
1972 was rafazxQd to a Jodnt Select Ccranittoc whicr; recorrmended 
3 
itn enactment in 1976. When the Bill was presented in the 
Parliara'3j.t, there wis pre -sure for withdrawal of the Bill not 
4 
onl/ from Muslim legislator, but frocr ecBne Hindus also. Aill 
Govornment assurances that the Bill was only an enabling 
neasure, which would not force Muslims or others to adopt 
children but would only lay dbwn procedures for those who 
cnose to do BO, foil on deaf ears and the Bill had to bo 
5 
withdrawn. 
The few Quranic versos on the subject presuppose the 
existence of the systiaa of adoption. Settir g down the 
relationships in which mar iage is forbideen the Quran says* 
'Thus there shall, for ballevers, b« no bar to the wives of 
their adopted sons finall/ repudiated by the latter, whose 
term of iddat has expired" (Q- 33t 37). Another verse 
1 Ibid,, p. 89. 4 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 6 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 6 Ibid., p. 90. 
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axhorts* •'Call adopted sons by tiie nafrses of thair fathorsj 
that Is niore just in the sight of God, unless you do not know 
their fathers" (Q - 33»5), The only vorae taat can, in any 
way, be considered anti-adoption is the orse that asserts taat 
you cannot convert a persor: into your son by word of mouth 
2 
or by calling him h/ such a naine. 
However, it must be admitted that there is no positive 
injunction in Islairs regarding adoption and that considerations 
such as the problsTi of inheritance, have had an inhibitiog 
3 influence on Huslims in the raatter of adoption. Today it is 
c^tegoricaJly stated that there can be no 1G lal adoution for 
Muslims. 
The following two paras are from Jamila Brijbhu??han's 
book (1980) which readsi 
It is argued that since the terms of inheritance are so 
clearly defined and that it is catetjoricaily stated that no 
heir can be depriveu of his or her right the introduction of a 
new memnar into the family would mean hampering the onention 
of the law of Inheritance, v^ 'hat is overlooked is the fact of 
that a Muslim enjoys complete freedom to gift in his lifetime, 
or him there is no distinction between self-earned and 
inherited property and he is not obliged to consult his heirs 
at the time of making a gift. Even after hia death he is free 
1 Ibid,, p. 90. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid, 
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to will one-third of hia property to whomsoever he wisfies, 
after of course, payment of ttie funeral exponties and cloarajca 
of debts. Thus, any child who is brought Into the family can, 
oven within the jurisdiction of Muslim law, bs well provided 
financially without in any Wtay disturbing the lav/ of 
inheritance, 
Even though there is no legal adoption in Islam, people 
take a child alrooat from the time of birth and briny it up 
as their own. As it quite CCMB son in suc?s cases, many peonle 
have a child of their own very soon after adoption. All the 
chil iren are brouoht up tofjether and are, in the majority of 
cases, treated equally. The adoptive parents give the 
adopted child as good an education as possible and, in tna 
case of a gii-'i, they tnarry her off as well as possible. The 
right to gift is fully utilized and the child is well provided 
for doinc the parents' life time. 
10. Education 
i^Jhile the Quran may be said to ma>a a listinctioi betwaea 
mefi and women in soam matters it makes it quite clear that 
both are to be equal in the matter of education. It asserts* 
"They are losers who besottecily have slain their children by 
1 Ibid,, p. 96. 
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kcopinj th^n In Ignorance" (a-6il41). To leave his 
followers In no aioubt about the importanco of the raessage 
of the yuran the Prophet himself spaciflecl, "It is essential 
2 for every Muslim man and woroar) to acquire knowledge". How 
far thQ faithful have heeded this lessors is obvious frtxn the 
3 illiteracy that rampant araonj fiSuslims. 
Lack of curiosity n the part of the majority is 
4 
evidently a great hurdle to the acquirin i of knowledge. 
Other factors, of course, would be lack of means to acquire 
education, a lack of interest on the part of parents and 
guardians.in the «duc ition of their children and, of cot rse, 
the lach of conviction that education can provide a better 
5 
future to every one. 
Ideally, a Muslim's education shotjld start at the a je of 
6 four yoars four months and four days. Traditionally in 
upper and middle class families it was done by a nioulvi or 
learnod man guidirK;, tne child's hand holdinj a pan and to 
trace the word Bismillah, in the name of Allah (for which the 
7 
corcanony has been named) on a takhti, a small board. 
Jamila Brijbhuahan In her book (1980) says that "Like in 
so many other things the Quranic in junction about educativon 
was mostly ignored. Even when it was honoured it uar^ only in 
the case of men. c»irls wore left almost totally unoducataJ. 
1 Ibid., p. 96. 5 Ibid., p. 96-97. 
2 Ibid. 6 Ibid., p. 97. 
3 Ibid. 7 Ibid., p. 97-98. 
4 Ibid. 
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They were taught the naiuaz* learned to read the mllad or 
nauhas and marslas by rote. Education was considered a threat 
to girl's innocence exposing her to possible mental pollution 
by bringing undesirable literature within her reach. Even in 
relative!/ enlightened faunilieti where girls were taught to 
read they were not taught to write in case thjy were tempted 
to write love letters an.;^  so taint their own virtue ana the 
honour of the family• Li)ce in moat other cultures, a girl 
was valued for hsr qualities of submission and home making ancl 
nothing was detested more than o le with cerebral pretensions. 
It is noteworthy that even a great educationist ana reformar 
like Sir Syed Ahmed Khan (1817-1898) was opposed to higior 
education for girls." 
Tracing the history Jamila Brijbhushan (1980) also says 
that this was not always so is borne out by the nun*' er of 
outstanding women produced by early Islaa. Th3re was Bibi 
Isma who fought along with the men in the battle of I hai# o:;e 
of tne earlier wars waged by Muslims for tho spread of their 
religioa. Patima-bint-e-Qays toolc active part In the election 
of the third Caliph« isman. Among the names of th? jro t 
jurists of Islam are to be found those of Uiar uk-'lorainin Aisha 
Siddiqa, Bibi Fatima 2,ahra and Zaynab biot-e-Abi Salma Shiraa, 
the foster sister of the Prophet# was a poet of ronute, Tho 
annals of .Muslim rale in India also echo v?ith the narr?e?T of 
jreat woraen, especially those ofRazia Sultana, Chand fjibi, and 
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tNfurJehan. Julbadan Begum, Huraayun's s i s t e r v/as a t a len ted 
vfritssc, while Jahan Ara# daughter of Shah Jahan was a not<3d 
poe t . " 
S i r Syed feras followed by leaders who sav/ the need to 
briny eclucatior to v/ocnen i f the riuslim ccwnmunlty was ever t o 
keep pacG with f a s t cnanging t rends in the country ana the 
world, iSducitional i n s t i t u t i o n s for g i r l s beq in t r be 
opened in var ious p a r t s of the country by tiie end of the f i r s t 
2 
decade of this centvury. Muslim States also opened schools. 
The Begum of Dnopal# iti spite of all her powers of persuatlon 
and her preetige as head of fche State, could only make people 
send their daughters by addirg subjects like handicrafts, 
qirat (the proper way of reciting the yuran), the Quran and 
1 rdu along with such mundane subjects as history, goo^jraphy, 
3 
algebra Ano mathematics. And of course, there had to be 
adequate provisons made lor Purdah. In Aligarh, Begum Abdullah 
went from house to house ret^uasting people to send their 
4 
daughters to the school started by her. Htibuffed by the well-
to-do she took in girls of the lower strata of society while 
5 
cor.tinuinj h= r offortG to att*.act the higher-ups. Thanks 
tc her efforts the school became c»3e of the most prestiolous 
institution?? in the country. 
These early attanpts proved fruitful in turninrj people's 
1 Ibid., p. 99. 5 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 6 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., p. 100. 
4 Ibid. 
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faces towards educition. Even though the process was agoniJ^ -
ingly slow education did take a strong grip, each generation 
being better educated than the last. Today even lirls living 
in the ©xtremely conservative areas of the walled city of 
Delhi attend not only schools but go on to college and even 
2 
to the university. There is no doubt that education vroald 
becoiT© more wide spread even rural areas if only more schools 
3 
were set up that taught Urdu instead of Hindi. 
For the Indian rfusliins« Urdu has a very special place 
4 
and has achieved religious significance. In village!? there is 
a resistance to sending girls to schools vrhere Ellmii is the 
raediura of education* while Urdu medium schools are well 
5 
patronized, son© Islamic Schools which give a ?-iusliin oriented 
I'ducition, have started teachiig both Hindi md anglish so 
6 that the children will be a»l© to conqpete with others on an 
equal level ar*d will not remain backward. The low standard of 
Urdu medium schools, may be attributed to the reluctance of 
parents to send their daughters to school and to the general 
7 
iiiccxRpatence of the staff. Parents who send their laughters 
to ordinary schools either take care to teach them Irdu at 
home or find that they have lost a precious part of their 
heritage* being tinable either to read or write Urdu. 
6 Ibid., p. 100-101. 
7 Ibid., p. 101. 
8 Ibid 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Ibid./ p. 100. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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Apart from the XanguagQ problem* the reluctanco of parents 
to send their girls to school* give the context, is under-
standable. For a poor familv, it is necessary to spend what-
ever funds are available on a potential breadwinner an i no it 
2 is the boys who go to school and the girls who stay at horae. 
The dearth of educated boys is another hindrance to the educa-
3 
tion of girls. 
However, the pressures of modern living are forcino more 
4 
and more girls in to schools. That purdah can be a real handi-
cap to the education of girls is realised by the community and 
sought to be over come by establishing purdah schools all over 
5 
the country. In spite of all handicaps, Muslim girls are 
increasingly competing in all fields with not only their own 
6 
menfolk but also with people of other communities. 
Apart from the traditicmal preserves of women in India 
such as teaching and medicine they are to be found in the fields 
of broadcasting, engineering* diplomacy (in a few years on 
entrant to the Foreign Service will be Ambassador), interior 
decoration, designing, modelling, acting on both stage and 
7 
screen. '\n aanazing number of thein are specializing in pure 
science and have won distinction in all fields, including 
jobs in the prestigious Tata Institute of Fundamental Research. 8 
1 Ibid., p.101, 5 Ibid., p. 102, 
2 Ibid. 6 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 7 Ibid. 
4 Ibid., p. 102 3 Ibid. 
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AI?1, SCOPS WD METHODOLOCY 
Aim and Scope 
In India, the problems of Husliro wojr,©n have been a 
nejlacted field of sociological research. tJow a days v;e 
find many national and state level organisations for tho 
welfare of wonen. Theire havo boon several wocnans* confsrancop 
cit national and atato level, for tho uplift of the status of 
w<xaQn in goneral but their concern about the problems of 
Musllni tvomen and bringing them in trie national mainstreair. 
is rot so much. The anthro|K>loQical literature on the 
status of primitive wonon is rich and varied, but there are 
very fev; scientific works available on the status of .Muslim 
women. The present worK was undertaket to brifig at one place 
the problems and grievances of Muslir* wc^on so that research 
scholars and social scientists know what they are. The maii 
obctaclo in the progress of Muslim waner. aro her reliqious 
sanctions and the laws governing her status as given in f^ unlim 
Personal Law, so the present work has covered not only the 
problerrs of Muslim women but the literature covering her ctatts 
in Islr and the laws governinq her str.tuf? as riven in Mu,«?lim 
Personal Law, Those two aspticts were covered because the 
probl^ns of Mus'lim women are closely linkoJ with these two 
aspects. 
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I am confidfirt that this bibliography will be useful to 
all t!iosG who have sorr.e interest in the probla-.s and st ;t .t; of 
Indian Muslim women, mainly research schoiarn of Sociology, 
Law, Islamic Studies ani Social ScicntiGts and alno to thonG 
Gonccrnod in -jeijeral wit.'i the jriovancos of Muslim women. 
The part one deals with the status of ?4uslim woman in 
genaral. The part two whicn is the main part of tho presoiit 
study, consists of an annotated list of 257 articles. 
Methodology 
In the compilation of this bibliography, first of all 
reference entries regarding the subject were collected fro?-
secondary sources such as Select Biblioyraohy on Indian 
r4uslims and Select Hibliography on Indian jornen, both ccxnrdled 
by I.CS.S.R., southern Regional Centre, Osmania LnivGrsity, 
Hyderabad, and G^ uide to Indian Periodical Literature and 
Index India. The collected references were recorded on 
7" X 5" cards. As a second measure primary sources were 
consulted to prepare annotations. Annotations v/ere s:\adc 
givii c essential inform«ition about the article documented. 
'Annotation* has l>een taken to mean 'notes' which gc 
vj'ith tho titlo ana supplement the infort atlon jiven in it, 
as distiij juishGd frorr. an abstract which is a s-orn vary or co,-?-
densation of tho whole article, containin j all relevant 
aryurrsents and conclusions. 
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STA:ID\S0 FOLLOWED 
As far as possible^ the Indian Standarus racofmienflod 
for b ib l iog raph ica l references (IS 2381-1963) has been follovied. 
ARKANGSMErJT 
Efforts have been made to arrange the ontries under co-
extensive subject headings* for this purpose a c<xnpr0henr:ive Hot 
of subject headings was complied. i\lthough there is always scope 
for diinference of opinion on any issue, tiie list of subject 
headings will generally be found following a looical helpful 
sequence. 
Tho subj^ c^t headings were arranged alphabetically, under 
the specific subject headings the entries have baen arran *ed 
alphabetically by at-thor. The entries are serially numbered. 
Ii>IDEX 
Part three of bibliography contains Author and Title Index 
in alphibotical sequence. Bach index gxsides to the specific 
ertry or entries in the bibliography. The subject Index has not 
been prepared Eor the reason that the biblio qraphy itself has 
been arranoed alphabetically by subject headings and the oubjoct 
index would have been a duplication of the same sequence. I 
hope it will be found very useful in makinq use of biblio iriphy. 
GULAM GHOUS£ 
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ARRAJJCiSMSJTX AND MODE OF REPERSr^B 
A. PERIODICALS 
1 . S e r i a l number 
2 . Mame of the author 
3 . T i t l e of the con t r ibu t ion 
4 . ' i i t lG of t he pe r i od i ca l (abbreviated) 
5 . Volume number 
6 . I s sue number 
7. Year 
8 . Inc lus ive pages 
Specireen entry 
102 SHAH (A D ) . .Muslim women on the move. Opinion. 
12, 39f 1972f 17-20. 
B. COMPOSITS BOOKS 
1. Serial number 
2. Mania of the author 
3. Title of the contribution 
4. J^a.Tie of the author or the editor of the 
host document 
5. Title of the host document 
6. Volume numoer 
7. Edition number 
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0, Year of publication 
9. Place of publication 
10. imbllsher 
11. Inclusive pages of the contribution in 
the host document 
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67 KilATAMA (R P ) . Harriacje and Kinship among Gujar 
nakarwals of Jairanu and Kashmir. Iri im'l.M AHfiM), 
Bd* Family, Kinship and Marriage among Muslins in 
India. 1976. New Delhi* Manohar. P 33-126. 
C. NEWSPAPER-ARTICLES 
1. serial number 
2. ^iaiXiQ of thG author 
3. Title of the contribution 
4. Mame of the '^ ewspaf>Qr (abbreviated) 
5. Volume number 
6. Issue number 
7. Year, month and date 
a. Inclusive pages 
Specimen entry 
66 ABDULLA (s M). Oowry among Muslims. Hind Tiro 
(Sun Mag). 57, 337; 1980 Dec 7; 9* f-h. 
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ZHOZA, MiistiZM ^omn, STATVS. 
AHZN AHMSD (MTs. F) £vQ'8 i^ osltion in MusliiR Sociaty. 
Radiance« 1#S| 19639 4. 
Dapicts in dtttail the status of woraan in Zslam* Also 
examines how the vomen in pre^Zslamie Arabia had no status 
o£ th^r own. Says that according to tho Quran, there is 
no difference tM»twaen men and women and morally and 
spiritually they can rise to the same eminence. Zslttn 
not only gave them the right to inheritance and right 
to possess property Isut brought t^ iem on an equal footing 
with men. The backwardness of Muslim WOOMHI is not due 
to the seclusion but due to illiteracy. Zt is because 
we have strayed from the path slMwn by our Prophet who 
made iktucation compulsory for both men and %romen. Quotes 
the Holy Quran and Prophet's sayings regarding the status 
of womsii. 
2 Htom (Q). Muslim women of India. Zn aAZt^  (D), Sd, 
Zndlan women, 1973. New Oelhi« PublloaticMis DivlsToff). 
P 169-202. 
The author discuRses the privileges given to wcmten by 
Zslsm and Muslim personal law. The part played by 
Muslim women in politics* literature aoid socio-economic 
development, in different periods of time has been 
described. She opines that the various economic aind 
sociological prc^lems currently faced by Muslim women 
are part of the general li^ uslcwardness and poverty of the 
Indian masses. The author feels that true progress and 
emancipation for the majority of Indian women -o Hindu 
and Muslim alike >- will come only wit^ the country's 
overall progress and prosperity. 
CoTOPared with HZHD15. 
SitfiiZKH NOHAM'^ SD ABDt-LLAH (Begum) • Hindu and Muslim woman 
in social perspective, Zn fCAMLA BHASIM, Sd. The position 
of women in Zndia. 1972, Bombay, Leslive Sawhney Prorirai^ r^ e 
of training for d^nocracy. P 6-9. 
fixamines how the status of a woman has varied frcmt time 
to time, in the two largest communities — Hindus emd 
7? 
Muslims — in the sub-continent. Says that among 
Hindus the spread of modem education anj the advent of 
political freedom and social reform, impact and influence 
of the west, have largely contributed towards the proce; 3 
of the «nancipation of wanan. As far as the Huslim 
woman is concerned, there have been very few social 
reforms, and participation of wcKnen in social reconstruc-
tion and political education is unknown. Examines 
briefly marriage, right to own property, divorce and 
polygamy. Says that it is high time that imniadiate 
steps are taken in these respects to emancipate her ani 
enable her to play her role in the reconstruction of a 
just, progressive, social and econanic order. 
MADHYA E^ADBSH and UTTAR FK,\D£SH 
JAC0D30! (Doranne) . waneis o£ north and central India: 
Goddesses and wives. In JACOBSON (Doranne) and A'ADLEY 
(Susan S). vicm&t: in Indiat two perspectives, 1977. 
New Delhi, Manohar. P 17-112. 
Discusses wcwnen's status, appearance anci dress, childhood, 
marriage and old age, traditional and new occupatio.-jj^ , 
religioi., amusements and the purdah of Hindu and Musli.r. 
women. Also discusses divorce, dress, marriage rituals, 
purdah s/stem, religious activities, etc, of Muslim 
women in contrast with Hindu nnjiiariw _ f1nr[i„ n- the material 
which is amply Illustrated 
the Madhya Pradesh villag 
research for three years. 
IJ^ DIA, MUSLIM WOMEH, STATUS, 
ATTITUDES, KASHMIR. 
drawn from 
conducted 
sssion. 
HALH/\ RAM 
Professions. 
(Mayavanthi)• Kashmiri women : Attitude to 
SocWelf. 23, 2; 1976; 13-14. 
Presents the attitudes of Kashmiri v/omen towards profession. 
Says that most Kashjniri vi«xnen preferred professions. Of the I'D 
students interviewed at the B.A. and 14,A, level, 95 >' of the 
students who were Iduslims, expressed their desire to do 
gainful work on taking their degree. A large percentage 
took a fancy for teaching and medical profession ani small 
percentage opted for competitive services, air hostesses or 
shop assistants, imrqa or diminished contacts with non 
appears to be restrictive factors in the choice of professions • 
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CONPEHEnCES, KEHALA. 
..VUDL3S.\LA:'1 (K A) . Mas 13th state Conferencs an unprece-
dented success. Vol Isi. 4, 17, 1978; 5-11. 
Explains the issues discuaseU in the 13th Kerala State 
ilhs (ilaslira Educational Society) Coj)fQrcnce held at 
Cochin on f^ arch 4th and 5th. In the Ir.augural speech of 
ladier: session. Justice P. Janaki .^itwia, exhorted the 
Muslim women to come forward and work in the social, 
eaucational and cultural fields. In h:r speech AlMWS 
Ladies Wing President firs. Fathima Jhafoor sugga'sted that 
if Muslim girls are educated and employed,the dowry 
systein will automatically disappear. The attendance of 
thousands of Muslim women in the ladies sossior. showed 
that the Muslim women have corne out from tne four wailr 
of the kitchen and are joinj to particioate actively 
in the educational, social and cultural field?;. 
Influence of PDUDMi 
v^ OOD SAMJL (i^ uth F) . Road ahead in girls education in 
India. Forminvj oart of Women in the chanqinr; Islamic 
System. Rep 198^ 3. Delhi, Eimla Publishiig House. 
P. 160-173. 
Accordinc to 1931 Census percentage of literacy for nen Is 
11.7, for women 1,9 and for Mus'lim woinen 1.2,riiearjs twelve 
Muslim women in a thousand. Reason for the lack of 
education amonj Huslira worrier was purdah,dearth of worsen 
teachers, early marriage and corisecvatism of the Indian 
I'luslim contTiunity. Says that if jiven chance, *»SuGlim girls 
will not la J taehirsd the girls of other coriXTiunitle'.. •^s 
lor.j as purddh continues, education for Muslim jiris 
labours under a heavy handicap, Muslim wo:nen behind the 
purdaii, are voiceless to make known their needs. 
inSTIXt'riOMS, BIHAR. 
3 B/MQISHISH HUS'UI; (Syed) , Muslim g i r l s ' i t iSt i tu t ior , in South 
Bihar . Hadiance. 18, 32; 1982; 9 . 
Discusiies the Jamlatul :tuhsinat — a .'lusliin l i r l s ' ir s t i -
tu t io j : e s t ab l i shed by Maulana Abdur Aahf.iarj, where 
/y 
religious ac v/eil as rno-ern teachii-.j is Imparted to 
girls and i/iiero scholarships are granted to poor orphan 
girls. Says that it is yettiiig very popular but for 
v/ar.t of hostGi, outsiders are refused adrniasion, A 
suitable plot of land has been purchased ar :; nov/ fund 
is neeied for the buildijio with the cooperatior cf 
!iu:nllrns of the country. 
SHSRV\;41 (A H). rlaxni iia Girls' College, Allahabad - An 
introduction, Hadiance. 15, 44; 1980; 7, 
Coranaref-; tie eJucationai standard of Hamidia .Jirls' 
College, Ailahatjad, with otaer fifteer 24ur,lim jirln 
Inter Collejas of l ,P, Says that th'is service rendered 
by the Hamidia Colleji-; to taa cauae of educatio;; of 
rtuslinri girls in u.i'. is equal to three average Inter 
Coilejes in cjuantity. How it v;ay founded, hoxj it becune 
tlig:i School and Inter Colloje ani how it becaii.e a 
dei'rea colleje, strength, standard at dojree level, 
problemr; facei, etc, are exa-nined and appreciated tio 
Associatior whicn taken efforts for rainiri.i the stardard 
of education in spite of the financial and buildin;; 
problenis, for tne education of Muslirr. women at Mlahabad. 
10 }•;.M-iK.^Mv (Vasantha) . Education of wonen in Kerala. Soc 
.vel£. 27, 5-6; 1930; 55-57. """^  
^xamiDos Korala's efforts to promote 7^irin' educatio:? 
incliidinc 'lunlims. Ihot jh Kerala has tne highest r^ ite of 
literacv i-i the covntr/, the State is intensi£;ii 7 its 
efforts to pranota girls' education. It lias taken a wi !« 
range of steps including provision of scholarship, 
appoiritin'j special officers and maintaining regular 
corstactr; with parents in order to bring down school 
dropouts to the fninimum. In i^ orth Kerala, most of tae 
jichools are in areas with predominant luslim ponulatlo . 
To promote education among Kiuslim cirls, ^ j^rantinq cf 
special scholarships continues. Special school'? v^ rere 
also opened for NatnbooJri, Brahrnin and Musli • yirls. 
«>n 
11 SHAIK JHOUSE. 
dtXT.etn and Co-education 
1983; 3 . 
Point of view, ISLAJ4IC. 
Division of labour between Man and 
in Islani . Radiance. 19, 28, 
Diecueses the r i g h t s of man and wcmian regardincj d iv ip io r 
of labour and Co-education ir; Islam under the wuranic 
p rov i s ions . Says t h a t what a woman i s capable to do, 
turn: can never do. Hence there i s a divisior; of functions, 
Explains the d i f fe rence between nan ani wa^ian. Accordin-, 
t o IsLarr., education i s a s ine quo non for both the sexes. 
I t i s Islasu which reco'jniaed the Posi t ior of wo:ie: and 
ensu re ! equal r i g h t s for thorn. Says t h a t Albei t educatio-: 
i s a muat to both the S&XBB, co-education i s not oo rn i t t e 
in Islara. 
PH; O B L E M S , R EFQR t'iS . 
12 DSttriAWI (Arif) . Educational backwardness:An urgent task, 
Radiance. 15, 47? 1980; 5, 
Ex3r;ir.en tne reasor.s of educational backwardnesis of doth 
i-iuslim jirls and boys and finda ways to remove it. Also 
presents the views of various learned persons on their 
educational backwardneos. ilore than 80 of thei. do not 
enter the gate of any primary school at all. Even those 
fortunate who join the school, get blocked somewhere 
between class VI and Class X, says that it is ov i/ they 
the Muslim womeii — v/ho can b ing about a channe, and a 
revolution. Let us take care of tl:e 'flowers of heaven' 
only breast beatli. j will not heln. 
K2K^LA, 
13 lar-iOii (i1 I'.'Di) , Educat iorsal backwardrioss oE Muslim womer 
i n ' e r a l a . Soc '/^elf. 24, 2 - 3 ; 1978; 1 7 - 1 8 . 
Analyoen t h e e d u c a t i o n a l backwaraness of iluslim v/crien in 
K e r a l a . Says t h a t s o c i a l s t a t u n of Mujili-ii v/«tiors has oeer 
a n e g l e c t e u f i o l d of s tudy ii , Indias : s o c i o l o g y . Mo 
s y s t e m a t i c e f f o r t has been made t o f ind ou t t h e f a c t o r s 
31 
behind their low status, Jovarnment has provided nan-itxjr 
of facilities for clris in education but jMuslin; jirln 
availing thooe faciiicies were very few. ProsGrts thj 
report oc survey mavie to identify some of tae instltutiurial 
factors centering around marriaga and family amono 'luolim 
wosner in Kerala. A major eletnent in preventing free 
mover-iant of (Muslim women outside thair homes is the 
practice of seclusion vmicti is symbolised mainl/ by 
•Purdah'. Seclusion of wcanan toqether with 'veilint • iv-hic 
is still prevalent among the Muslim women iinsuaded thet-
front attending schools, especially after attaining 
puberti'# where the have to mingle witii stran jers. Since 
their traditional roles do not require forn.al educatio- , 
Muslim wcxnen rcanain uneducated. 
RELIGIOUS. 
14 FATI.'IA AKTHAB. wanen and thcsir education. Radiance. 
11, 33; 1974; 14. 
Examines th^ a need of educatior-. to 'women in -jejieral and 
Muslim women in particular, isknancipatior, of women can 
bo effected only by proper education. Explains the ways 
in which this proper education could be imparted. Says 
that women's education must have religion as its centra. 
All other training should be secondary to religion, A 
wanat; roust be trained to cultivate a deep faith. Explair « 
how a mother can play a vital part in this training. '\lso 
dULficusses marriage in brief. 
15 SfiSRV\4l (Atoad Rashid) . How much can we improve? 
Kadianco. 17, 14; 1981; 7. 
Analyses the steady improvejnent attained in educational 
starviari in Musliit". Hijh Schools of both boys ar.J iris in 
I ttar v^ radosn. Also depicts the efforts s-nade to improve 
the educational standard among the Muslim institutioi^s. 
Presents the 1979 and 1980 result chart which shows 
improven.ent in results of 84 Muslim Hicih Schools (64 
boys' and 20 jirls') of U.P. Says that Muslim girls high 
schools have attained much better results that the boyR* 
Oi 
schools.While only 51 % passed from 64 boys' institutions, 
73 ;i passed fron* the 20 girls* institutions, Ihe improve-
ment in pass result in thas© was from 68 pass in 1979 to 
70 pass in 1980. 
16 SIISUVAIU (Nusrat) • Muslim girls education in U.P. Radiance, 
8, 45; 1978; 4. 
Analyses the condition of education of Muslim jirls in 
L.P. Also analyses tha 1977 results of U.P. Muslim girls' 
Inter College/Migh Schools, which revealed that while in 
average pass percentage Muslim gi.ls are not behind others, 
in getting high marks they are much behind others because 
even in Muslim institutions (where the ntmiber of non-
Musliin students Is just about 25 %) amoni the top positions, 
there are propottionately much less Husiim r,irls. Says that 
very small number of l^uslim girls appeariny in Board 
tSxams. in \J,V. Strenuous efforts are needed to make more 
and more Muslim girls eiucation minded. 
17 SHERVxfQI (Musrat) • Results of 17 Muslim girls inter 
Collojes of u.P. Radiance. 17, 43; 1982; 4. 
Analyses t'la educatio.nal standards of 17 ?'*1uslim Girls' 
Inter Colleges of U.P. The 1981 results of these insti-
tutions were presented. Says that out of 1,094 student? 
who appeared, 863 or 80*'4 passed which betters and average 
of all other girls'Inter Colleges of ittar Pradesh. The 
proportion of first divisions was not even one per c.^ nt 
and vias quite low. These colleges can and should do much 
better. Also analyses whether Muslim qirls are doii c 
better or worse than their non-Muslim classmates. The 
results of Muslim girls were exactly the sawe as of non-
Muslim girls. But the most disappointing fact was that 
the nural.?er of students appearlrjg for the Inter exam, fron 
these 17 colleges fell from 1,176 in 1980 to only 1,094 
which was not the case with non-Muslims. 
19 SiU..ymi (Nusrat) ancl SHmwmi (Ahmad 'ashid) . Educdtion 
of Muslim girls of Uttar Pradesh. Mainstream. 17, 12; 1978;3-8 
Presents scwne facts and figures about Muslim girls' aducatios 
in ifttar Pradesh. There were 19 Muslim oirls* High Schools, 
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fifteen of which are Inter Colleges, Analyses the 
results of 1975 of these schools, r^ umber of students 
appeared* nxanber of students passed* numbar of students 
secured first divisions* etc, were also analysed, /hy 
can't Muslim girls do as well as their non-Muslim 
sisters in their own institutions? The teachers are 
the same* the atmosphere cannot be in congenial to 
Muslim girls* then why is their perfornianCG poor? 
19 SHaRVAfJI (iMusrat) and SHSRVANI (Ahmad Rashid) . Muslim 
girls'High Schools of U.P.t Analysis of 1979 exaroinatioi5 
res;ilts. Mainstream. 18* 27; 1980; 23-30. 
Examines the educatic»ial standard of 20 Muslim Girls' 
High Schools of uttar Pradesh, 15 of which are Inter 
Colleges. Analyses the 1979 exait^ inaticwj results of these 
schools, Humbar of students appeared* number of students 
passed* nurai>er of students secured first divisiorj* etc., 
were also analysed. Also ccxapares the Muslim girls with 
that of non-Muslim girls. Says that even in Muslim schools 
the pass percentage of Muslims is much lower than that of 
non-Muslims and the proportion of first divisions amonq 
Muslims is less than half. They tend to do much better 
whan studying with non-Muslim girls than when they aro 
placed in purely Muslim schools. The* frightening fact 
is that more Muslim girls dropout particularly at the 
class VII level. 
MSST. 
20 SHSRV*\N[I (Nusrat) • Muslim girls* institutions of s*est 
^ P» i^adiance. 18* 17; 1982; 7*10. 
Analyses the educational standards of Muslim girls insti-
tutions of Western uttar Pradesh, says that the cwnbined 
results of ten Muslim girls' institutions of Western 
uttar Pradesh in the High School Board Examination improved 
from 78% pass in 1981 to 84% pass in 1932, Presents the 
results of 1981 and 1982 of ten Muslim girls institutions 
of West u,P, including Hi^h School Board Examination* 
Intermediate Board Exafnination and Junior High School 
Examination, The inost frightening fact is that the 
^\^ continuous deciino in the number of students appaarin-i 
^or the ligh School Board Examination from many Muslim 
g*,\s' institutions. In 1979* from these very ten insti-
tutit*..^  790 had appeared. The numoer fell to 731 in 1980* 
548 in 1981 and further fell to 409 in 1982. 
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Compared rfith EAST. 
21 SHSKV VII (Nxiarat) . what is wrong with west U P Muslims? 
^ Radiance. 16, 46/ 1981; 8. 
CcHnpares the educatioual standard of Muslim girls' insti-
tutions of Eastern L.P. with that of western i ,P. Says that 
the average result for ail girls* schools of U,P, is 74 "' 
pass. Thus* while Huslim girls' institutions of east i . • 
witn 93% are miles ahead of the *J,P, average, the Muslirr 
girls of Western U.P, with 69?4 pass are quite behind the 
state average, Muslim girls' institutions of Central 
b.P. se^ns to be s<»newhere in between eastern and western 
L.P, but nearer to western U.P. in the matter o£ acadeirdc 
perfoi^ance. v<hy are the Muslims of western and central 
U.P. sending lass and of their daughters for the matric 
board examination every year? Why are they going backwards 
in education? Why are the Muslim girls of Western and 
Central U.P. trailing behind their Hindu classmates in 
their own schools? 
IMDIA, MUSLIM i'/OMBN, STATUS, PAHILf PLA:^ MUG, \BORTIONS, 
Compared with CHJ^ISTIAN and HINDU, MAHAI'?AS«TRA. 
22 LOJIC OP abortion figures. Radiance. 10, 9; 1972; 2. 
Presents a report on abortions, carried in accordance with 
law in Maharashtra and Delhi, according to which 83.6 per 
cent abortions were performed on Hindu women, 7,1 percentage 
on Muslim women and 7,4 per cent on Christian vcm&u. 
Criticises the allegation of rashtravadi that, the Muslim 
population in the country is increasing at a faster rate 
than the population of the Hindus, bocause the Muslims 
practice polygamy and oppose family planning. Says that 
a Muslim woman agrees to undergo abortion in extremely rare 
cases, because she is always afraid that she wouli be 
considered a murderess by God and man both, l^o doubt, the 
birth of an illegitimate child also aarriod a stigma, but 
the stigma of abortion causes no less shasie to a 'luslim 
woman, 
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ATTITUDESt KARNATAKA. 
2^ RAO (H K)• Attitude of Muslim women towards family 
Planning in Bangalore. J Inst Sco Res. 53» 2; 1973? 
176-87. 
The study has been conducted by the author Keeping in 
view that most of the Muslim couples are opoosed to the 
family planning programme and that the other comtrsunitie;' 
would suffer in the long run by this opr:«sition. The 
main objectives of the study ii^ re to find the prevailing 
beliefs among Muslim women towards family planning, to 
ascertain their attitude, the extent of knowledge and 
practice of family planning methods and to probe into the 
socio-economic and demographic characteristics of the 
Muslim women. The tables show the distribution of 
women according to those currently practising family 
planning and those not practising and the distribution 
of women according to their attitude towards family 
planning .r.ethods, in the city of Bangalore. 
INDIA, MUSLIM t'lOMEN, STATUS, HE*\LTH, STA^ D^^ iRDS 
24 WOODSS^ iALL (Ruth P) • India sees better health standards. 
Forming P^ft of Women in the changing Islamic System. 
1983. Delhi, Bimla Publishing House. P 304-311. 
First wcxnen's hospital was opened in India at Bareilly in 
1873. Says that without these zenana hospitals (183 in 
1927) thousands of Indian women, especially Muslims would 
have beer; deprived of all medical care, due to Purdah 
system. Former Begum of Btopal supported zenana hospitals. 
Health propaganda brings the world to purSah women t-*ho 
cannot go out into the world. Health education outside of 
schools and nursing courses, for womer^  behind the purdah, 
are started. In 1875, practically there was no Muslim 
women medical student but in 1928 there are 25 Muslim 
womein medical students in India which indicates the bejinn-
i:;g Of an advancattent. 
HISTORY 
25 SHAHNAZ BSGUM, Muslim woman then and now. Rad iance , 9, 
3 1 ; 1972, 1 0 . 
Exiimines t h e o o s i c i o n of woman in p r e - I s l a m i c days and 
p re sen t d a y s . In p re - I s l aon ic days the c o n d i t i o n of w<Mnai 
86 
had deteriorated to a very great extent. She was a slave, 
or even worse than that -- a beast of burden. She was aow 
considered a loving mothor, a faithful wife* a respected 
sister and a worthy daughter. In place of a slave the 
iSoly Quran made her a life long partner to rt«an. Islan 
gave her a new life. A Muslim cirl of today craves to 
lead a real "jazs" life. She considers religion to be the 
only bindincT curd which restricts her from enjoying life. 
«<hat Huslim woman needs mo«t today is a sound knowledge 
of religion, supplettnented by good education.... 
Compared with HVlDV, soiTH 
26 PWAUY (F g) . South India, Ijn JOYCE (T A) and THOMAS in w), 
Eds. Women of all nations. 1911; London, Cassel and Company, 
p 605-24. 
Author descrioes the histo? y and life stvle of different 
types of womer; in the southern part of India. It covers 
Oravidian women, Hindu wanen of different castes, tribal 
women, Muslim wcmien, etc. Author traces the history of 
all the different races, their customs and beliefs, 
marriage and social systems, way of living, religious 
erforrtsances, etc., are all given and illustrated with the 
help of photographs. 
INDIA, MUSLIM if^ OMEfl, ST.\Tl>S, influence of nODERiilZ\TlQ2l. 
27 AMses JUflG. Through twillqht zones, a^ co Tim (Sun Hag). 
7, 144f 1980 Aug 17> 6ia-h. 
Depicts the life of a Huslim womau in Hyderabad who passed 
her early twenty years in a seclusion and how she had 
become a 'mem-Sahib' in later life. Also examines how she 
becomes 'liberated* and how the environment at work 
creates an unwilling disharmony within her. Ho^>i she 
aroused curiosity in pooplo was also examined. Says that, 
it is because she was born a Muslim wcsnan, in a feudal 
background and in a city whose very narae conjures in 
minds images of fragile women weeping behind veils? 
How then can she ba*modem', be a working wcwnan and live 
alone? Saows how the mystery that has taker the colour of 
twilight has begun to slink ir. corners, when she returned 
to Hyderabad, 
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NSW A^ .yCENi:3G of Muslim women. Stateaman« 1971 Oct 30; 
3» c-d. 
Depicts the awakoning of Muslim women ir the capital, 
Habiba Kidwai and Ayesna Sheikh -- one an elected member 
of the riiuiicipal Corporation of Delhi» the other a oaninatei 
member of the New Delhi Muoicipal Committee — are two 
outstandir.g examples in the Capital* of the new progressive 
spirit that is beginniig to awaken Wuslim women and inakirg 
thet. aware of their ©rightful place in the social structure. 
Says that it is heart waiwiing to look at this juncture and 
note the harmony of integration that exists and to see 
Muslim women in particular* emerge to play a useful role 
in helpincj shape Indian society for its betterment. 
ATTITUDE,StFVEYS. 
29 RALLIA RA?4 (Maya), Modernisation and Muslim women. Ftai-istraairu 
14* 48; 1976? 22-23, 
Presents the report of a survey conducted under the auspices 
of Jamia riillia University during 1973-74 on the changing 
cultural pattern of Muslim woraen in the six cities of 
Western tttar Pradesh* in srinagar and in Delhi. There vms 
a good deal of divergence in the attitude of women on 
matters relating to education* taking up of careers and 
personal laws. Attitudes appeared to differ on account of 
the locality or area. Majority of students realisea that 
education gives than vantage ground to v/ork and earn. 
HI JOU, 
C^ynpared wi th , 
HAL.UA RAM (Mayavan t i ) . Muslim wcwnen and m o d e r n i s a t i o n . 
Ind sxp (Sun Mag). 37* 9» 1976 Mar 7x 8 . 
T r a c e s t h e h i s t o r y regardinc^ Muslim wcwnen's p o s i t i o n t i l l 
today and examines how r e l i g i o n h i n d e r s m o d e r r d s a t i o n . The 
impac t of e d u c a t i o n on Muslim women in upper* middle and 
lower s o c i e t i e s * t h e i r a t t i t u d e towards p r o f e s s i o n wrig 
a l s o examined. Says t h a t in a su rvey on e d u c a t i o n a l 
a s p i r a t i o n s 40% Hindu r e s p o n d e n t s a s p i r e d f o r p ro fe s s io i sa l 
educatior;* 27.10% fo r secondary e d u c a t i o n and 23.70?i for 
Q O 
college education, whereas among Muslim respondents 40% 
aspired for secondary education and only 8,5% aspirad 
for professional education. The status and position of 
Muslim wcKnan as a daughter* as a wife, as a mother, as 
a divorce© and as a second wife was also examined. The 
advantages and disadvantages of Muslim personal law or 
women were discussed. Also £>resents the various views 
regarding changes in Muslim Law, 
DELHI. 
31 RALLIA RAM (Mayavanthi)• Emerging attitudes of Muslin 
women in Delhi, Mainstream. 11, 20| 1973, 34-35, 40, 
Presents the attitudes and opinions of a sample of Musliin 
women residing in central parts of Delhi. Muslim women 
in the educated sections are already astir and in futura 
are bound to join the mainstream of life in India. Muslim 
mothers are aware of the pitfalls resulting from lack of 
education. Once the swing toward education takes placo, 
a shift towards moiernization is inevitable. An analysis 
of the case studies indicates that given proper education, 
a Muslim wanan has the capacity of supporting a family or 
standing on her feet. Also presents the contribution made 
by Becjum Habiba Kidwai in uplifting Muslim wanen out of 
tha morass of illiteracy and ignorance. 
Criticism. 
32 SHAIiNAZ BSJ'u;4. iuslims of to^ay. Radiance. 16, 10; 
1980; 12. 
Criticises bota Muslim boys and girls for their influence 
by the apparent ylitter of the west, Sxamines how .Muslim 
girls and boys are adopting western culture and going away 
from Islcimic culture. How clothes upon < iris are beccxninj 
more and more scarce, fashion is seeing that their physical 
contours be proiainent in most attractive angles and these 
are ail considered to be articles of beauty and art. Says 
that tha preserit day Muslim boys and girls have a very 
su]::»rdssive attitude towards western concept of life and 
look upon Islam with frowning. 
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33 v-JOM»i .' AT the cross-roads. Radiance. 3, 14j 196'ij 9. 
Examines wcxnens* maddening passions of clothing and dress-
ing and cautions the Muslims to save their woman and girls 
from such chatitlc conditions. Her sexual emancipation, 
the decrease In fear of pregnancy, the declining standard 
of ffiOdesty, the 111 Influence of modern social conditions, 
the early awakening to sexual consciousness in the modern 
teenage girl and above all the vranlng influence of 
rell-jion in modern life are factors which are turning the 
modern wc»nan into a 'market item*, wcroan,according to 
Islam,was created to produce and nurse life. She was 
therefore endowed with niaaerous delicate lualitios and 
relieved of out-door activities. 
UPPER CLASS conpared with LOWSS: 
34 BHATTY (2.arlna) , Muslim woraen in uttar Pradeshs Foclal 
RK>bllity and directions of chanae. Soc Act. 25, 4; 1973; 
365-374. 
Makes a comparative analysis of the life styla,5 and patterns 
of marriage, education and work of Ashraf and non-Ashraf 
women, and, on the basis of empirical data on a village near 
Lucknow, shows the way in which change is «=»ffectliig the 
life styles of both these groups of Muslim women. On the one 
hand, largely because of education and urbarisation, Ashraf 
women are coming out of purdah and aeekir.q employment 
outside the home; on the other, upwardly nsobile non-Ashraf 
families, for whom the traditional Ashrafs function as 
reference models, arc? wlthd<*awlng their womer. from the 
family work-force and putting them bacis: into purdah. 
Influence of TRADIIIONS, liF.GlOH\t,, SOITH. 
35 HAI1SA in). Impact of regional tradition on Muslim women 
with special reference to South India. Is Mod Age. 14, Ij 
I983f 49-58. "" 
Sxaroinas tha impact of regional traditions, customs, etc., 
on Muslim women in InJia in general and with special reference 
to South India. Also examines the Mu^ tllm women's status in 
general such as legal status, marriage, dowry, divorce, 
purdah, education, etc. of Muslim women in South India, 
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Even though purdah system was in practice, it was 
strengthened with the advent of Islara. Also finds scwnc 
similarities and dissimilarities araong Hindus and Muslims 
of Kerala and Tawiil Madu with regard to the position of 
women. Though Kerala is a state with th© highest 
literacy rate, education aracmg Muslim women is very low. 
Iii Tamil fladu, secular edtucation and absence of Purdah 
gives girls, considerable opportunity to go out and mix 
with people. 
INDI\, MUSLIM ^OMEN, STATiS, ISLAM. 
36 ^BDUL GHAFFAR (S). Islan as a way of life. Radiance. 
11, 33-39> 1974; 13. 
Discusses at some length the teachings of Islar that guides 
every aspect of humar; activity. In the danestic sphere, 
the position of women in Islam deserves special mention. 
She has been accorded a place of honour. She is not bein j 
treated as a slave or a chattel. She has baen jiven the 
same right as -nan. Also explains how wcxnen shoulrl be 
treated and how to maintain harmonious relationship 
between husband and wife. Also explains how parents 
should be treated and how children should be treatei. hlno 
discusses how Islam guides in other spheres of life. 
37 CITRI.ME (Malika) • Islam and the emancipation of women. 
Radiance. 3, 42? 1966; 9, 10, 
Depicts thi* status of .Muslin? women in Islam and how it 
anancipated v^ omen. Islaun is a practical faith v/hich pays 
due regard to the position of wcxnen in society, and lays 
down the ideals and standards to which they should 
endeavour to conform if they are to fulfil, not simply 
theo-selves, but also their duties to God and to society. 
Muslim wcmen, in common with women throughout the world, 
hetv® orily in recent decades gained many of their educationr^l, 
political and social rights, which had been denied to tham 
throujh the ages. 
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33 G/\LLICH^M (w «) . Moharnraedan wcxnen in I n d i a . JFortning 
p a r t of Women under polygamy, 1914 . London, Holden 
and Hardlngham. P 119-124 . 
Thj a u t h o r a j r e e s witii t h e f a m i l i a r concep t of degraded 
.Muslim women in hare; s and omphaaizes t h a t I s lam d i d no t 
encourage polygamy b u t p l u r a l i t y of wives i s p e r m i s s i b l e 
w i t h some d u t i e s t o be performod by t h e man. The woner ' <; 
supreme contTiand ove r house hold m a t t e r i s ccrorended. 
39 J AMI LA >^Ai <^. RolQ of Muslim wcwian in the modern world. 
Radiance. 11, 3; 1973, a, 10. 
Sxamines how Islam abolished the practice of burial of 
new born girls alive, how it gave the daughter her due 
share in heritage, how woman is entitled to the MAHR, 
how it pa/s great attention to tha -lood education of 
girls, how it gave th<2 women the dignity of e(-|ual hurnan 
beir-gs, how polygamy was allowed, how wcffnen cannot be 
forced to marry any one without their conser.t, etc. In 
the lirjht of this brief search says that the role of the 
wcxnan in Islam is — especially as a mother — a very 
dignified one and the short view on Islamic Laws regard-
ing women's position in the society and family have shows 
us that a struggle for "emancipation" in the western 
sense of Islam nor is it necessary, for the Islamic law 
provides all what is «;;Ood and necessary for wcenon. The 
noble and vital rola of women in Islam shapes largely the 
future of nations ana therefore we should pay attention 
to the education of girls and women, to en-ible them to fill 
this important post in the society. 
40 KADIiavi (P A Hashid Khan) and HOHA'C^JOJ J?K?1^, Po5!itior 
of women in Islam. Radiance. 19, 5; 1983? 10. 
Discusser a few of the rights conferred by Islasr on womer 
and shows that a womar; in Islan; has more privileges than 
her counterpart in other religions existinr in the v/orld. 
Quotes the saying of prophet Hohansnad regardinu women's 
role as a wife. Also quotes the sayings of fev/ learned 
scholars appreciating the laws of Islan; rogardir 3 polyga;:-/, 
divorce, social |>ositior: of women, etc. 
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41 MOTAHStEl (Morteza) • Status of women in Islam, RadiancQ. 
"" 17, 11-12? 1981? 11. 
Makes a critical study regarding tha status of woman 
in Islam and comes to th© conclusion that frcKn philo-
sophical and creation points of view, I slant does not 
express a contemptuous view towards itfomon, on the 
coitrary, it rejftcts such views, and elevates woman 
to a befitting position of honour which no other 
religion does. Islam has expressed its views about 
women in advance# Islam says that men and women have 
been created for sake of each other. It says: "i^ wnen 
are your clothes and adornments, and you are their 
clothes and adornments". 
42 TAYABJl (salahuddin) and MIR SADAT ALI KHAin Indian 
Muslim women's plight-1. Radiance. 7, 12? 1969? 13-14. 
Criticises the points raised against Islam as it permits 
slavexry, that it permits the Muslim male., not only to 
marry four wives but also to have sex relation with any 
number of female slaves, it discriminates against women, 
etc. Gives detailed explanations to the points raised 
regarding slavery, polygamy and divorce from the Islamic 
point of view. Says that wanan is more free in Islam. 
Wcxnan is more protected by Islaru than by a faith that 
preaches monogamy. £xamines how a divorce was prescrit e^d 
by the Quran and Tradition and how a stage of arbitra-
tion was also prescribed by the Qturan, before the stage 
of pronouncement of divorce. How the wife has also a 
right to obtain 'Khula' (divorce) in proper cases also 
examined. 
43 TAYABJl (Salahuddin) and MIR SADAT ALI KHm. Indian 
Muslim women's plight-II. Radiance. 7, 13? 1969? 7,9. 
Discusses in detail, the woman's treatment, daughter's 
share, witness to a contract, etc., according to Islamic 
provisions to show that Indian Muslim wcMnen's plight was 
better than other conmunities. Answers certain questions 
like, why in witnessing a contract two women in place 
of a man are required? Shows how the Quran or the Shariat 
are dynamic. Says that it is an axiom of Shariat that 
"Change of law with the change of times and circumstancus 
is not disapproved". 
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44 YASMII E SHSIUP. Muslim women on the front. Radiance. 
7, 26; 1970; 11. 
axamlRes, how women used to take part freely in helping 
the men and cooperating with them in the early periods of 
IslaiTi, Cites few examples of such noble women. Says that 
Islam Joes not allow men to mix freely with women. Danc-
ing, mixed picnics and dinners are forbidden in Islam, But 
for public, social or religious duties, u^n and women are 
to be consulted and should contribute together for the 
welfare of Islam. It is necessary for wonen to seek 
knowledge and have good education, women who cannot 
read or write, and have no experience of real life outsiie 
their home, and who have no knowledge of the history of 
other nations can do nothing to protect Islam, In this 
day and age, the/ shoiild participate in public work such 
as social and educational activities. 
Corapared with CHKISTIA?^. 
45 SAQA (M A Hayee) . Rights of warjon in Islam. Radiance. 
14, 23; 1978; 9. 
Depicts in detail the status of women in Islam and also 
refers the social position of wortten as given in Bible. 
Quotes some sayiri-^ s of Prophet Mohammad (Peace be on him) 
regarding the status of wc»nen. Also examii.es the legal 
richts of women laid down by the Holy Quran like inheri-
tance, for divorced wife Mehr (promised sum of dower 
settled 4t the time of marriage) , maintenance, etc. 
and HINDU. 
46 KING (Ursula) . t^ omen and religiont Image and status of wcxaan 
in some major religious traditions. Soc Act. 25, 3; 1975; 
277-291. 
Sxamines the nature of woman, hor particular role in the 
family, her position in society at large, her situation irj 
the general scheme of salvation. Says that ail religions 
mainly Hindu, HUSIIK; and Christianity have to some extent 
provided answers to these issues. Islamic custom of 
purdah, more strictly enforcad in India than elsewhere. 
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North I n d i a n women in p a r t i c u l a r l i v e d in o r e a t s e c l u s i o n . 
Says t n a t wcHTian may r e a c h the h i g h e s t r anks is. t he h i e r a r c h y 
o£ Muslim s a i t J t s . 
SI KM, 
47 ;4.\iiAVvJTl'V ( p ) . I n f l u e n c e of r e l i g i o n . Iri DAIG (T \ ) , m, 
iomevt of I n d i a . 1958 . D e l h i , P u b l i c a t i o n s D i v i s i o n . 
P 1 3 4 - r 3 . 
Author d e a c r i b a s t h e i n f l u a n c a of r e l i q i o n on t h e Hindu wonen 
in a n c i e n t and modern p e r i o d s . Also d e s c r i b e s Hindu wcxnen 
d e v o t e e s who perform t h a day t o day r e l i t j i ouF r i t u a l s ii 
r u r a l and urban I n d i a , P a r t p l a y e i by >109lem wcxnen, t h e 
development of Sufisiu a l s o a i s c u s s e d . S f f e c t n of Sikhis i r , 
C h r i s t i a n i t y , Ja in i s t i i , J u J a i s r ; and Buddhis:r, on v/orrsen a l s o 
d e a l t w i t h . 
COOTKMPOHA y^ 
48 a l rv^LQI (Lamia L) . '^cxnen's r i g h t s a n i trie Muslin v/omen, 
I 3 l Mod hqQ, 3 , 2> 1972; 7 6 - 9 9 . 
Dlscusse: ; m a r r i a g e . Divorce , C i v i l - p o l i t i c a l a f f a i r s , s o c i a l 
a f f a i r s and r e l i q i o - c u l t i c a f f a i r s of Muslim wcnen frcxn the 
p o i n t of view of I s l am iu d i f f e r e n t p e r i o d s . ays t h a t 
I s l am broutjht wcwner from t h e i x ) s i t i on of c h a t t e l i n mar r i ige 
t o t h a t of equa l p a r t n e r s . In the j . a t t c r of d i v o r c e , sha 
chanced from a comple te ly itTtpot,iit b / 3 t a n d e r , t o one who 
c o i l d i f i i t i a t e d i v o r c e p roceed ings and claini her r i jhtf? of 
dowry and i n h e r i t a n c e . Even in r e l i g i o - c u l t i c p r a c t i c e s 
and d u t i e s , woman was asked and expec ted t o p l ay a r o l e 
equa l t o t n a t of man, i n so f a r a s her s p o c i a i p h y s i c a l 
c h a r i c t e r i s t i c s and ma te rna l d u t i e s a l l o w e d . 
49 MATiYAl J-XMEGL'Vl BEGUM. Role of Musl ln v^aaan ir; soci<4tv. 
R a d i a n c e . 1 , 42? 1964; 1 2 . 
C r i t i c i s e s s e v e r e l / t h e no t ion t h a t modern wes te rn v a l t o * 
a r e s u p e r i o r al>out a l l o t h e r s and t h a t t h e s o c i a l p o s i t i o 
of t n e Muslim women i s i n f e r i o r on t h e b a s i s of Islarrsic 
t e a c h i n g s c o r c e r n i n g i (1) guard iansh i r j in m a r r i a g e ; ( ) 
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polygamy? (3) divorce? and (4) Puriah or the strict 
segregation of tae sexes. Bxaxnines the above points 
frosn the Islamic point of view and also observes how 
woman of today are degradiru) ta«nselves in the name of 
proyrQGs. Says that in an Islamic society the role of 
the woman is not the ballot-box but -naintenance of the 
honte and the family. Her suece^s as a person is judjei 
according to her fidelity to hor husband and the rear-
ing of worthy children. 
50 noiii SH."\KIR. Status of womentIslamic view. >^ oc sci. 4,6; 
1976; 70-75. 
Discusses the position oi: wojner. in ?4aslim society, takinc] 
into account the rights jrantcd by the Koran and the 
actualiti-s of the present conditions. Marriage custom*?, 
divorce, inheritarsce, purdah, Jtc, are discussed in 
detail. Examines how Islan. introduced basic changes in 
the status of the wcKnan. Says that the Prophet made 
marriage a secular coi.tract and ^ave the right of divorce 
to both husband and wife. "^Jew property rights improved 
the legal status oi. wcraen. Tharo is nothing essentially 
wrong with Isla ic teaching and what is needed is a stronj 
defence of it to enable it to raise the status of women 
in society. 
Progress, "Safety 
1930; 5. 
Status of wc»nan in Islamic State-IIj 
by" Sir.j. "Freedcsn". Radiance. 15, 41; 
Comparen the hlqh ideils of Islait! regarding st-tus of wfxnan 
in torTi«! of pro iress, safety and freeiom with tb.at of 
v'/enrern trend of thou.j|it. Sx jr.incs how tho we^terr c-^ ficopt 
of frea love and tree sex onthe other hand is very 
degrading ano takes the position of womar to tho lowest 
possible level. Islamic culture teacher ;hst woman hus 
as muc ; CQspi^ct and individuality as man. Also examined, 
how tha womati of past maintained purdah strictly and how 
they participated in every walk of life, fays that woman 
under Ii?lain has made and will make projrers provided tnev 
truly follox; the tenets of Islam ani rcnain .vithln the 
limit." chalked out by it. 
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52 SHAHNAiS BEGUM. What Musliin woman can do? Radiance. 
14, 49J 1979# 4, 
Depicts in detail, tlis role of Muslim women at home, in 
society, for the spread of Islam, for constructing healthy 
society etc. Presents the contribution made by past 
Muslim women in the fieici of learning. Says that tho 
Muslim woman of today thinksthat her only work was to 
cook food and to rear children, but to<^ iethor with this, 
she has various otlior responsibilities and duties too. 
Her first anU foremost duty is self-training. How, over 
tho educated woman o£ today believs in blind superstitions 
and how she can eradicate th®n is also discussed, ^hy 
purdah was imposed on Muslira ytom&n and staying within the 
limits of purdah and decency, h<w she can work for Islam 
an 1 for society is also examined. 
Criticism. 
53 ;4AHDi hSAD, Free-mixing» f«aither Indian nor Islamic. 
Radiance, 8, 7; 1970; 9. 
Ccwnm©nts on the news reel propagatinr the need for tho 
Indian woman to come forward and help the menfolk ir^  ev-?ry 
sphere of life with special emphasis on nuslia ladies to 
avoid purdah and participate fully in all the walks of 
life with men to enjoy the fruit of independence. Says that 
the modem trend justifies a young sister to dance in the 
arms of a young stranger in the presence of her brother or 
father. Or the youth himself merrily dancing and klssin<i 
a young sister of a brother. Certainly it is not the Indian 
nor the Islamic culture. Explains th ? meaning of seclusion 
and now the moral values of west diminishing today. Says 
that Muslim woman is allowed to go out wNmever needed even 
the battle field to hel-o the /ounded. Education is 
compulsory for a Muslim girl to becc»ne a good mother ana a 
wife. She enjoys equal rights. 
54 SH^'rf^ 3^.'VZ; EEJLN. Challenge to Muslim w©i;ien. Radiance, 14» 
42; 1979; 9. 
Criticises the state of affairs with moJern woman. How 
she is taken to clubs, hotels and other places of enter-
tainment on the pretext of raising h©r position, but is 
used onlv as an entertainment object. Says that, Musliirj 
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women of tne twentieth century is thus confronted, on 
one side with the glitter of the new civilisation« and 
on tha other, with the truth of her faith -- Islam. The 
latter offers her a status which is profitable from all 
respects. Presents the examples of those brave noble 
woraen of the beginning of the Islamic era, who can act 
as beacon-lights, are already there to be followed. Let 
her befriend Islam and then challenv^e the whole world to 
show a better way to peace and salvation. 
SHAHNA2 BEGUM. Women of the world re-awake. Radiance. 
15, 15; 19791 19-20. 
Examines hew the wcmian of today has disintegrated, how 
in the name of progress she is being suppressed under 
the yoke of cruelty and degradation, h<^ * today's woman 
had become one of the ccxnmodities of use for men, how 
the Western woman suffering on the name of broad-
mindedness, how she flies from shamelessness to nudity 
giving it the new name of permissiveness, etc. Also 
examines how Islam is most balanced and perfect of all 
other systems of life and ideologies* Says that if the 
women of today make a careful study of Islam, they 
will find that the benevolent wings of Islam alone offer 
everything that waoaa needf* Her rights and liberties 
are safeguarded, her honour and dignity preserves and 
she is "free" in the true sense of the turn not 8Ui»erficially, 
SURVEYS, 
56 SiiAIWAii BEGUM, Revival of Islam and Muslim women. Radiance. 
15, 2f 19791 9. 
Examines the position of woman and her role in Islam and 
also observes the wrony notions about Islam regarding the 
status of women in modern world. Discusses how the woman 
had her rights safeguarded, her respect intact and her 
position firm in Islam. Presents the results of interview 
with so-called emancipated wanen, which revealed that 
today WMnen were cheated in the name of liberation, as 
she was yet being burdened with double work—caring for 
children as well as working for money. By the revival of 
Islam, it was clear that the position and respect that she 
gets from IsiaT», can nevar be given to hor by any other 
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system, Women's role in Islam is discudved in detail. 
HQW she can effectively prove that purdah acts to 
safeguard womanhood and respect* how she can portray 
the benefits of purdah and art^ ue about its far-reaching 
effects* are also discussed* 
XQBAL. 
57 ABDUL GHAPPAR (S) . Dr. Zqbal on wcsaan. Radiance. 3, 12; 
1965; 5. 
Presents the Dr. Iqbal's views on women in general and 
the Muslim women in particular. Woman occupies a place 
of pride and honour in Islam, Woman's activities are not 
confined to her home. She is also called upon to enter 
the battle-fields, if necessary. ' Regarding education. 
Dr. Iqbal wants religious instruction to dominate the 
educational system of the Muslim women. In Islam purdah 
system has been hailed as the systan that percludes the 
operation of lustful desires. Also presents his views on 
women's cole at hone, with her husband etc. 
PROBLEHS, Rfe;POF^ MS. 
58 BBSail (G J). iBlix-xi and women. Caravan. 549; 1 Apr 1975; 
27-28, 
Says that for centuries, mar have been dcanlnating women 
in Islam, They refuse to recognise the rights of women 
and misinterpret the 'Quran' for their selfish interests. 
Now, the responsibility lies on the Indian Muslims to 
break this tradition. Discusses in detail marriage, 
permission of four wives, monogamy, male domination, 
punishment for the woman, passages on woman's liberation, 
Muhammad's teachings, revolt against orthodoxy, child 
marriage. Justice and reasoning, etc. Illustrates with 
the help of photographs. 
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RURAL and TRIBAL CCTnpared with 
HINDU, sot'iH ASIA. 
59 MAJUMDAH (D M). Status of women in patrilocal societies 
in South Asia. East Ant. 7, 2? 1953| 99-114, 
This paper was presented before the IMESGO Seminar at 
Delhi, discussing tha status of various rural and tribal 
women in patrilocal societies. Among the zural people, 
such as artisans and peasants, both Hindus and Muslims, 
there is hardly any positional inferiority attached to 
women in patrilocal societies, rather their status is 
proverbially high. The women are knwon to be daninant 
in these societies. 
INDIA, MUSLIM '.fOMSN, STATUS, KASHMIR role of QUEENS. 
60 BAZA2 (Prem Nath). Eminent mislim Queens. Forming part 
of Daughters of the vitastai A History of Kashmiri women 
frcwn early tiroes to the present day. 1959. New Delhi, 
Pamposh Publications, 139-152. 
Depicts in detail tne prcsninent part played by sane of the 
Muslim queens and ladies of noble birth in religious 
reform and social uplift, in Kasrwnir during 14th and 15th 
centuries. Also examines the socio-economic conditions 
prevalent at that time. The notable queens are Lachma, 
wife of Sultan Shahabuddin} Bibi Haura; Gul Khatun; 
Mera MuXhat. 
KINSHIP ajJd FAMILY LIFE, ISLAM. 
61 KHAN (Majid All), Family life in Islam. Isl Mod Age. 10, 
2; 1979> 73-88. 
Depicts the family life in Islam. Says that since marriage 
is the first step towards building a faultily life, the most 
important of restrictiva regulations of Islam are those 
relatir.j to marriage. The institution of marriage—Essentials 
in Islamic marriage, •^falimah, Kufw in marriage; Ri-ghts and 
obligations of husband and wife—duties of husband, duties 
of the wife; rights and obligations of parents and children; 
duties of children towards their parents are examined in 
detail. 
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62 SriAfiNAZ BBOUM. Family life in Islam. Vol Isl. 4, 16* 
19781 16-17. 
Sxaminos the Islamic view on parent-children relationship, 
husband->wi£e relationship, fraternal relationship and so 
on. Also examines the wife's role in detail. Says that 
wife is not a slave but a partner-in-life to the husband. 
She has her own responsibilities as well as privileges 
just as the husband has his. Her work is to look after 
the house to strive to build a happy home, to be faithful 
to her husband and rear and bring up children with tender 
care. It is her duty to please her husband and to serve 
him with a happy heart. 
INHERITA?ICS and PBOPEttTy 
63 SHAMSUL HAQUE. Family life in Islam. Radiance. 1, 29; 
19641 10-11. 
Depicts family life in Islam. Family as a primary unit of 
society, marriage, polygamy, parental duties, divorce, etc., 
are discussed. Presents the chart of tha women vi/ith whc»n 
marriage was forbidden in Islam. How polygamy was allowed, 
conditions of polygamy and divorce, etc., are discussed. 
quotes the verses of the Holy Quran regarding polygamy 
and divorce. Says that a woman has every right to maintain 
her belongings separate from her husband, whatever she 
earns by her own labour or capital, and the inherited 
property or the dower are her personal property. 
WEST BENGAL. 
64 MOHDAL (Sekh Rahim) • Kinship, inheritance aanong Muslims: 
Socio-Cultural consequences. Soc 3«*i. 7, 12; 1979; 
43-48. 
Examines what role kinship plays in the rules of inheritance 
among Huslims and what are the consequences on the family and 
social organisation among them? On the basis of a case 
study carried out in Muslim villages of Midnapur district 
of West Bengal and also on the basis of geneological 
techniques and observations. Also examines how a Muslim 
wcanan gets inheritance as a daughter, wife, mother, widow, 
etc. says that the daughter-in-law does not inherit any 
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part of her father-in-law* s property if h©r husband had 
died during the llf© time of her father-in-law. The 
Muslim kinship system and laws of inheritance owe to 
Islamic religioij for their formal structure. 
MARRIAGE, ASSAM. 
65 IRSHAD ALI (A M M ) . Kinship and Marriage among the 
Assamese Muslims. Ini ItVSIfitZ AHMAD, £d. Family, kinship 
and Marriage among Muslims in India. 1976. riew Delhi, 
Manohar. P 1-23. 
This paper has dealt with kinship and marriage among the 
Assamese Muslims with data and the discussion has been 
based on a study of three cownuniti'^s, representing three 
socio-econcxidc contexts. The marriage customs of the 
Assamese Muslims vary in detail not merely in the rural-
urban context but also on a regional basis. The indi-
genous folk traditions also have an appreciable impact on 
the marriage customs of the Assamese Muslims. The Assamese 
Muslims have adopted scMne of the marriage custans of the 
Assamese Hindus. 
DOlifRY, INHERITANCE 
and PROPERTY. 
66 ABDtJLLA (s M) . Dowry among Muslims. Hind Tim (Sun Mag). 
37, 337; 1980 Dec It 9t f-h. 
Observes how dowry syst^n provailiiuj ar.onr; Muslims. Dowry 
is a Hindu custom, and its inroads into the Muslim society 
are through contagion. Among Muslims it is voluntary 
rather than obligatory. Says that in Bihar and Andhra 
Pradesh it is mostly prevalant among Muslims. A daughter, 
according to Islamic Jurisprudence^ receives one-half of the 
son's share from her father's inheritance. A wife, one-
twelfth of her husband's property after his death. If 
divorced, she gets the dower money agreed upon at the time 
of marriage. If a son dies during her life time, she qets 
one-fourth from his property. In addition to all this, she 
is expected to receive some dowry from her father. 
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GUJAB BAKARWALS, 
J/Ktmh jtfid KASHMIR. 
67 KHATAi^ A (R P). Marriage and Kinship among Gujar Bakarwals 
of Jammu and Kaahair. In IMTIAZ AHI4AD, Ed. Family, Kinship 
and marriage avnong Musliins in India. 1976. New Delhi* 
Manohar. P 83-126. 
Oiscusses some aspects of marriage and kinship among the 
Gujar Bakarwal Muslims of J^nmu «u)d Kashmir and tries to 
indicate the relationship which exists between these 
aspects of their social life and the physical and ecoloqical 
environment of their habitat. Marriage patterns — 
selection of spouses, marriage cer€«)onies# divorce and 
elop^nent are discussed in detail. Says that since Islamic 
rules do not allow a woman to divorce her husband, eloperaent 
is often resorted to by Gujar Bakarwal women to force a 
divorce so that they can be free to marry soma one else. 
INHSraTA^CE . 
58 SDRCOS (Syed A) • Muslim wcxnent Besides fancies. Radiance. 
11, 28; 1974/ 9. 
Criticises the sa/iMC that "under the present Indian law, 
Muslim women's right after divorce are limited to contracual mehr 
(dower) which is scanetimes inadequate and even illusory, and 
three months maintenance". Examines in detail, how Isiam 
has declared wcxnan as the equal of man, how the Muslim 
marriage is a siraple contract between two individuals, after 
marriage, how either of them were given the right to 
dissolve the contract when all efforts to conttnue the 
married life hava failed, how economically she vtas xt\aSe an 
independent member of the family by fixing her definite 
share in har husband's and her father's property, apart 
from the stipulated dower, etc, Wcxnen's right to divorce, 
reconciliation period, etc., were discussed. 
ISLAM. 
69 REZA-UR-RAHIM ( M ) . Marriage and kinship in Islam. Isi Mod 
'^ Age. 10. 4; 19791 51-59. 
Marriage within blood relation,in certain cases, has so long 
been held to be lawful in Islam. An attempt has been made 
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by the author to examine how far it was sanctioned by the 
Holy Quran. Presents the relations which cone within the 
jurisdictioii of blood relationship like 1) Mother group, 
2) Daughter group, 3) Sister group, 4) Aunt group, 
5) PJiec© group* Also presents the correct list of 
prohibited relations for niarriage among these groups 
according to the Holy Quran. Marriage with cousins was 
prohibited for the Muslims• As a special measure only, 
it was legalised for the Prophet. 
70 SIDOIQI (Muhammad Mujtaba). Marriage and Kinship in Islam. 
Isi Mod Age. 11, 3; 1980? 313>322. 
Criticises Mr. Reza-ur-Rahim who contributed an article? 
xuider the above caption, as he based his discoveries on 
a particular verse of the Quran (verse 50 of Surah Ahzab), 
and he had not quoted the verse as it occurs in the 
original Arabic, but has relied on the distorted translatior 
of the Glorious Quran regarding the following pointsi (1) 
"A non-Muslim woman acquired peacefully, i.e., who is not 
a war captive cannot be used as a slave girl, i.e., a wife 
of inferior position", (2) "A cousin is not lawful for 
marriage", (3) "Marriage of a Muslim woman arranged betweer-
the bride anJ the bride-groom themselves without consent of 
the bride's guardian is not lawful**. Gives the true trans-
lation of the above quoted verse and examines tho above 
points. 
MEOS, RAJASTHAN. 
71 Aggarwal (Partap C ) . Kinship and Marriage among the Meos 
of Rajasthan. In imifO. AHMAD, Ed. Family, Kinship and 
Marriage among Muslims in India. 1976. New Delhi, Manohar. 
P 265-295. 
Analysed the ccxnplex kinship relationships which regulate 
the social life of the Meos. Described the rules and custc»ns 
relating to marriage. Meo kinship and marriage rules 
closely resemble those of the high caste Hindus in North 
India. The old custom of dowry is replaced by bride-price. 
As Muslims, the Meos feel under pressure to conform to the 
prevailing Muslim custcKns, i.e., to accept the custart! of 
cousin marriage, to adopt purdah. Meo women resist to 
adopt purdah because they have to work in the fields. 
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MOPLAHS, KERALA. 
72 D'SOiTZA (Victor S) . Kinship organizaticoi and marriage 
customs among the Moplahs on the South-West Coast of India. 
In IffTlAZ AHMAD, Ed. Family, kinship and marriage among 
Muslims in India. 1976. New Delhi, Manohar. P 141-167. 
Discusses the kinship organisation and rctarriage custCMfls of 
the 'loplah Muslims of the South-west coast of India in 
detail. Ages of twelve to fourteen for girls and fifteen 
to eighteen for boys are considered to be suitable ages for 
marriage. Moplah marriage has two main aspects -- one 
Islamic and the other local. In addition to the prohibited 
degree of relations for marriage prescribed by Isl<inn, the 
Moplahs refrain frcxn marrying within their clans. 
in relation to MARRIAGE, LAWS, 
CIVIL, PROBLii;"!S, REFORMS. 
73 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Muslims and Civil marriages. Hind Tim. 
(Mag Sec). 1979 Sep 9t 1. 
Author says that although the Special Marriage Act, 1954, 
was designed to be a secular law allowing the members of 
all communities to contract civil marriage under its 
provisions, it places certain checks which may prevent 
Muslims to have advantage of its liberal provisions. 
Author points out that all the first cousins of the 
Muslim girls are regarded by the Act as falling within 
the prohibited de-^ rees of marriage and as such a Muslirr; 
girl cannot naarry her first cousin under the Act thou jh 
she is at liberty to marry her first cousin under the 
Miuslim Law. Author points out certain similar drawbacks 
in the Act and makes plea for amendments in the Act so 
as to make more progressive and non-discriminatory. 
I H D I A , MUSLIM WOiiSw, STATUS, LAi^S, ISLAM, c o m p a r e d w i t h 
PBRSQtiAL, PR0F5LEMS, REFORr^S. 
74 BASHSSk AHMAD. Status of wwnen and settlement of f<3mily 
disputes under Islamic Law. Ir» TAHIR MAHMOOD, Bd, Islaraic 
Law in modem India, 1972, tiew Delhi, t«.M. Trioathi, 
P 186-191, 
Explains the true nature of certain legal institutions in 
Islam affecting the status and rights of Muslim women in 
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India and suggests the enactra^ rit of a law providing to 
Muslim women better facilities of redressing grievances 
against their husbands* Gives the true meaning of 
polygamy* divorce and the status of women as given In 
the Quzran and suggests enactment of law In accordance 
with the Quran In India prescribing easy procedure for 
settl®nent of family disputes among the Muslims. 
Criticism* 
75 SIDDIQX (Mushtao A), woman's rights In Islati. Radiance. 
11, 35; 1974; '6. 
Ccxnments on Rlzvl's article who wrote appreciating the 
women's rights in Islam. Points out several observations 
of Rlzvl and says that even though they are true, they are 
not applicable In modern trends as most of the wcxnen's 
rights were misused by men. Before the enactment of 
Husllm Personal Law Sharlat Act 1937 different rules of 
Inheritance, will, gift, marriage and dower, many of them 
contrary to express provisions of Quran and Sunna 
prevailed. Accordingly, before passing Muslim Marriage 
Dlssolutlof- Act 1939, a wife facing any amount of hardship 
due to her marriage could not break It except by renounc-
ing Islam. These tvra enactments provided some sunount of 
relief to the women. Also presents certain matters, which 
still need to be reformed. 
mHERITAJlCS . 
76 ANDSiXSOrJ <J M D). Recent reforms in the Islamic Law of 
inheritance. Int Corap Law a» 14, 2; 1965; 349-365. 
Criticises the Islamic law of inheritance and points out 
certain provisions of the Sunnj law which are in contrast 
with the Shla law. Reviews the different enactsnents in 
Islamic countries in so far as they att®npt to remedy 
those polntp in the Islamic law of testate and intestate 
succession which have caused increasing disquiet in 
recent years. 
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in relation to PEI^ SCHJAL, 
PROBLSHS, REFORMS. 
77 SEEMA IWSTAPA. Will Muslim women nevar be equal to the 
men? Sunday. 11# 27; 1983; 22->24. 
The Islamic legal system which was once £ar ahead of its 
times, is now in 8C»ne respect outdated. This is specially 
true o£ the Muslim personal law. Even Pakistan has 
changed, even if marginally, the Personal Law, but vested 
interests have prevented any change in Insia, Analyses 
the discrepancies in the Muslim Personal Law. says that 
it is vezry difficult for the Muslim woman to obtain a 
divorce. Poirits out certain similar tasks [which need 
immediate reform] and pleads for Immediate refoxin. 
PERSONAL. 
2g KHAN (Noor £phro2} • Statiis of womext under the Muslim 
law — a note on fallacious notion. Com Law Gaz, 3, 10; 
1980; 5. 
Author criticises the prevailing notion among non-Muslim 
c<xnmunities that the position of Muslim woman is miserable 
and that she is totally on the mercy of her male guardians. 
He says that Islam gives equal status to women and men. In 
the case of marriage age, right to seek divorce and 
matters relating to succession of property she enjoys an 
independent status. The author examines some matters such 
as dower, jsolygamy, Khula and inheritance in the light of 
Islamic law to show that Islamic law helps to protect 
these wanen's interests. 
79 LATIPI (Denial), Outstanding decision on Muslim Personal 
^*w» Xsl Mod Age. 3, 2; 1972; 16-25. 
Examines no unbridled right of husband, woman's right, 
procedure for divorce, true view of marriage, principle of 
dissolution, break down of marriage, sole ground for 
divorce, proof of breakdown, law and custom, equal rights 
in the contestt of Muslim woman. Refers the Muslim women's 
right to claim divorce from her husband. Cites the Qurani 
"And women have rights similar to those against them in a 
just manner". 
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COMT^ E NT A R I E S . 
80 sirK:iH (Mahavir) • Mahmood and Ameer A H on Muslim Law : a 
ccxnoarison. Al Law J. 3| 1973f 181-196. 
Makes a comparative study of the vievs of Syed Mahmooi and 
Paae&c All on certain aspects of Muslim law# e.< .# rule of 
preference* restitution of conjugal rights and claim of 
wife to prcHnpt dower, rule about missinn persons and 
testamentary waqf under the Shia law. Observes that the 
Indian law is all tlie more richer for the variety and 
freshness of opinions o£ these two Iniiian legal luminaries. 
Compared with CHRISTIAN, 
31 SARKAR (L). In Law, Seminar, 165; 1973; 13-5, 
Discusses the legal provisions graoted by the constitution 
which place the Indian women on CKiual level with the men. 
While indicating each act which is against discrimination, 
gives the details of the Act^ the actual practice and the 
points on which deliberate or subtle discrimination against 
women is being practised in every sphere of activity. 
Points out the ill-effects of personal law on the condition 
of Muslim and Christian wom<^. 
and 
HINDU. 
82 MA.MOHAR (Sujata). Legal status of Indian women. Soc Welf. 
26, 1; 1979; 2-3. 31-32. 
Examines the legal status of Hindu, Muslim and Christian 
women regarding marriage, divorce, inheritance, etc. 
Thoug J Hindu women have raised their legal status, their 
Muslim sisters lag far behind, mainly because of lack of 
enlightened public opinion among the Muslims asking for 
an improvement in their status, A Muslim marriage is not 
a religious bond. It is a contract. There is hardly any 
legislation improving the legal status of Muslim women. 
Legislative measure giving scwie relief to Muslim women 
is the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939, under 
which a Muslim woman can obtain a divorce from her husband 
on the grounds provided there, such as cruelty, husband's 
failure to maintai:. her for two years, etc. 
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83 Hi:i'\'i'TJR (Joseph) . Women and th> lawj Constitutional 
rights and continulnj ine^iualities. Spc Act. 25, 3? 
197S; 292-301. 
Observes the legal provisions provided by the constitution 
of India relating to women of Hindu* Muslim and Christian 
ccsnfnunity. Sxaciines tno law of marriage and divorce, 
property, adoption, employment and education, abortion, 
etc. Fran the actual situation in which they find 
themselves, it is clear that s«nething more than legis-
lation is re^iuired. The first idling is to be attempted 
is to make wcsnen aware of their rights. It is also 
necessary to chan-^ e the attitudes of both men and women, 
of society in general, to social objectives sought to b 
achieved by legislation, A radical change in the attitudes 
of women of all comrtsunities induced by an awarenesn to 
their rights which are constiti2tin.nally guaranteed ani 
legally protected will be the first step in the complex 
process of transforming tho social structure so that women 
may enjoy full equality with men in every sphere of life. 
and PARSI. 
84 CHAKi^ AV l^Y (R) . Law as i t e f f e c t s women. Ijn BAIJ (T A ) , 
£d. yeomen of I n d i a , 1956. Delhi , Publ ica t ions Divis ion. 
P 73-90. 
Deals with the l e j a l measures such as the Hindu Code B i l l , 
Hindu f4arriage Act, Special Carr iage Act, Chr i s t i an , Pars i 
an i Muslim Law of Carriage, d ivorce and succession, e t c . , 
t h a t have beers adopted in modom India and t h e i r e f fec t on 
the chanjiny s t a t u s of Indian wanon. 
Hitmu. 
85 LS iAL STvTUS Of women. Forming part of APPADOHAI (A), Ed. 
Status of Women in South Asia. 1^S4. Bombay, Orient 
Longmans. P 16-23. 
This paper was presented at the seminar axrranged under the 
auspices of UJIESCO in Decenber 52 at New Delhi. Marriage, 
age of marria. e, divorce, property, guardianship, adoption, 
etc., are discussed as applicable to major communities in 
South Asia. Hindu and Muslim laws relating to above subject*^  
are ccwnpared. 
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CO'FEKa.CES, Criticism, 
NOW wmviARD looking Muslim women. Radiance. 9, 25> 1972; 2. 
Criticises the All-India Conference of Forward-looklnj 
Muslims, organised by the Indian Secular Society and the 
Muslim Satya-shodhak Mandal and their proposal to organise 
a two-day Maharashtra state fiuslim i^ oraen Conference, for 
the ostensible purpose of protesting against the "discri-
minatory" Shariat Act of 1937, which goveiTis the marriage, 
divorce and other rights of the Muslim cc«m»unity in India. 
Says that this Conference is a big challenge for all those 
Muslims who are convinced that the marriage and dlvorre laws 
of Islam are not only the best for both men and women, but 
that Muslim women too consider them to be so. 
87 SECULARISM t AIDING CommunaliSTO. Eco Pol v^lv. 7, 4; 1972;132. 
Criticises the limited aims of the Maharashtra State Muslim 
Women's Conference organised by the Indian Secular society 
and the Muslim Satyashodhak Mandal. Says that Shariat Act 
of 1937 which governs the marriage, divorce, inheritance <jnd 
guardianship right of Muslims, discriminates blatantly against 
women. Instead of purely Muslim women conference, it should 
be Hindu-Muslim Conference demanding removal of Hindu and 
Muslim Personal Laws, for uniform Civil Code. It appears to 
be ccKwmnal conference. 'Secular* leaders encouraging 
conr'unalisn!. 
88 TAHIU fiAfff-lOOD. Women's Conferences on Personal Laws Both 
sides Badly mistaken. Radiance. 9, 44; 1972; 3, 14, 
Criticises both women's Conferences on Personal Law, like 
Maharashxra State Muslim rfomen's Conference, organised at 
Poooa in favour of reform and a number of counter-conferences 
held in all parts of the country against reforms as thair 
approach was wrong. Points out their sheer ignorance even of 
the basic aspects of the issue in both the Conferences, 
Criticises on certain threats (or comments) made by Muslim 
wcNtnen like 'we will be compelled to marry our daughters to 
non-Muslims.' It is naive to imagine that marrying a non-
Muslim man, a Muclim girls is sure to subject herself to 
an eminently suitable modeim personal law. Says that a 
Muslim girl can marry a non-Muslim man under the Special 
Marriage Act, 1954, But under that Act she can marry even a 
Muslim man. 
ilO 
DBMOMSTRATIONS. 
MEMCHAIIDUM OP Husllm wcwien. Rttdianc<3« 3# 48; 1966j 13. 
Says that a delegation of Muslim women of Poona headed 
by Hani fa Bal Usttian Menson presented a mamorandum to the 
Prime Minister and Union Law Minister demanding that 
religion should not be made subservient to politics and 
that there should be no intervention in Muslim Personal 
Law. This demonstration was staged against 80->called 
progressive women who had deRiaadad that there should be 
total ban on polygamy in the country. 
in relation to CIVIL. 
90 TAHIR MAHMOOD. Cawnon civil code* Personal laws and 
religious minorities. In MOHAMMAD IMAM, Sd, Minorities 
and the Law. 1972. Bombay, N.M. TripathTT P 460-476. 
Points out to the defects of Muslim personal lavj- as 
applicable, inter alia, to matrimonial relations. Examines 
the implications of a ccx»non civil code. Refers to the 
reforms effected in countries where Muslim personal law 
xs in force particularly in matters like marriage age and 
guardianship, polygaeny, settianent of matrimonial disputes, 
period of gestation, ana orphaned granra children's right to 
succession* On the analogy of reforms in scwie countries, 
makes his own suggestions for reforms. 
PROBLSriS, REFORMS. 
91 BEu (M H>. Jniform civil code. Ind EXP. 1973 May 24; 6. 
States that religion and law should ho kept apart. Emphasises 
that there is vast scope for reform in the personal laws of 
Muslims, particularly in such matters as marriage and divorce. 
Suggests that polygamy should be abolished through law, and 
specifies the reasons on which the argument for abolltiOD 
is based. 
I l l 
METHODOLOGY. 
92 SIDDIQUI (M Z) , Muslim Personal Law and a Unifonn Civil 
Code for India, J Const Parll Stu, 3, 3j 1969? 93-96. 
Admits that rafonns in Islamic law of marriage and divoce, 
etc., are needed but such reforms must be initiated from 
the iMuslims thotiselves. Suggests that any reforms must 
process throucii a council ccxnposed of Muslim jurists. 
PROBLEMS. 
93 SC»£ (A A K). Challenqe to Muslim wcwnen. Radiance, 9, 
27; 1972; 3, 14, 
Bxamines the Muslim vrcm&n, educated or uneducated, who are 
not prepared even to pay lip-service to the laws of marriage, 
divorce, and inheritance given by Islam or Muslim Personal 
Law. Says that, their strongest argument in supoort of 
polygamy is supposed to be that polygeny is bett.er than 
illegitimate sexual relations, that a Muslim husband may 
have with wouen other than his wife. But this argument has 
no weight for a woman who is in the grip of amotions. U-so 
says that the real challenge to the Muslim Personal Law 
was not from ultra-modern Muslims or those secularists 
but frcwn Muslim wanen. 
ATTIT'JDES. 
94 RALLIARAM (Mayavanthi). Muslim wanen in Indias Dil®T»ma of 
change. Mainstream, 11, 27; 1973; 19-22. 
In this article the author examines the various views of the 
leaders of the Muslim community in favour and against 
reforms of Muslim personal laws. She analyses the attitude 
of Muslim women toii?ards refoirm, she appeals to wwnen's 
liberation to play its true role in modernising the new 
generation of Muslim girls* 
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95 RALLIARAM (May^wantl). Mew facets of Muslim women. 
Mainstream. 11# 19; 1973| 29-34, 40. 
In this article author presents the findings of a research 
study aimed at finding out the attitude of women towards 
inter ajja certain provisions of the Muslim personal law 
as far as they are applicable to Muslim wcwien in the presant 
conditions of Indian society. 
RBPORHS. 
9e AlJDEHSOJi (J n D), Muslim personal law. In T^ i^ IR MAHMOOD. 
Sd. Islsuraic law in modern India. 1972. Mew Delhi, n,H, 
Tripathi. P 1-34. 
Unequal status of women under Islair.ic law is pointed out, 
particularly in matters such as polygamy, divorce, inheritance 
etc* and methods are suggested for mobilising Muslim piiblic 
opiniori for bringing about reforms. 
97 ASKAR AitlAD. Scope of amending Muslim Personal Law. 
Radiance. 9, 34| 1972; 6. 
Examines how the inconpatibility of individuals and the 
weakness of human nature have eclipsed the Islamic law of 
divorce and polygamy inasmuch as the male takes advantage 
of his right to satisfy his selfish motive. Discusses 
talaq, polygamy and other rights and status of Muslim 
woroer. from Islamic point of view and proposes for the 
amendment in Muslim Personal Law, So far as the right 
and position of a Muslim woman is concerned, it is almost 
a psychological problem of social significance, The 
Muslim w<»ien now very much realise that talaq and polygamy 
systems have given enormous povter to the Muslim male and 
conseciuently elevated his position qua finale. 
98 BHATT (S R ) . Change in Muslim Personal Law is a sociolo-
gical problon. Organiser. 25, 52; 1972, 6, 13. 
Observe* that although the problem is purely sociological 
it has been given a predominantly sectarian tinge, and 
political colour too. For national unity considers a 
uniform civil code absolutely essential. Emphasises that 
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frcxn all humanitarian considerations a change in the 
status of Muslim women is desirable, 'ihe argument that 
Muslim personal law is based on Shariat is not only 
irrelevant but also untenable. 
99 £NGI:JS£H (Asghar Ali) • Muslim Personal Law t the case for 
change, Tim Ind. 1972 July 2; 6. 
Examines the origin and growth of law In tiie early stajes 
of Islamic history. Observes that the laws formulated by 
the prophet in the Quran were applicable to the conditions 
of the then society^ but have no relevance to the present 
day conditions. Me aays that this is the reason why 
penal laws of Islam have been abolished in almost all tha 
Muslim countries. Discussing family laws# criticisos 
polygamy and unilateral divorce as institutions of the 
feudal society and pleads for changes in the existing 
Muslim personal law in India. 
100 GHULAM MUSTAFA, Muslim personal law-I : Is change 
desirable? Radiance. 9, Bt 1971; 5, 12. 
Consnents on the booklet entitled "The reform of !4uslini 
Personal Law in India" by professor A.A.A. Fysae, which 
deals with the proposed reforms in Muslim Personal Law 
and the schamo by which they are to be implemented. Shows 
how Islamic law of inheritance to women is far better 
and rational than other laws. Discusses regarding polygseny 
and presents two r«nedles to do away with tfiis syst®n 
which are advantageous and safe. Also cites quotatiCKiS from 
leaxrnad persons. Says that a negligible percentage of Muslims 
in India practise polygamy and that too on the grounds of 
first wife being sterile or suffering from contagious 
diseases# etc. 
101 OHULAf4 MUSTAFA. Muslim Personal Law~IIt Is change 
desirable? Radiance. 9, 9> 1971i 7, 10. 
Examinos the Muslim Personal Law regarding marriage# 
divorce* inheritance, etc., in the context of both Isl^n 
and modern trerds and draws the conclusion that the urgent 
need of the hour is not reforms In these laws but the most 
burning problems are the question of upllftment of economic, 
social,educational and religious condition of the Muslims. 
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Sa/s that triple talag becaane current In use because of the 
misunderstanding and hasty conclusion drawn from a verse of 
the Quran, If a Muslim couple registers its marriage under 
the Special Marriage Act« 19S4# rules of Indian Successior 
Act may be applied in spite of Muslim Personal Law, 
102 SHAt{ (A B) , Muslim wcKTien on the move. Opinion, 12, 39; 
1972; 17-20. 
In this article author appreciates the courage of Muslim 
wc»nen in d«nanding reform of Muslim Personal Law, Rcsminds 
the government of its responsibility in this regard and 
makes plea for a uniform civil code applicable to all 
consnunities. 
103 SIVARAMAYYA (B) . Equality of sexes as a human and consti^ 
tutional right and the Muslim law. In TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. 
lsl«Ric law in modem India. 1972, Hew Oelhi« H.M.Tripathi. 
P 69-79 
Says that Muslim women should have equal status witii men as 
a matter of right in all matters governed by religicwj. Also 
says that this can be achieved by displacing legal institu-
tions based on Sharia by new institutions having their 
foundation on secular principles. 
104 TAHIR MAHMCMDD. Dissuasive precepts in Muslim family law, 
Al Law J. 2; 1965/ 122-30. 
Examines the significance of dissuasive precepts scattered 
in the texts o£ Islamic law. Examines such precepts (i.e., 
those which dissuade people frcxn doing something not other-
wise prohibited by Islamic law) with regard to polygamy and 
divorce and sugcjests reforrrj in Muslim famil/ law as effected 
in some Muslim countries. 
105 TAYABJI (Kamila). 
19701 3. 
Islam and its laws. Radiance. 7, 37-38; 
Makes sugyestion for reform in Muslim personal law in 
conformity with true Islamic principles, The suggested areas 
of reform are polygamy, unilateral divorce, maintenance of 
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wife and the law of inheritance. Strengthens the argument 
for reform by referring to some countries where reforms 
have been effected. 
Compared with HIMDU, 
106 SABKAR (L). Legal status. Seminar. 52; Dec 1963f 38-40. 
The author describes the history of the legal status of 
Indian women. She points out thQ differences in social 
and property rights between the Hindu and the Muslim women 
during the early periods and examines the changes that have 
taKen place after independence. The glaring discrepancies 
in legal status of Hindu and Muslim women that are still 
in existence are reviewed critically. She calls for 
through implementation of the various reform acts to 
bring about the desired change. 
METHODOLOGY. 
107 FARIDI (F R)• Islamic personal law: scope and methodology 
of reform in India. jCn TAHIR MAHMOOD, Ed. Islamic law in 
modern India. 1972, New Delhi, N.M. T'ripathi. P 123-127. 
Criticises the so-called 'forward looking* Muslims who do not 
hesitate in staging a drama on presianptuous grievances of 
Muslim v»:Mnen. Says that if changes are needed, the Muslim 
coR«nunity should first be won over through persuasiofi, 
sympathy and a sincere appreciation of its sentiments. As 
the Eiuslim personal law is a part of Islamic religion, ary 
reforms in it should come from the Muslim law experts 
themselves. 
SURVEYS. 
108 CHALLEmiE TO reformists. Radiance. 8, 17; 1970; 2, 
Says that one stock excuse for urging immediate "reform" 
in the Muslim Personal Law, and the enforcoiient of a 
uniform Civil Code in the whole country', has always been 
the supposed "miserable plight" of the Muslim women in 
India, on account of the "outdated" laws of marriage and 
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divorce which govorn the Muslim c<xnmunity. Proposes 
that a survey be made on the family life of the Muslim 
coimnuiiity^  as well as the family life of those who are 
not governed by the Muslim personal law, for measuring 
the "miserable plight" of the Muslim and the non-Muslim 
women of India* 
PROPERTY, PROBLE^IS, Criticism. 
109 SHAIKH (U A) • Ceilings Laws and Woos of Indian Muslims. 
Voi Isi, 6, 11; 1980i 6-7. 
Criticises on the discrimination practised ajainst the 
minorities, particularly the Muslims in the matter of 
enactments and implementation of agricultural and urban 
land ceilings and holdings acts which were passed in all 
the states under the central directions during emergency 
days* Provisions under those laws are directly opposed 
to the existing personal law of the Muslims. Says that it 
is a travesty of all avowed policies of betterment of 
womoj, to take away the personal rights of Muslim women 
to their Mehar and marriage endowment property, both in 
agricultural and urban holdings as these laws do* 
LiaSRATURE, URDU* 
110 HUSSAIN (S A). Won^i writers and Urdu literature, Ind 
Hoz. 23, 2-3| 1974| 5-14* 
Gives a brief survey of the contributicxi of women writers 
to Urdu language and literature. Mumta?. Ali, Sultan 
Jahan, Tayyaba Begxim, Abbasi Begum, Afzal Ali*s mother, 
Nazar Sajjad Haider Khatoon were more prominent among the 
early %ramen writers. The famous communist leader Rasheed 
Jahan was also a short story writer. Author shows their 
love for their language and their spirit of dedication to 
Urdu literature* The author also discusses soiae of their 
•:.] orks, 
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IfJDIA, MUSLIM hlOtiE'4, STATUS, M,Af^RI.AGE, ADVER'llSKmnTSt PROHLKMS. 
FS'Va.^  HA'iiaMOiilAUS '^or Muslim girls, statesman. 126, 267600? 
1963 Nov 7; 3. 
Examinas the Muslim families of Delhi plagued b/ the problem 
of marriageable daughters. Also examines the marriage systert; 
among 5^usll^ n9 and now the shortage of suitable boys is harrass-
inj Muslim families havirtg marriageable dau-jhterr> an i how the 
luslim society provides boys with little opportunity to meet 
girls, etc. Says that roughly speaking, one out of every thioc 
Muslim yirls between the ages of 18 and 30 was unmarried. Unless 
there is a change in the society's attitudes or unless the 
yirls have more opportunities to meet the boys, the chances of 
their tiarriaae will further decline. 
'\JK and EOUCVTIcn 
influence on wmilhlTY campared with lUc.DU, KER4LA. 
D'S0iz\ (Stan). Fertility implications of nuptiality Datterns 
in South Asia. Soc \ct. 29, 4; 1979; 341-376. 
Presentf! an overview of nuptiality in the suij-continent with 
particular reference to India and Bangladesh. Three itariS 
characterise nuptiality over nearly a century: early age of 
marriage, a large number of widows, anJ the universality of 
marriage. The effect of changes in nuptiality f>atterrs on 
fertility was dlncussed. It is argued in the case of Kerala 
that decreases in fertility are due to a cwnplex net of factors 
including education ana not merely the result of a rise in the 
age of marriaye. Also makes the context of Muslims to 3 large 
extent. 
influence on 
POPi;LATIuK compared with CHRISTIAI^ and HINDU, KS«\LA. 
UULATI (Leela), Age of marriage of womea and population 
growth: The Kerala experience. £co Pol i.^ klv. li# 31-33; 
1976y 1225-1234. 
fcixamines how population gro-^ th depends primarily on fertility 
an; mortality taking the example of Kerala amon^ Hindu??, 
Muslims ana Christians and other sub-castes, says that fertility 
depends considerably or: the age at which womer marry. The highar 
the ago of marriage the shorter is their reproductive period. 
Discusses in the liqht of Government's proposal to raise the age 
of niarria:3e for girls from IS to 18 &iid for bo/a frotn Ifl to 21. 
Says that early marria e was common among the Kerala Muslims. 
The restrictions enjoined by the purdah systen; must to a great 
extent account for the fact that very few Muslim women are able 
to re^d ar.d write. 
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ATTITtlDES, SU5 VKYS. 
114 SHAHSEN KHAl'J and MOHAMMAD YU«US. Changing attitudes of girl 
students toti?ards marriage, Soc '4olf. 24, 5; 1977; 16, 18. 
The attitudes of the rosidont girl students of the Faculty of 
Arts and social sciences of Aligarh Muslim Univ unity, aiacng 
whom mogt are Muslims, were racorded on an interview schedule 
regarding the roarria^je system and practices in their f^ n^ilies 
and their <yar> attitudes. In 56 per cent families, the parents 
even do not consult their wards while arranqinc; for their life 
partners. About 94 per cent respondents are of the view that 
they should have a chance to scje the bridegroom before marriaje, 
There is a vast di inference between the thinking of renpondersts 
and their parents. The respondents (90 per cent) want to do mra\ 
with the arranged marriage and treat marriage as a contract an.1 
not as a erttianent bond. 
DIVOftCB:. 
115 LATEEF (S). In a community. Saninar. 165; May 1973; 29-32, 
Deals with the status of Muslim women. The author discusses its 
relation to martiage and divorce rules under the Islamic law. 
According to the yuran a Muslim woman was given e«|uality with 
men 1, 300 years ago. She also describes how this was abused 
in practice during the later period and the consecruent present 
inferior status of women in Muslim conmiunity. 
and POLYGAMY^ LAV^ s^, 
ISLAM. 
116 SHSIKH M«'\SIM ALl, Divorce in Islam. Radiance. 10, 33; 1977; 6, 
Says that the laws of polygamy and divorce in Isla!n are the 
most logical atd scientific but are being niisused. Discurnoa 
at langth the misuse of talaq by husband an-i the wife's rinht 
to khula (separation) quoting extensively from ^ iuran. 
PisOBLKMS, 
REFOKMS, 
117 RAO (P Kodanda). bigamy bill. Opinion. 12, 18; 1973; 31-2. 
Author observes that any claim in raspect of polygamy is of 
divine origin that has proved falacious by the fact that in 
many of the Muslim countries it has baen outlawd. Divorce 
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by talaq to be more cruel to women than poryganiy. He 
says' t'fiat there is no need to appoint a coeaTdssion of 
inquiry as there is much evidence to show that Huslim 
A'ORten are treated as unequal in status. Demands for the 
protection of wc»nen from the chains of talaq and polygamy. 
jyDGEMSMTS. 
118 JAFFER HUSSAIM (S). Judicial interpretation of Muslim 
matrimonial law in India. In T^IR MAHTdOOD, Ed. Islamic 
law in modem India. 1972, New Delhi, H.M.TrXpathi. 
P 175-185. 
The judiciary can play more important role in liberalising 
and modernising rules of Muslim law relating to marriage, 
divorce, polygamy and maintenance than the legislature. The 
process of judicial reform is likely to attract lesser 
hostility that, an attempt to reform the Muslim law by the 
legislature. 
PERSOHAL 
CCTnpared with HINDU-
119 DUBSY (Bhagwant Rao). need for a dialogue between socio-
logists and jurists. J Const ParliStu. 3, 3| 1969| 
100-103. 
Compares some provisions of the Hiadu tiarriage Act, 1954 
with some provisions of Muslim Personal Law, States that 
although the condition of Hindu women is still not vary 
happy, that of Muslim women is far too unhappy because 
of the practice of polygamy and unilateral declaration 
of divorce by the husband any time without assigning any 
reason. Criticises those who argue in defence of polygamy, 
and argues for reform in such areas such as marriage, 
divorce and polygamy. 
MUSLIM COLNTRIES, PROBLEMS, REFORMS. 
120 RAO (P Kodanda)• Muslim polygamy and divorce in India. 
J Const ParliStu. 3, 3| 1969| 97-99. 
Referring to a<xne other countries where reforms have taken 
place and quoting modem writers pleads for abolition of 
polygamy as the practice of polygamy brings injustice to 
women. 
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PEftSOHAL, 
PROBLEMS, REFORMS. 
121 RAO (P Kodanda). Muslim polygamy and divorce in India. 
Organiser. 24, 26/ 1971| 6. 
Examines tt» t4uslim personal law regarding polygamy and 
divorce applicable in India and quotes certain Muslim 
countries where these laws were amended. Pointed out 
that even more cruel to Muslim wcrnien than polygamy was 
the Muslim Law of divorce by talak at the absolute 
discretion of the husbands. Muslim Law ordined that a 
wife must comply witi^ i her husband's wish. It also enjoined 
that a wife guilty of adultery should be stoned to deathl 
All these are unilateral disabilities and humiliation 
inflictable on Muslim women by Muslim men. Pleads for 
the iimnediate reform in the Muslim Personal Law. The 
unenviable status of Muslim women concerns all humanists, 
both Muslim and non-Muslim. 
Criticism. 
122 CHANDSHAi*AL£ (s P H), Do marriage and divorce provisons 
need modifications? Radiance. 11, 21t 1974; 6. 
Criticises to the Islamic and Modern age society and the 
Indian Institute of Islamic Studies who Jointly organised 
a saninar on "Religion, Morality and Law", and advocated 
legislation to compel a Muslim to obtain sanction of a 
court of law, before performing a secoiid marriage, a 
declaration by a Muslim of his intention to adopt, and 
reform of mutual divorce. Says that suggestions such 
as curbing the right of the husbabd to taHe another wife, 
or mutual divorce rafonn, or legalising adoption by a 
Muslim are not sound. Practising, diligently, and 
honestly, the Shariah will assuredly evolve a socaity, 
voluntarily conducting itself in the right way. Therein 
lies peace anj happiness. 
ATTIlUDSS. 
123 DAL.vAl (Hamid) , Divorce among Muslim women. Tim Ind. 1973 
June 24; 7. 
The author says that although certain provisions of Muslim 
PersonalLaw have for sometime past been the subject of 
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animated discussion non® of the Indian university has so 
far undelftaJcen a study of the incidenco of polygamy and 
unilateral divorce among Muslims, Gives the results of 
suxrvey of Muslim divorces conducted b/ tha riuslim satya-
shodak Mandal in different parts of tho country. Presents 
the feelings of the coiwtvon Muslim women about the provisions 
of divorce in f4uslim Perscwnal Law. 
Compared with CHRISTIAN, fUNDU 
and PARSI. 
124 PATi'JAIK (N o). Divorce in India j how it is and how it 
should be. All Ind Rep (J Sec ). 1959; 86-87. 
Referring to the existing legal provisions relating to 
divorce laws of Hindus, Parsees, Muslims and Christians, 
pleads for liberalising divorce law. Says that a simple 
and quick remedy should be provided by law, applicable 
to aai ccHienunities unifortnly. 
DOWER a n d ma'VTEUAnCE, 
Criticism. 
125 AMS<!^ I (Ghouse) • Young women pensioners. Radiance. 17, 
48f 1932} 3. 
Critically exa^ fnines the law of maintenance for divorced 
woman, Sxamines the Islamic concept of maintenance, hc«* 
wcKnan gets her dower (roaher), how she can move to the 
court for realization of the dower, how Islarn encourages 
second marriage, etc,9ut tt.e provisions of section 125 
of the CCP 1973, jives a statutory right to a divorced 
wcxnan to receive every month a monthly allowance for 
meeting the expenses of her food, clothes and lodging, 
etc., fran her former husnand. This provision of law 
discourages remarriage. How this law leads to indolent 
and idle women and dlsadvanta<3es of this law discussed 
in detail. In light of these reasons pleads for the 
abrogation of the above said law. 
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LAWS, ISLm4 
and PERSONAL, Criticism, 
126 MAINTB?IANCS AFTER Divorce, Radiance. 16, 1; 1980; 2. 
Criticises the current legal position that a divorced 
wonan should receive maintenance from her divorcing husband 
till she re-marries is untenable in Islam on moral grounds, 
ignoring an unambiguous provision of the Muslim Personal 
Law and Islamic Shariah, which gave right of maintenance 
allowance to a divorced I4uslim wife. "The Muslim position 
is that after a divorce becomes effective following the 
parent of "Mehr" and maintenance for the period of "Iddat" 
or other dues, no claim of divorcee on her former husband's 
income in "Just" or "lawful". She has already got what 
was her due. The doors of second marriage are open for 
the divorcees. It is more respectable, moral and 
pra^atic thatj exploiting their former husbands. 
influence of CONVERSION J, 
LAWS, ISLAM. 
127 SAMPATH (B H), Conversion and Interpersohal conflict of 
laws. In TAlilH f4AHM00D, Sd. Islamic law in modem India. 
1972. New Delhi, 4^,M, T^FTpathi, P 128-132. 
Says that a Muslim woman does not stand on equal footing 
with man in case of conversion to any other relic;ion, says 
that Muslim law declares that apostasy either by the 
husband or the wife would automatically terminate the 
matrimonial bond. But in the present legal position, there 
is some variance between the husband and wife, if hen a 
Muslim husband renounces his religion, the marriage stands 
dissolved. As regards apostasy of the wife, the marriage 
stands dissolved under the traditional Muslim law. Suggests 
that since Muslim law permits a Hanafi Muslim to enter into 
a niHah with a woman professing a scriptual religion (Kita-
biyya), it should be made a general rule that when a Muslim 
wcanan esbraces a scriptual faith the marriage would not stand 
terminated. 
influence on HIMDUS. 
128 ARSiiAD flASOOD. "Talaq, Talaq, Talaq" but the marriage shall 
continue. Radiance. 8, 40| 1978; 7, 
Critises the allegation that the Muslim Personal Law is 
encouraging the Hindus to deviate from the path of 
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"rectitude" In so far as it permits a Hindu to divorce his 
wife by first converting himself to Islam and then pronounc-
ing the foimula "Talaq, Talaq« Talaq" and within minutes 
thereafter to marry another girl of his choice — who if 
she happens to be a Hindu married woman« can similarly 
snap her marital tie*. The author tries to show that* 
there is no basis in law for such charge and that the 
alleged method of divorce is not sanctioned either by 
Hindu law or by :4uslim law. 
INDIA, MUSLIM WOMEN, STATUS, MARRIAGE, D I V O H C S , LAWS, ISLA?1, 
129 Ai^ SAHX (G Ghouse) • Islamic Law of marriage. Radiance* 
18, 23y 1982; 5. 
Depicts in detail the Islamic law of marriage. Says that 
marriage was enjoined upon every Muslim and celibacy was 
condfiffoned by Islam. The purpose of marriage was four-fold, 
which were discussed in detail. The conditions for the 
solemnisation of the marriage, limitations and maher (th 
amount of dower contracted at the time of marriage) are 
discussed in detail. Polygeupny, divorce, dower, wcxnen's 
right to divorce (khuXa) etc., are also discussed. Also 
presents the conditions, which permit Muslim man to 
marry a woman fran non-Muslim community. 
130 FERZAMA ANWAR. Contract of marriage and divorce deed. 
— Crescent. Nov 1983| 19-20. 
Depicts in detail the marriage contract according to Islam, 
Like any contract under the mercantile law of a civilised 
country, the parties to the contract of marriage in Islam 
work out the terms governing the contract and declare 
their acceptance of those terms and conditions before hard, 
without leaving any doubt or dispute concerning such 
terms, mainly those relating to the dower (mehr)• In the 
absence of consideration (dower or roehaf), there can be no 
legal and binding contutact of marriage in Islam. 
131 FSR2ANA AMWAR. Div>rce in Islam-II. Crescent. Oct 1983; 13-14. 
Discusses the conditions of divorce under the Quranic pro-
vision applicable to all Muslims all over the world, says 
that marriage is a sacred trust and must be safeguarded as 
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such. Also says that of all things permitted by law« 
divorce is the most hateful in the sight of God. Divorce 
for mutual inccMBpatibility is alleged* but on certain 
well defined conditions. A divorce is possible twice. 
Remarriage is possible only after satisfying a very 
stringent condition — until after the divorced wife has 
married another husband and he has divorced her. Explains 
Iddat. 
132 PER£AHA ANWAR. Divorce law. Crescent. June 1983; 29-32. 
Discusses the different aspects of divorce under the Quranic 
provisions.Says that Quran makes very comprehensive 
provisions aimed at protecting the rights and status 
assigned to %^ cxnen in Islam. After marriage* a wcMtian has 
to be treated with care and affection. Says that, wcxnen 
who have been divorced or are widows* may attract the 
attention of eligible men, tor thair physical charms or 
material means, resulting in liaison and behind the 
scene contacts between the parties, even before the period 
of obstinence (Iddat) is over. 
133 HUSAIN (M A M ) , Islan^ ic concept of marriage and divorce»IIX, 
Radiance. 11, 46/ 1974i 7-8, 
Discusses in detail the Islamic concept of divorce and 
examines in brief the concept of marriage and divorce 
among the Athenians, l^ c»nans, christians, Mindus, Arabs, 
etc., Examines, how Isleun permits divorce in exceptional 
circumstances, in spite of the sanctity of the bond of 
marriage. Also ex^anlnes how the Holy Prophot dissolved 
marriage and how he disallowed divorce pronouncement in 
certain cases. According to Ibn 'Umar, the Prophet is 
reported to have said, "with Allh the nK>st detestable 
of all things permitted is divorce". 
Compared with 
CHRlsilArJ, HI^ 3D^ J and PARSI. 
134 LAr4 (M T) . Divorce in India, in NEf&U (S K) ^  Ed. Our 
Cause. 1935. Allahabad, Kitabistan. P 287-305T 
Gives a brief history of the marriage law of the 4 naln 
religions conffnunities in India, i.e., Hindus, Muslims, 
Parsees and Christians. The courts apply different 
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legal measures to different ccxcsnunities. In the case 
of Hindus, marriage is regarded as sacrament and there 
is no right of divorce. Among Muslims divorce is allowed 
at the will of the husband and among Parsees and 
Christians right to divorce is regulated by the Acts of 
the Legislature, Gives case studies to substanfiAate the 
legal aspect of divorce in ail thes cormnxinitieG. 
MODERN 
SOCIETY. 
135 nORE riAH lACUiS wrecked. Radiance. 10, 12; 1972; 2. 
Appreciating the laws of marriage and divorce given by 
Islam, criticises illegal sex relatiors, number of re-
marriages and frequent divorces practised in modern 
societies in different countries including India, even 
though these laws are a target of attack from the most 
modernists in India. Islam has allowed restricted 
polygamy as a concession to human weakness which reduces 
the number of divorces in Muslim societies, although 
divorce is extremely easy in Islam. Gives the data of 
wrecked marriages in modern societies of different 
countries. 
Criticism. 
136 AMIii AmAQD (F). Marriage and divorce. Radiance. 1, 7; 
1963; 8. 
Comrtients on the anxious desire of some people to modify 
or reform the Muslim law regarding marriage and divorce, 
to suit the requirements of modem materialistic society. 
Examines the circximstances under which polygamy was 
allowed. Says that polygamy is more to the advantage of 
women and was allowed for the protection of widows. \lso 
examines, hov/ Islam conferred the right to secure divorce 
(Khula) on the women also. Islam envisaged divorce only 
as a safety valve and as a last resort when rapproachntent 
was impossible. Quotes the verses of the Holy Quran 
regarding the subject. 
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in r e l a t i o n to JU1XJE?4E';TS. 
137 HLiSSAlfl (Jaf fer S ) . J u d i c i a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of I s lamic 
matrimonial law in I n d i a . In TAHIR !1AHJ4000, Ed. Is lamic 
Law in Modem I n d i a . 1972. Mew Delhi* N,M. T r i p a t h i , 
P 173-185. 
Explains polygamy* option of puberty before and after 1939, 
divorce and wife's right to maintenance according to 
different Islamic institutions and gives judicial inter-
pretation in terms of India, Says that in traditional 
tMuslin law before 1939 if a minor was given in marriage 
by the father or grand-father, the marriage is bindirig 
and valid and the minor has no right to repudiate the 
marriage after puberty* but option of puberty was largely 
modified by the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939, 
Also examines how this law provides rights for women to 
get divorce, 
PROBLEMS* RBFORflS 
138 MAWAk. (M K). ScKne reflections on modernisation of Islamic 
law. In T/UilR MAHMOOD* Ed, Islarr.ic law in modern India, 
1972. New Delhi, N,M. TrTpathi, P 423-439. 
Says that marriage and divorce laws constitute the heart 
of Islamic law. Islamic law seeds modernization and the 
success or failure of modernisation on Islamic law depends 
upon the success or failure of the reforms in regard to 
family law. Family law places women in a disadvantageous 
position. Pleads that for reform in the Muslim family 
law* a sociological interpretation should be given to Quran 
and sunna — the two most important sources of Islamic 
law. 
PERsonAL 
compared with MUSLIM COUMTRISS. 
139 FYZSE (Asaf A A). Newer trends in the Islamic law of 
marriage and divorce. Al Law Soc Rev, 2; I971f 146-159. 
Before dicussiny marriage in Islam,makes some observations 
on human martiage in general. Examines the recent trenJr? 
with regard to the laws of polygamy and divorce in Islam in 
India as a result of judicial pronouncements and in Islanic 
countries as a result of the reforms effected there. 
Suggests the rtsain lines of reform of Muslim Personal Law 
in India. 
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Criticism, 
140 ABDUL HAOI (A). ?4uslim i^rsonal law of divorce, ?4ad Law J. 
2; 1912t 44-46. 
Says that 'triple divorce% though prevalent among the 
Muslims in Zndia« is not regarded by Islam as a good 
focTO of divorce. States that of all things permitted, 
divorce is the most hated institution in Islam, Islam 
has allowed only those mo^ Jes of affecting divorce which 
do not close the door of reconciliation between husband 
and wife. 
in relation to 
CIVIL. 
141 ^^ RAt^ AL (Krishna Bhagwan) • Advisability of legislating 
a uniform Indian marriage code« Jtn WMkfViM) IMAf4, Ed, 
Minorities and the Law. 1972. Bombay, N,*i, Tripathl, 
P 441-459. 
States that Muslim women are not equal to men in matters 
of tnatriraonial relations* and divorce. Peels that these 
matters should not be treated as purely religious. These 
should be treated as social problems and reforms should be 
made in these areas in such a manner that religious feel-
ings of any particular community are not hurt, flakes 
suggestion for a uniform law of marriage applicable to 
all Indian ccxnmunitics. 
PROBLEMS, 
REFORFiS. 
142 PAZLUL HAQ (M), Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939. 
(Act VIII of 1939) I Meed for amendment. Radiance, 11# 28? 
1974; 3, 16. 
Examines how the restrictions imposed by the Dissolution of 
Muslim Marriages Act, 1939 (Act v m of 1939) on the right 
of wcOTen married under Muslim Law, were against Quranic 
injunctions relating to dissolution of marriages and also 
unreasonable. Pleads for immediate araen^ent as it is 
high time that the Act 8 of 1939 is amended in accordance 
with the Quranic injunctions, since such an amendment is 
highly necessary to ameliorate the lot of women married 
under Muslim Law, in the present time. 
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143 KATHSR (Sultan 4). Divorce in Islam, Mad Law J. 2, 1972; 
50-52 . 
Statea that the mode of 'triple talaq* has caused great 
hardships to Muslim wcmen. Says that this form of divorce 
is not permitted by the Quran or the traditions of the 
Prophet* The legislature should bring about reform so as 
to create greater security for Muslim women. 
144 SHAHIDA LATEBF, Status of women in a conwiunity. Seminar. 
165; May 1973; 29-32. 
Observes that Islam recognised equality between man anu 
wcxnen. Discusses marriage and divorce under Muslim Law, 
Mentions the grounds on which a Muslim wcnnan can obtain 
divorce under the Dissolution of Musiifti Marriage Act of 
1939. Says that many substantive laws guarding the 
status of wcxnen in a Muslim society are ordered by 
certain practices which are wrongly considered as 
religious. Suggests that necessary changes should be 
effected making use of the marriage contract to rerrfove 
the weaknesses in the existing Islamic Law, 
145 ShR'dtiDiiA PRASAD, Marriage ana divorce under Muslim law 
in India and other Islamic Coxantries. All Ind Rep (J Sec). 
Oct 1963/ 125-126. 
Refers to the Dissolutlo;! of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939, and 
says that it was a good piece of leglslatior which premised 
a better life to married woman and also served as a deterrent 
to the tyrant hi^ sband who had the weapon of talaq. Says 
that like this Act, other laws are necessary to reform 
Muslim law. Changes made in some Muslim countries are 
referred to and reforms in Muslim law of marriage and 
divorce are suggested on the lines of Hindu law. 
146 ZAFER (M R), Unilateral dlvoree in Muall» personal law. In 
TAHIR MAHf400D, Ed. Islandc Law in Modern India, 1972. ^lev; 
Delhi, n,n. Tripithi, P 167-197. 
Sxarair.es the basis of unilateral divorce and restraints on 
divorce under the traditional law and presents the comments 
of prominent Muslim Jurists. Also present? the view points 
of different sects of Muslim community on unilateral 
divorce. On the analogy of reforms effected in several 
Isl'iraic countries, plea is wade to bring about reforms 
relating to unilateral repudiation of rtarriage. 
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SURVEYS, 
147 TAHIH HAWf«>OD. Indian legislation on Muslim marriage and 
divorce. In GM4GKADS (K D ) , Ed, Social legislation in 
India, 1975, Delhi, Concept Publishing Ccxnpany. P 16-29, 
The author makes a survey of the legislation so far 
enacted on Muslim divorce (and marriage) in India* Enumera-
ting and analysing the various grounds of divorce mentioned 
in the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939, says that 
these grounds are not exhaustive and that the Act itself 
allows the court to grant a decree of divorce on any other 
ground also. From this, makes inference that Islamic law 
of divorce allows divorce on the "breakdown" of marriage 
and is not confined to cases of "fault" alone. 
MAl'iO-S'-WJCE, 
JUEKjSi-lEi'iTS . 
148 ABDt L L ^ (T M) , Maintenance of Muslim divorces. Ker Law 
Tim> June 14, 1980; 5, 
ExaminGS the attitude of the courts on the question of 
sufficiency of the maintenance amount payable to a divorced 
wife to suprjort the post-divorce life. 
Compared 
with LAVifS, ISLAt4, Criticism. 
149 GllULVl MUST.\FA, Maintenance of Mttslim divorced wife » A 
disturbing S.C, Judgement. Radiance. 14, 43; 1979; 4, 
Criticises the judgement of Supreme Court pertaining to 
maintenance of Muslim divorced wife, which in a case ordered 
provision of maintenance to divorced wife till she r^narriac 
as against Muslim Personal Law. Presents thcj decisions 
given by High Courts of different States in accordance with 
Muslim Personal Law. Discusses the Islamic law regardin: 
the subject, according to which a divorced wife is entitled 
to maintenance till the date of the expiry of the period of 
iddat or till the date of the canmunication of the divorce 
to her, whichever is later, but ?iOt after that suggests the 
Government to amend suitably the relevant portions of the 
Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, which encroach upon the 
Personal Law of the Muslims. 
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suRVinfs. 
150 SALSEM AKHTAR, Judgements on Muslim divorced wives ~ An 
analysis. Radiance. 16, 5i 1980; 3, 
In part one examines the laws governing maintenance for 
divorced women. In part two* examines th@ classical 
Muslim law governing the maintenance for divorced Muslim 
women« Quotes fran Quran that«"For divorced women main-
tenance (should be provided) on a reasonable (scale). This 
is a duty on righteous". Also shows how the High Courts 
are sharply dovided on some of the questions. In part 
third presents the serious diverfence of Judicial opinion 
on the subject an4 how the High Courts have taJcen contrary 
views on the above questions. In part four, shows how the 
Suprane Court has resolved the heat and dust of the various 
High Court decisions. 
LAWS, ISLAM. 
151 fiiBDUL GHAPPAR. Maintenance for divorced women. Radiance. 
1, 191? 1973/ 5, 
Sxamines the scope of maintenance for divorced wc»nen under 
Islamic law. Referring to classical sources of Islamic 
law malces out the point that the provisions for maintenance 
in Islamic law are satisfactory. 
compared with PEI^SOMAL, PROBLS IS, 
REPORHS, criticism. 
152 LATIFl (Oanial) . Maintenance for divorced wcxnen. Radiance. 
11,15-16? 1973; 25. 
Discusses the controversy over amendment of section 488 of 
the Code of Criminal proC€»dure providing for maintenance 
of divorced women until they marry again. This confers an 
important procedural right on Muslim watien. Mentions three 
rights of Muslim woman after talaq. Holds that the right 
to maintenance of the divorfiad woman is not limited to tho 
period of Iddat. Regrets opf>osition of this progressive 
measure by scxne learned men without having studied the 
implications of Quran. 
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153 RI2;VI (Ameotul Hasan). Maintenance o£ divorced wc»n@i--II, 
Radiance. 11, 21; 1973| 5, 12. 
Criticises the proposal that a divorced Tsfoman, in additior> 
to the dower, is fur-ther entitled to receive maintenance 
from her husband for the remainder of her life, or till 
she re-marries. Says that the above contention was made 
by wrong interpretation of the Quranic ayat 2t241. Gives the 
correct interpretation of above jyat and several others. 
Says that Islamic law is so balariceS, rational and complete 
that any attaapt at improving upon it will be overdoing 
things and result in disturbing the balance. In spite of 
the fact that giving divorce is the easiest and simplist 
in Islam, the cases of divorce are most infrequent among 
Muslims when compared to the other societies. 
154 KIZVI is, Ameenul Hasan)• Maintenance for divorced 
wcxnen-I. Radiance. 11, 20> 1973? 3. 
Criticises the proposed section 125 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure (Am^idment) Bill which lays down that a divorced 
woman will be entitled to receive raaintenarace from her 
former husband till her death or till she remarries, as a 
misinterpretation of the Holy Quran on the subject. Gives 
the true interpretation of the Uuranic words like iddat 
and 'reinstate*. According to Islamic law, upto tha 
second divorce the divorced woman passes through two 
stages. The first stage is the pendency of the period of 
iddat (normally three months)• The second stage is after 
the expiry of the period of iddat. The important difference 
is that during the first stage a man can retain the 
divorced wanan as wife at his will whereas in the second 
state (after iddat) he cannot retain but will have to 
reinstate her as such by her concent and after solemnis-
ing marriage with her any time thereafter unless he his 
divorced her for the third time. 
PERSONAL. 
155 FA2U 1. IIAQ (3) . Scope of intermediate marriana in Muslim 
l^w. Ker I*gw tim. 1980; 72-75. 
Considers the question whether the wife can claim mair-
tenance under S. 125 of the Civil Procedure Code, 1973, in 
a situation where the husband repudiates her isY three 
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pronouncements of Talaq and marries her again without 
an intermediato marriage and a subsequent divorce after 
consumation as conteraprated in Muslim law. 
156 :-!OH\tl! AD SHABBIR. Maintenance of wifeif4uslim personal law, 
— " Gul Law Hep. 19; 1978; 9-10. 
The classical Islaraic law provides that a divorced wife 
is entitled to maintenance only for the Iddat period and 
not beycmd that. The amended provision of Cr, P.C, under 
S, 125 provides that she is entitled to get maintenance 
even after the period of Iddat. Says that this provision 
is indirect conflict with classical Islamic law. 
reODLEflS, REFORMS. 
157 SHAH (s Aziz). Muslim law is hard on women. Organiser. 
29. 49. 1978J 7, 12. 
Discusses the misuse of the Code Triple Divorce, How 
unfortunate, the declaration of Triple Divorce even ir 
anger or intoxication? The only remedy provided is in 
the foirm of HILALA. Also examines Dower amount, Kazi 
Act# Inheritance, etc. Pleads for the amendment of 
existing Muslim Personal Laif and says that Indian Muslims 
should adopt the Muslim Law as amended by Pakistan. In 
India, the Dower amount is generally deferred and not 
prompt. Educated Muslim girls then necessarily resort to 
civil marriage Act, whic^ gives them a fairer treatment. 
RIGHTS, camperod 
with MEra, LAi'/S, PERSONAL. 
158 LATIPI (Danial). Muslim women's right to divorce. Hind 
Tim (Sun Mag). 50, 24; 1971 Nov 14J 1. 
Discusses the important field of divorce and how Muslim 
women's rights are brcmght into approximation with those 
of men. The mens* right to pronounce talak with no 
greater checks than payments of dower and restraint of 
conscience is compared with that of wanen, to obtain 
divorce by khula or upon two years' separation without 
13 1, 
maintenance. The law conforms to Article 14 of the 
Constittition which enjoins »iU3lity before the law 
subjected to permitted rational discrimination. Says 
that this view will enhance the status of Muslim women 
by offerincj thent an escape from an oppressive relation-
shin. It frees Muslim women from the stigma of beinc 
mere chatties of men. 
159 KHAii (Noor Ephroz) • Concept of mutual ciivorce in Muslim 
personal law. Com Law Gag. 3# 8> 1980ji 15. 
Says that before the advent of Islaan neither Jews nor 
Arabs recognised the right of divorce for woman and 
that Isl^R for the first time gave this previlege to 
woman that if she was not satisfied with her marriage, 
she could divorce by surrendering her dower and other 
property received from her husband. Refers to cases 
decided by the Indian courts to show that the courts 
have recognised the right of Muslim woman to divorce her 
husband and thus have helped Muslim wanen to assert 
equality of status in the matter of divorce. 
160 SHAIKH (u A). Islamic law of divorce. Radiance. 9, 50; 
1972; 7. 
Examines the main principles of law of divorce in Islam as 
exposed by the aucanic provisions. Delineates the rights 
of divorced woman under Islamic law and the principles of 
marriage of divorced woman. 
DOWER, in relation to DO'^Y, Pf OBLSMS 
compared with HIHDl. 
161 KADHIVI <? A Arshad Khan). Dowry as an evil. Radiance. 
15, 3-9; 1979; 4. 
Depicts the evil of dowry system prevailing in all commu-
nities like an epidetjic, how it has corrupted and plauged 
all sections of society. Says that the correct precept 
and position of matrimony is that a Muslim has to offer 
mehr (promised mos^ ey) as a c<»T>pensatior. to her complete 
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surre^dttr to consort, sVhile his counterpart In a Hindu 
society has to give *Kanyasullcam' to his mate. But the 
unscruplous parents o£ boys have taken an opoosite stance, 
as a result of this nefarioiis game, thousands of girls of 
marriageable age have ronained spinsters and many married 
have committed suicide due to xunlimited, txnchecked greed 
of their 'in laws*. 
ISLAM. 
162 nOHMmAD SHASaiR. Significance of dower in Muslim marriage. 
Radiance, 14, 34> 1979> 4. 
In this article the author exaanines the nature of institution 
of dower in Islamic law and feels that dower is recognised 
and ordained in favour of the wife to serve certain objects 
in matrimonial life. Author says that the provision of 
dower acts as a restraint on the capricious ani whimsical 
exercise of power of divorce by husband. 
PROBLBMS. 
163 SHAIKH (u A). Nature of payment of dower in Islam, Radiance. 
9, 51| 1972; 7. 
The author examines the stand points about dower or Mehr 
according to Islamic law. Es^lains the essential eleatients 
of dower and criticises the current practice of a married 
man to postpone its payment and beg his wife for exemption 
when in death-bed. 
D0/IRY. 
164 ABDUL GHAPPJ^ (S), Dowryi A HQW&GQ that must go. Radiance, 
3, 17> 1965; 9, " 
Examines how the dowry system prevailed among Indian 
Muslims, and its ill effects. Also examines how its 
demand is based on the educational qualification and the 
status of the boy. It has plaugued the comtxinity so 
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badly that the birth of a finale child brirjgs considerable 
headach© to th© parents. In addition to the usual jaheg 
the boy* 3 parents danand gigantic dowry in the form o^ 
cash. All this is due to complete Ignorance of reli^^lon. 
A, good number of non- Muslims have succeeded to a great 
extent in tackling this problem by educating the girls. 
corooared with CH<lSTIJvr^  and 
HIisDU, KERALA. 
165 ARAVAMtDAK (Geeta), Kerala's mtriarchs. You Tiro. 9, 20; 
1981? 18-19. 
Analyses the dowry systesn in Kecala anK>ng Hindus, Muslims 
and Christians. Dowries of 34 lakhs^ separate queues for 
the sexes — there's still a long way to go before Kerala's 
wome^ can achieve liberation. Says that the Muslims have 
recorded a sharp rise in their dowries since the Gulf boom -
the more affluent the bridegroom* the more the dowry. Fifty 
to 100 sovereigns of gold decide the marriage in most 
middl€»~class i^usllm families. 
liXNDU. 
166 KALIMUR RAHHAN. Bride-burning and Muslims, Radiance. 18, 
32| 1982f 3-4, 9. 
Examines in detail the maltreatment of brides because of 
the dowry, how it ranges from simple verbal abuses to 
deaths among Hindus. It was reported that about 5,245 
brides were done to death all over the country during 
1975-78, Even though no such dowry deaths have been 
reported among Muslims, the Muslims of today demand 
"Salami", "Jahez" (items and the total amount of the dowry) 
and ornaunents, a wholly un-Islamic practice, having no 
religious sanction. The scope for finding a suitable 
match for an average Muslim girl from a middle claims 
family is getting narrower, how this was led to a 
situatiotj where more and more Muslim girls are faced v;lth 
the prospect of never getting married all their lives, or 
married to some ones much below their standard, ho\^  the 
average age of unmarried Muslim girls is incraasing — due 
to the prevailing practice of dowry system among Muslims, 
etc., were discussed in detail. 
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167 lAlRZA R AHf^ AD. Dowry and Muslims. M hav Soc Rev, 2; 
1971; 46-53. 
-Author observes the practice of dowry maong Hindus ani 
describes the reasons which have kept the practice alive 
dosoite legal onactments prohibiting it. Author comnares 
this position «rith the practice of dowry among Muslims, 
observes that there is no 'concept' of dowry in Isla: anc: 
the factors responsible for the dowxry systeKn aanong Hindus 
do not exist in a Muslim society. As a result of the 
influence of Hindu culture* the dowry systemi has cone to 
prevail among Indian Muslims also. Pleads that the 
practice of dowry being un-Isi^nic,steps should be taken 
to curb it at this stage by interpreting Islam and Islamic 
law. 
PROBLEMS, RS.P0iU4S. 
168 SHAI^AZ BSGU'1. Dowry systems A curse for the society. 
Radiance. 15, 30> 1979; 7. 
depicts liow the dowry systca^  begari, how it began to assiioe 
tha forr^i of a sort of rule, hov/ it grew and its stature 
increased day by day, until it becayne the greatest of 
problems for parents to marry off their girls. Says that 
women folk are the main innovators of this movanent. They 
do not want to put a stop to such traditiors. On the other 
hand, they can do much in eradicating the evil frcxn society 
if they wish and become determined to do so. Presents the 
facts and figures of dowry system in different states, 
Bxamines how the law governs it. Invites both men and 
vamQc of all classes and Castes to come forward to tnite 
in harmony and declare war against this practice. 
influence of ARABS. 
169 GULF COmmc^KXl, HINDU. 99A, 100; 1976 April 27; 6jc-g. 
-^i'* Examines how Muslim jirls married Arab nationals based 
poor economic conditions. Says that over 920 ?iu3lim girls, 
almost all illiterate,moved to Gulf countries frc»n Hyderabad 
as 'wives* of Arab nationals (in the last two y?ars). Also 
examines how marriage agents serve this "Gulf-connection", 
how the Government has taker: measures to stop it, etc. Over 
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25 years age difference was observed between the girl and 
the man she marriages. Why do the giris marry persons frar. 
a strange land? Their living conditicKis were poor. Getting 
married to an Indian.Muslim requires dowry and other 
incidental expenses. 
170 SURBSH BABU. Indian girls sold to Arab smugglers. 
Organiseri, 24* 10; 1970; 8, 
Examines the econanical conditions of Arabs till thirty 
years back, how they used to kill female infants on birth, 
how they became millionaires, how Islam permits four wives 
and how they began a trade in Indian Muslim wonen. There 
are also organisations trading in Indian Muslim wtxnen and 
there are pockets of old Arab migrants. Arab smugglers 
contacts either of thorn in search of bride and will marry 
an Indian Muslim women. These girls are frc»n poor famlias. 
Also explains how the parents are given plenty of amount 
for their consent to marriage and how series of divorces 
take place. 
ANDHRA P K A D E S H . 
171 AMBSS Jui*;i, Between courtyards t The double Journey. 
Tim Ind, 1983 May 22; 3s a-g. 
' Author found two Muslim women along with two Arabs at 
Hyderabad Air Port, veiled completely except hands glitter-
ing with Belpatika Joda (Bangles). Their first journey 
away from home, i^ i^ll it lead t.hem into spaces that are 
open? 1^ 111 it unveil for thesn the reality of desert 
illusions? Explai;is how the Arabs have settled in Earkas, 
Hyderabad. Mcwiey fra-n the Gulf has begun to pour in. 
There was comfort in the courtyards. Men have moved but 
the women have stayed, v*fhen asked in an interview, one 
old lady likes to born again in burqa, if any rebirth. 
She cannot imagine being in the world naked. Perhaps 
they were creatures of courtyards. 
1 3 3 
BDUCATIOM, VOHHAS, SOflTH 
U J A R A l . 
172 LABAl (Xsmall A) • Marriage among the Sunni Surati Vohras 
of South Gujarat, rn IMTIAZ AHMAD, £d. Family, kinship 
and Marriage among Musliias in India. 1976. Mow Delhi, 
Manohar P 49-80. 
Praaants a detailed account of the rites and ceremonios 
aaseociated with roarriage among the Sunni Surati Vohraf? 
of south Gujarat. Examines the place of marriage in the 
kinship) system. Outlines the Impact of recent social 
changes, such as the spread of education, economic pros-
perity and Islamization, on the marriage customs and 
cerononies. Discusses in detail the types of marriages, 
such as polygamous marriages, uxorilocal marriages, widow 
remarriage. Divorcee marriages, levlrate, sororate and 
exchange marriages. 
INTJSK-RELIGIOUS. 
173 ABBAS (K A). Defiant marriages. You Tim. 8, 10; 1979; 
— 15-17. 
Depicts defiant rrarriages from past to the present. Says 
that from Bajlrao and Mastani in the distant past to 
Sunll Dutt and "^ argis today, people in love braved orthodoxy 
and persecution to niarry in communities other than their 
own. Par more Muslim girls are marrying Hindus (or non-
Muslims) these days. Cites few examples of deviant 
marriages Hindus and r^slims and illustrates with the help 
of photographs. 
174 VAH<*1A (M) . Socialist suppression of Muslim women. Organiser. 
24, 25; 1971; 6. "" 
Cites soiTie examples of deviant marriages ii d criticises 
thero as of so-called socialists who are indifferent to the 
liberation of the fiuslim woman in India. Muslim socialism 
in India is mainly "male socialism" (which is a disguise for 
the outmoded Islamic view of wcwnen) . It leaves the women 
in carcerate in the zenaria and the medieval shariat. So by 
conspira«r/ of the Muslim male and Hindu fensale deviants,' 
the :iuslim woman is to be brain washod into a Iong-sufferincj 
aiid patient denizen of the Harem, while the two aberrant 
hedonists seek state patronage and socialist blessinjs in 
the norae of national integration. The Jlehms, of course, hav* 
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developed vested political interest in keeping the Muslim 
woman in India shackeled in the name of "minority rights". 
ISLAM, criticism. 
175 ABDLL GHAPFAR (s). Islam on inter-ccsamunal marriages. 
Radiance> 11, 20> 1973; 7. 
Critices M.C.Chagla^ tL-ie former union External Affairs 
Minister who expressed his belief ir< his autobiography 
•Roses in Decanber* that inter-comraunal marriage is one 
of the bert ways "perhaps the most effective" of bringing 
about the assimilation of communities and national integra-
tion « Quotes the Quran* which makes it clear that the 
disbelieving men and vromen are unlawful to the Believers 
and that inter-ccHtimunal marriages betwe^i groups diaHtsetri-
cally opposed to one another cannot be a source of success 
anJ happiness from tho religious point of view. Islar is 
the way of life for Muslims, It requires men and wc»nen 
to keep the limits imposed by Allah in their married lives. 
Says that coiwaunal harmony and naticmal integration can be 
brought about only through a chanqe of heart and not thro sgh 
exchange of blood. 
INDIA, f-IUSUM 'A'OMEM, STATUS, tAmnlAL-E, LAWS, ISLA^ M. 
176 HUSSAIH (M A M). Isldraic Concept of marriage and divorce. 
Radiance. 10, 8, 1972; 4, 13. 
Examines the concept of marriage and divorce from t^e 
Islamic point of view. Also examines celibacy and extra-
marital relations, how it was in practice in modem society, 
what are its ill effects and various view points of eminent 
psychologists and medicos and how extra-marital relations 
are forbidden altogether in Islam, Also explains the 
relations between husband and wife; family. Discvisses 
in detail marriage and divorce as practised in different 
countries. Also examines checks on divorce, equality of 
rights, right of khula, etc. from the Islaenic point of view. 
177 HUSSAItj ( M A M ) . Islamic concept of marriage and divorce-II. 
Radiance. 11, 45; 1974; 7«8. 
Discusses the Islamic concept of marriage in detail. Says that 
there are four objects of marriage according to Holy Ourans 
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(a) procreation of children, (b) protection against 
physical, moral and spiritual maladios, (c) peace of 
mind and availability of a loving ccxnpanion, and (d) 
wideniru; of the circle of relationship. All of these 
are discussed in detail. Polygamy, monogamy, family 
as a primary unit of society, man's duties, marriage 
as a agreement between the husband and wife, etc, are 
discussed accordlnJ to the Quranic provisions. 
178 RI2VI (S Aroeenul Hasan), Woman and marriage in Islain. 
Radiance, 19, 13j 1983j 3, 
Discusses the purposes of the institution of rnarriayc 
envisaged by Islain and several laws and rules governing 
wom®i in the sphere of marriage. Narrates in brief how 
Islam looks at woroari as a wife — life's partner for a 
nan and quotes few sayings of the Prophet" on the subject. 
The subject covers three stages* il) before marriage, 
(2) after marriage, and (3) dissolution of marriage and 
after. States the law of Islam Governing all these three 
stages. 
SECTS, 
comparison. 
179 PEARI* (David), Inter-sect conflict of laws amongst 
Muslims in the Indian sub-continent. In TAHIR MAH?400D, 
Ed, Family law and social change. 197*57 Bombay, n,M, 
Tripathi, P 47-60. 
In the light of decided cases, considers the extent to 
which Islaric legal principles differ in their applicatioi 
to different sects within the Islamic fold such as shia 
an i Sxjmni. Suggests that in case the husband or the wife 
belongs to a different sect, the legal principles should 
be applied in such a manner that the rights of the wife 
remain protected. 
180 SIDDIQUl (Anees H ) , Concept and nature of marriage amonc 
Muslims, Radiance. 14, 6y 1978? 7. 
Examines the different forms of marriagen which wore 
prevalent in pre-Islamic Arabia, Depicts the form of 
marriage which has b-en recognised and sanctioned by 
Islain. Discusses that the marriage under the Islamic 
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law is not a sacrament but a civil contract and presents 
tne requiring conditions to be £ul£illed» says that 
although marriage ia Islam is a contract yet this aspect 
should not be over-emphasized so as to overlook its two 
important aspects, namelyi i) social; and ii) religious 
and also presents the important factors with regard to 
these aspects. Alto examines in brief, the concept and 
nature of marriage according to Hanafi law and Shia law. 
181 TAri2lL-UR-RAHi4AN, Marriage contract in Islam. Radiance. 
7, 36; 1970; 4. 
Depicts in detail the marriage contract in Islam according 
to different schools of thought. Says that marriage 
contract is constituted by proposal and acceptance, no 
uadi or priest is required for the performance of a 
marriage in Islam. According to the Kanafis, marriage 
may be contracted by various words such as 'NIKAH' 
(marriage), •TAZVIJE* (taking one as wife), 'HIBA' (gift), 
etc. According to the Shafies, marriage is contracted 
only by the word 'MIKAH' or 'TAZVIJE'. According to Shia 
school of thougrit marriage contract is not effected without 
the word of 'NIKAH* or 'TAZVIJE'. Oral and written consent, 
proposal and acceptance, prudence and consent; first and 
second condition of marriage contract, age of marriage, etc., 
were discussed in this article. 
192 TANZIL-UR-RAHMAN, flarriage contract in Islam-II. Radiance. 
7, 37; 1970; 11. 
Examines in detail the third condition of consent regard-
ing parties to a marriage-Ksontract. Says that the consent 
of a woman is necessary, whether she he a major virgin or 
a corsumate. The consent should be unconditional, otherwise 
marriage contract would not be valid. Explains the 
exceptional circumstances in which the condition becomes 
void and marriage contract remains valid. Discusses the 
conditions to be fulfilled at the venue congregation of 
marriage is concerned. Also examines the consent of a 
woman according to Hanafis and Shafeis school of thought. 
Sxplains in detail how marriage proposal en bo made betwe«5 
two parties through a messenger, how the proposal and 
acceptance of marriage contract can be made through 
telephone, televisions, etc. 
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183 TATIZIL-LiR-RAHiiAK, Marriage without witnesses in Islam? 
Radiance. 7, 7; 1969; 7, 10, 
Examines tho difference of opinion among the different 
schools of Flqh on the legality of marriage contracted 
In the absence of witnesses. Says that the Hanafiyya, 
Shaflyya and Hanballjn^a schools of law consider the 
presence of witnesses as an essential condition of a 
valid raarrlage. According to Shla XmaSlya the presence 
or absence of witnesses in a marriage is quite Imnaterial. 
Presents the different view points of different Imams 
and other learned persons in respect of the subject. 
Jujitness of a witness to marriage was also exaitinod. 
PERSOMAL, 
PKOBLEMS, RBF0Rf4S. 
184 LATIPI (Danlal). Change and the Muslim Law. ^ TAHIR 
MAHf400D, Ed. Islatalc Law in Modern India. 1972. riow Delhi. 
N,M.Tripathl# P 99-113, 
Explains the sallient features of the Muslim law of marriage 
as applicable in India. Examines how the Dlssolutior of 
Muslim Marriages Act 1939 greatly enlarged the ri-jhts of 
a Muslim wife to obtain divorce. Says that Muslim marriage 
is a civil contract, it involves no change in legal status 
of woman. Pleads for the immediate reforms in the r-lusllm 
Law of marriaye in free India in the following matters: 
1) Financial provision for a divorced i^ ife, 11) stipul-ition«? 
in a marriage contract, and 111) abolition of polygamy, 
185 LATIFI (Danlal). Muslim personal law reform. J Const 
Parli Stu. 4, It 1970; 111-118. 
Discusses the nature of Muslim marriage and emphasises 
upon the need of a standard statutory form of contract 
which, according to the author, should include a few 
terms and conditions so as to protect the interests of wife. 
186 NOC«AilI (A G) . Secularism and Muslim Personal Law. Iji 
NOORATII (A G), M . India's Constitution and Politics, 1970. 
Banbay, Jalco Publishing House, P 389-94. 
Observes that the Muslim law as operative in India is 
defective and need for reform, A Muslim may have as many 
as four wives at a time. A Muslim husband iriay repudiate 
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his wife or WLVQS at any time vrithout assigning cause* 
and in his sole discreticm* This greatly impairs 
en£orcanent of a husband's duty to provide maintenance 
to a deserted tcLfe. On the analogy of reforras carried 
out in some Huslim countries* makes suggestions for 
reform to protect the interests of Muslim women. 
LIFE, ATTITUDES, SURVEYS 
187 NIKHAT PATI!4A. HOW happy are the married wcxn«i i An AMU 
Survey. Soc vfelf, 26, 7; 1979? 9-10, 32. 
Presents a study of 300 Muslim wcrnien which include 250 
educated (not less than High school), of whxch 50 
belonged to very low income group, 130 women fron the 
middle income group and the rest from incocne level of 
over Rs, 1,000/- per month, was undertaken to determine 
relation between marriage and macital happiness. Also 
observes on age of wife and marital adjustmcmt, difference 
in age and marital relations, duutation of marriage and 
marital relations. Among other things, the study reveals 
that successful marriage datiands constant adjustment and 
mutual interaction. 
PANGANS, MMllPUR. 
188 BAZRUL HAQUS (Chowdhury). Panjans i A Colourful Muslim 
Coramunity. Radiance. 9, 9| 1971f 10. 
Depicts the distinct culture and tradition of pangans 
(the Hanipiuri word for Muslim is Pangal} who are one of 
the several communities of Manlpur. Also traces their 
history. Depicts in detail their marriage and dress 
traditions. The system of marriage among the pangans is 
monogamous. Polygamy is not practised, though it is 
allowed by tha religion. The dowry systera does not 
exist among them. The dress of the Pangan females are 
akin to the dresses of the Metai (Hanipuri Hindu) fetTialec, 
but the Pangan have a characteristic of their ovm. Their 
dress is very colourful. The virgins use green and the 
married women white 'Khudais* (head dress like Dopatta). 
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INDIA, MUSLIM WOMEN, STATUS, MARRI/M3E, POLYGAMY ,^ ABOUTIOK, 
189 JAIH (P C). Polygamy amiong Muslims. All Ind Rep (J Sec) . 
56f 1969J 187-9. 
Author pleads for -ttie prohibition of polygamy among Indian 
Muslims as other ccmffnunitics have abolished it. uuotes 
authorities in support of the argument against the 
practice of polygamy. Shows the examples of some other 
countries which have completely abolished the polygamy 
or restricted it to a great extent. 
critician. 
190 MAJID ( A ) , k^ ill the abolition of polygeny solve the problem 
of widows, orphans, maladjustinents, sexual cruelty, etc.? 
Radiance. 7, 29i 1970; 7, 9. 
Criticises the proji^sal to ^x>lish the polygamy as allowed 
in Muslim Personal Law on certain grounds. Presents the 
grounds on the basis of which amendbnent was sought to 
restrict the number of wives in f4uslira marriages froro four 
to one and examines the rationale contained in those 
grounds to reach some logical conclusion. Says that no 
injury to the society or State is alleged owing to existing 
personal law of the Muslims including polygamy. 
PROBBSMS, REFORMS. 
191 MUSHIRUL HASAN, Problems of Muslim social reform in India, 
Mainstream, 12, 38-39« 1974; 55-57. 
Recalls in a historical perspective the capacity of 
adoptatioD demonstrated by Muslims when faced with a 
different civilization. In the light of this factor, 
pleads for prohibition of polygamy and reform in other 
areas of Islamic law. 
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and SEX 
ISLAM. 
192 SEX SCArmALS and Polygamy. Radiance. 10,47; 1973; 2, 
Says that scocual variety is the nature of the entiro male 
sex of the human species. Biologists tell that man is 
polygamous by nature. This accounts for brothels in 
Europe which have become not only tolerable but respectable 
institution. These factors must be taken into account 
while answerirg tho question why Islam had permitted 
conditional polygamy. 
compared 
w i t h i-UMDU, SURVEYS. 
193 ARSHAD MASOOD. Muslims less polygymous thax^  non-Huslimn. 
Radiance. 8, 35; 1978; 3# 11. 
Criticises the prevailing notion that incidence of poly-
gymous marriages is higher among the Muslims than among 
other conanunities and presents the repoxrt of the 
Registrar-General and Census Com.'aissioner of India, NOW 
Delhi, which not only confirms the statement of Syed 
Apieer Ali but also shows t^at the Muslims have been less 
polygyiious than the non-Muslims. The survey revealed that 
among the Hindus S«80 % (all non-Muslims taken together, 
5.98 %) of the marriages in the sample were polygynous 
marriages, among the Muslims it was 5,7 %. Presents the 
Introduction and 3 tables of the a)x>ve said report in 
this article* 
194 POLYGAl'iy AMOMG Muslims. Radiance. 9, 28-29? 1972; 2. 
Criticises the enonies of Muslim personal law in India 
who go on misleading the country regarding the incidence 
of polygamy among the Muslims. Cites the study of 
Dr. B.K.R. Burman, Dy, Registrar General of India, accord-
ing to which only 4.8 % Muslims had more than one v/ife, 
whereas among Hindus incidence of polygamy was 5.1 "-, 
Hindus, who know nothing of these facts and figures cannot 
be blamed for imagining a 'harem* in every Muslim famil -
and considering ?1uslim women to be the victims of the 
worst kind of tyranny from their husbands. Had a large 
number of Muslim women been suffering on account of the 
presence of their rivals in love, a large niimber of Muslim 
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wom&n imiat have, by this time* come out in protest 
against what are being descrisod as most inhuman laws 
of marriage, Hualim womem seera to ba much more satisfied 
with their lot than their Hindu counterparts in this 
country. 
195 SOZE (A A K ) , Hhy not to have a survey on polygamy? 
Radiance. 9, 45| 1972; 5. 
Author says that since polygamy is the most objectionable 
institution in the matrimonial laws of Islam, a survey of 
the practice of polyganiy among Muslims and Hindus is a 
desirable proposition as it would reveal the actual 
incidence of polygamy among the Muslims and also amonvj 
the Hindus. Observes and gives the reasons for allo^/ance 
of polygamy in Islatn and the conditions under i^ hich it 
was allowed. 
mmoGAm, ISLAM, critician. 
196 KALIi4U'- RAiif1A»M. Islamic polygamy vs-Strict raonocjamy. 
Radiance. 14, 15»16; 1978i 21-22. 
Criticises the misunderstanding that ;4usliras, as a 
comniunity are polygamous and are the staunchest opponents 
of the move to ban polygamy and impose strict monogamy. 
Explains how the Quran allowed poly;3amy and says that 
Islam is the only religion which can claim a rational and 
human approach to this most vital and natural problons of 
the mankind, and has take«) into account needs of different 
individuals, of different situations, of different peoples 
sjnd of different times, and has tried to strike a workable 
mean between the two extremes of strict monogamy and 
unrestricted polyjamy. Shows how the west speaking about 
monogamy at one side and practising polygamy at other. 
CO!uDITIOflS. 
197 simslQUI {H t i e j a t u l l a h ) . R e s t r a i n t s on polyjamy. In 
TAHIR MAHf'SOOD, Ed. Is la^nic law i n modern I n d i a . 19777 
New D e l h i , " i . n . T r i p a t h i . P 147-156 , 
Says t h a t polygamy i s n o t a r e l i g i o u s p r e s c r i p t i o n in 
I s l a ra , b u t was a l l owed on ly ur.dor ve ry s t r i n g e n t c o n d i t i o n s . 
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j^ ays and means are suggested to the st^ ito and courts 
for controlling the practice of polygamy. 
ISLATi, 
198 DILGR4f4I (s Aley Murtaza) , Polygamy in Islatni shav/ 
defended it strongly. Radiance, 3, 48; 1966; 14. 
Examines polygamy as allcwed in Islam fran various vims 
points. Also discusses polygan/ v/s Honogamy, Says that 
polygainy is based on human needs. This gives protection 
to the social environments against sins. The pernsission 
of a second marriage in Islam is "strictly conditional' 
on one or more of the five prenuptlal incidents: (1) 
Permanent disability of the present wife* (2) her 
barrenness medically, (3) her irreconcilable hostile 
attitude, (4) uncared for young widows with the 
permission of present wife, and (5) shooting up of 
festiale population to a dangercHisly high level as after 
war or epidamic. Also says that women had to bear the 
burnt o polygamy while men only enjoy it. 
199 HOiiPdAtmD HADI. Islam and polygamy. Radiance. 10, 38; 
1973; 13. 
Points out that polyjamy is not necessary condition of 
Muslim life; it is allowed only under certain circutn-
stances. Remarriage of widows and divorced women, protec-
tion of orphaned children, health considerations for the 
wite and wife's childlessness are important reasons for 
the permission of polygamy in Islam, Considers polygamy 
as the only ranady for uncontrolled sexual brutality. 
200 UAMAaijrMDI I KHAJ4. Polygamy in Islam, Vol I si. 6, 17; 
1980; 22-23. 
Examines how polygamy was allowed in Islatn. Says that in 
ancient and medieval times polyqamy was generally practised 
all over the world, dh&n Islaun came it restrained it 
severely, yet allov;ed it under very special conditions. 
The Quran sayss "If you fear that you will not act 
Justly towards the orphans, marxry such wcwnen as se®n good 
to you, two, three, four, but if you fear you will not be 
equitable, then only one, or what your right hands own; 
so is to like ller you will not be partial". 
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201 SHAlRi (U 4 ) . I s Polygamy e n j o i n e a in I s l am? Rad iance . 
10, 46 ; 1973? 7 . 1 1 . 
BxaiTiines whetrier polyjarr,/ enjoyned in I s l am o r n o t , i f 
so in which c i r c u m s i a o c e s . P r e s e n t s t h e l e ^ i l n ta r r ia ye 
c o n d i t i o n s l a i d down by I s i art? and a l s o p r e s e n t s the 
p e c u l i a r c i r c u m s t a n c e s under which polyjariy was a l l o v ; e j , 
and d i s c u s s e s them in d e t a i l . Says t h a t , Isla.-'> r e c o g -
n i s e s onl i ' t h e union of one man and one wcxnan as t h e 
valici form of i n a r r i a g e . Polygan^y I s an excep t Ion and 
has been p e r n d t t e d fo r t h e moral and p h y s i c a l w e l f a r e 
of t h e s o c i e t y . 
202 iAHIH AAtmoOD, Coi i t rol of Polygamyj I s l a m i c doc t r i c s e s . 
R a d i a n c e . 9 , 4-l>? 1971? 3 3 . 
P r e s e n t s a t r u e . i c t u r s of I s l a m i c l e g i s l a t i o n on the 
s u b j e c t from t h e t ime t h e Quran was r e v e a l e d t i l l t h e 
heyday of t h e r e c e n t law reforrr' i n aonie Mualiiri e o u n t r i e r . 
Says t h a t n e i t h e r t ' le west nor t h e j u x l s p r u d e n c e of 
D h a m a s h a s t r a s Ir tAs e a s t p rov ided any l e g a l p r i n c i p l e s , 
l i m i t i n g t h e number of wives o r e n f o r c i n g t h e r equ i ramen t 
of equa l t r e a t m e n t between c o - w i v e s . The ,iuran made a 
lanc^cirk i:; t h e h i s t o r y by (malcing} r e s t r i c t i o n of polyt:arcy. 
Exp la ins how i t d i d g i v e pe rmis s ion fo r a b i jj^nous n a r r i a e 
b u t , a t t h e s^tie t i m e , i u a l i f i o d i t w i t a " b e t t e r - n o t " 
a d v i c e s t h u s p r o v l d i r j a way t o a monogasrwus s o c i e t y . 
Compared 
w i th !^ OH-ISLAM, 
CHANDSMAWWALS (S P H) . Islan* and Poly jasnys C r i t i c r i g n o r e 
s o c i a l a d v a n t a g e s . R a d i a n c e . 3, 41? 1966; 7 , 
A p p r e c i a t i n c polygar.;y says t h a t c r i t i c s i g n o r e s o c i a l 
advan tages of poiygairjy, on the q u e s t i o n of v/idows and the 
d i g n i t y of sfonen in I s l a m . Also c i t e s 3o?r,e examples of 
polytjaniy p r a c t i s e d In non- ' lusl im c o m r i n i t i o s . f'ays t h a t 
Lord Krishna had s i x t e e n thousand w i v e s . The Muslin uav/ 
i s t h e only one i n h i s t o r y whicr. e x p r e s s l y l i n i t s t a o 
maximuiti p o s s i b l e number of t h e polyjainous w i v e s . F a r r i ^ t c 
i n I s l am i s a c o n t r a c t — a s ac r ed c o n t c a c t . I t OfXinc 
u l t i m a t e l y t h e door t o Div ine c o n s c i o u s n e s s . 
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PERSON. AL. 
204 TAYA8JI (Kamlla) • PolygarRy in India : A traversy of ths 
Quranic law. Radiance, 9, 28-29; 1972| 7, 25. 
Author aays that polygamy in Isiasn is only pormitteol bu" 
not ruled or prescribed. Such permission is conditioned 
by the requirement of justice and equal treatment with 
other wives. Also says that such condition is impossible 
to fulfil. Says that i>olygaiBy is being misused in India, 
Describes the types of polygamous marriages beinn currently 
practised. At last she pleads for the control of polygarijy 
in India for a better deal to women. 
criticism, 
205 MAJID (A), Polygamy in Isla-^ u Kadiance, 3, 51; 1966; 12, 
Comments on Mr. Bilgrami's article under the above captl m, 
as his interpretation is against the words and spirit of 
the observations of the Prophet, The only condition that 
the Prophet wanted to be observed after marriaje by his 
followets is 'equal treatment with all the wives*, shows 
how the Prophet had limited maximum to the minimum of 
four and to have legalised and circutnscribed it witnin 
certair rules of mahar» mutual behaviour, reciprocal 
relationship, rights of wives against, and their duties 
towards thair husbands, and in the last divorce under 
certain unavoidable circumstances, as being conductive 
to greater good to the spouse. 
influancQ on 
POPUL\TIOM compared with HINDUS, Criticism. 
206 POLY JYS7Y ATID POPULATION. Radiance, 10, 8; 1972; 2, 
Presents the study of tlie Indian statistical Institute or 
Fertility botn among Hindus and Muslims and eeiticises the 
notion of Hindu rashtravadis that Muslim populntion is out-
growing the Hindus due to the permission of polygyny 
among the Muslims, as totally baseless. Their study show 
that Huslim polygymists have 4,67 and 1,78 live-births on 
average for their first and second couples, respectively. 
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as against 2.21 and 2.61 for the first ana second couploR, 
respGCtlvoly# among Hindu polygynists. Says that the 
proper thing Cor thosQ raahtravgdis who are greatly 
concerned at the higher growth rate of the Hiuslim 
community is to try to detettnino what is the cause of 
greater fertility anK>nQSt Muslim women and not insist on 
a ban OK polygyny. 
LAWS, ISLAr^ , 
compared with PERSOiwU., PHOBLSFS, BSFORHS. 
207 ALLAH RAHAM, Polygamy in Islam. Al Law Soc Rev. 2; 1971; 
170-176. 
Discussing polygafry in Islam in the light of yuranic 
verses, observes that Island never encouraged polygamy 
and gave it as an instrument to be used only in exceptional 
cases. Opines that polygamy has no justification i:.- the 
changed conditioss of today. Reviews the reforras effected 
in Muslim countries in the law of polygamy. SU'jqesting 
the polygamy as a rule stwuld t^ prohibited or restricted, 
the author ®nphasiaes that sorae moral sanction is also 
necessary to strengthen legal reforms-
208 KHAI4 (Mustafa All). Polygaray in Islani, In Ml SLI! -^EFISOHAT. 
L\w SSMI.j^ iAligarh) (1963). Papers and Proceedintjs. 
Aligarh, Islamic Research Circle. 44-52, 
Asserts that polygamy has been practised in ail periods of 
human civilissation. Discusses the nature and extent of 
polynany tolerated in Islan. Gives sociaJ, moral and 
natural justification for polygaxry, Obsexrvas that the 
substantive law on polygamy does not need any ciiange but 
some procedural and administrative ste^s should be taken 
to provide judicial safeguards so that the permission of 
polygamy is not misused. 
comparison. 
209 HINCHCLIIFE (Doreen) . Polygamy in traditional and context-
porary Islamic Law. lal Mod Age. 1, 3? 1970; 13-38. 
Discusses the law of polygamy in Islam, Examines the 
views of the various schools of Islamic Jurisprudence on 
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the subject. Makes a conprehensive survey of the modem 
law roldting to polygamy in various Muslim countrien. 
Gives a detailod acccwnt of the amendments made in these 
countries in marriage and divorce laws. Suggests that ir 
order to protect the interests of Muslim women, polygamy 
should be abolished altogether. 
PR08LS-!S, REFOJ^MS. 
210 MOHAMMAD SHABBIR. Polygamy in Islam. Voi Isi. 4, bi 1977; 
11-14. 
Observes that XsltKu permitted polygamy only as a remedy in 
the last ceaort. Makes suggestion for adoption in India 
of the procedural safe guards on the lines of Pakistar, 
Ordinance Act# 1961, to minimize abuse of permission of 
marrying more than one wife 
Criticiam. 
211 SOSB (A A K). Ban on Polygamy t A challence to enliqhtened 
womanhood. Radiance. 3# 44; 1966; 5. 
Appreciates Mrs. 2.aibunniaa# who was one of the few feeble 
voices frcKn Muslim wananhood raised against the changes in 
Muslim Persc^ml Law« so vociferously dcmianded by some Muslim 
modemnists in India and enthusiastically supported by the 
Communists, Jana Sanghis and the H.S.S. walas etc. Presents 
few concrete examples to show how the provisior. to have 
more than one wife in the Islamic code is more beneficial 
to women themselves, particularly in the existing conditions 
in our country. 
views of HiDOyis, 
212 ZAIBUN ISA. Muslim Law s A curse or a blessing? Radiance. 
3, 43a 1965; 6. 
Author presents ner own views appreciating the polygamy 
perrrdtted by Muslim personal law. she was herself a 
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widowed and explains how many clifficultiQs sho facod 
beirg a widow and how she was Invited to marry hy a 'luslim 
men, and also shows how a widow of other coRKnunity nuffors. 
Says that the world hates polygamy or bigamy, but the worJ 
does not find a solution to two evils v/hich result frcxn 
the widowhood of women like myself, namely the miserios 
attendant upon widowhood whon such a wcsnan is treated as 
a curse and secondly the foar of a helpless wcxnan bein ] 
taken advantage of by unscrupulous persons and beinc: 
compelled to lead the life of a harlot. 
:i 
vflDOs^ s and DIVORCE~:s. 
;IAIUTS.JA:JCC;. 
213 FAZL^L HAO. Muslim wotaen*s right to maintenance. Radiance. 
11. 37; 1974f 5. 
Discusses two conflicting views about a Muslim wife's right 
to maintenance on the death of the husband and her right to 
maintenance from her earstwhile husband after the expiration 
of the period of Iddat. Quotes ©xtensively from the Quran 
and also refers to the views of some scholars of different 
shades of opinion. 
HINDU. 
Compared with 
214 KIRfML^ i^il (Rajika) 
51? 1974; 5. 
!^ o body wants a widow, Rgdianca, 9, 
Examines the duties confined to widows both amon i Hindus 
and r-Suslims since past to the present. In the context of 
Muslim widows says that in some parts of north India, for 
12 months after the death of her husband, a widow is 
confined to a dark dingy corner and made to sleep on the 
floor. If she is seen at a festive occaniot), reproachen, 
insults and missiles are hurled at heir. If her shadow 
falls across a new born babe, she is beaten and battered 
mercilessly. In certain conKJunities, a widow is pelted 
with coins, a custom obviously meant to disfigure har. 
incidentally in Islam, widows are encouraged to remarry. 
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DOWffi.; and 
215 HINCHCLIPFE (u), Hidows dower-debt in India. Isi Mod V^je. 
4, 3; 1973f 1-22. 
Author is of the opinion that it is a fundamental principle 
of Islamic law, both traditlotial and as applied by the 
courts in India, that the dower (mahar) is an ossontiii 
eicanent in the marriage contract, i^ ith the help of 
various Muslin laws and several legal precedencer., the 
author describes the widew's right of 'iov;er-debt in India, 
Cites case studies to supplaaent his views. 
Ii;5f3RlT4:-^ CS, 
compared with CH ISTIA;., HIKOI., PmSBE and JEWISH. 
216 SAXEWA (j N ) . t^idow's right of succession in India, /\m J 
Comp Law. 2, It 1962? 574-84. 
Compares the positioi; of a widow under Hindu, Muslim, 
Christian, Parsee and Jewish laws as operating in India, 
so far as her share in her husband's property is concGrnod. 
Explores whether a remedy is availatle under the general 
Indiar law in case she does not take an equitable shar ? by 
tha particular law ijoverning her rights. The provisions of 
each law on testamentary and intestate succession affecting 
the widow ar-> discussed separately. 
it?DiA, Husun wonati, STATUS, OCCUPATIOOS, compared with H I U 
217 DAS (Veena) , Inoiar. women i work. Power, anci status. In 
tJANDA (B R ) , Sd. Indian women fr<xn purdah to modernity."T976. 
New Delhi, Vikas. P 129-145, 
Analyses the work, jx>wer and status of Iniiar women a-non j 
both Hindus and fluslinis. Both Hir;dus and Muslims belon.jin.s 
to the lower strata, segregate the wcxtien and men loss 
sharply, if only because of the economic nocossity which 
makes thoir womon work for a livint. along with their rnen, 
Amontj the upixjr strata Hindus and l^ luslims, wwner tire excluded 
from direct participation in a wide ranee of economic, 
political, adbniniatrativo, and judicial institutions. 
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PliOBLiiMS. 
218 KISiI.>i.u< SULTAN, AgonioG ot a Muslim workirq wcmtan. Radiance. 
11, 49f 1974; 4. 
Depicts the agonies of a Huslim working woman. Says that 
tne Conflict between conservative valaes and demand?; of 
modernity becones ail the more acute in the case of a fluslim 
working wanan. From the point of view of her eldera, it is 
in any case bad enough that the /oung wcxnai should roan-s about 
outside without purdah and mix freely with strangerP. But 
Horse is the crime of those woraeri who spend almost one-third 
of thoir life worklr.c with strangers in office for cirnir- } a 
living. Taking the example of married working worsen, 
presents her problems faced at home and office. 
219 BAL^SUBKAMAMYA?« (Viroal). Rotl for one, kapda for tiv other. 
You Tiro. 9, 11> 1980? 26. 
Observes how the Muslim yirls of slums of 'iowrah, Shibpur 
ana other places in Calcutta h<ivo found a respectable live-
lihood it: the talent of their fingers. Says that the dress 
we just boujht trosa a posh boutique may have taken frorr in a 
slum. Hundreds of poor Muslim girls in Calcutta are eaxxing 
their living making exclusive garments that go everywhere, 
and what is 'kapda' for the rich becomes 'roti* for the poor. 
RURAL compared witii 
LHB\J and i^ ON-!4UiiLlf4, SURVSYHii, BIHAR. 
220 RCiHiiKillND (Indira). Woman in a coal-irdnij.r^  aistrlct. 
£co Pol v'kly. 10, 31; 1975; 1160-1165. 
This article was based Oi, the results of a political science 
survey conducted ir, 1969-71 in four assembly constituencioa 
of Dhanbad district wnich shows sionifleant differoncor; betwoer. 
urban and rural womeij ir. terms of education, economic oosltion, 
political knowledge and political awareness, Sayn thit these 
areas have aboit 3,5 per cent of urban, 11,8 per cent of 
quasi-urban and 12 per cent of rural Muslim womers. Althoi jh 
most of the urban women are housewive.s, they reflect a greater 
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amount of political awareness than the quasi-urban or rur^ il 
women many of whom are working In industry or agriculture, 
»voinen belonging to those strata are also significantly above 
the district average in education and political awareness. 
INDIA, MUSLIM i^ OMEt'l, SI All S, PHOBLSMS. 
221 HASAK <S P iv), Indian 4^uslim women - A perspective. In 
^^iSHi^O (s K^.Our Cause. 1934, Allahabad, Kitabistan, P 22-26, 
Author discusses the critical position of Muslim woinen in 
India fifty years ago, Mov^nent for educatior or western 
lines of the Muslims in India is dealt with, Kxplains tho 
problems faced tay Muilim reformers to convince the ?4uslim 
population about the necessity of education. Causes for 
the laggir.fj behind of the Indian women in general, and "^ uslir; 
women in particular are civen and the author suigests that 
constant activity at the natior:al level in diverse sphore 
of work of national organisation is the only way of achievin ; 
eroancipatior of women. 
rtQDSRN sex: I STY, URBA^ 
AREA>S, 
222 SHAMIM H4LiIM. Huslim womorj in urbar society. Radiance. 
13, 9; 1977; 5. 
Discusses the education, employment and other orobl^ ans of 
Muslim wc«aen in urban societies, says that tn role of .iuslitr« 
woman in India is undergoing tr^nendous stressee^  as new 
econanic conditions are OKerging within the accepted cultural 
value syston in a family-society. Their traditional rola, is 
of any other woman, is wife, mother and s<Mnutimcs an economic 
adviser. The urban Muslim wom«^ with high educational quali-
fication, befin to feel then the unrealistic role of eJucation 
which has r.o market at all. There are not enough jobs available: 
for theT and if there is one available, social checks like 
purdah system do not allow them to make use of the opportunity. 
223 A1SHJ\ KIATOOrJ. Anguished cry of Muslim vi?omen, socjelf, 23, 1? 
1976; 4-^, 12. 
In secular India bow many realises that five crore Indian 
fiuslim wcmev. stand, while iiindu wcmQti march ahead by 2,000 
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years with Hindu Code Bill* which confers equal rights 
upon th«3n# The Muslim v/omen are relegated 1,400 years 
back in historic darkness by continuance to the shariat, 
inder the Shariat Act, male has tha right to divorce 
any wife without any reason by uttering the v;ord •TaXaq' 
thrice, \uthor showed many cases of such divorces, witho-t 
any reason. The Shariat Act has been so incquitous to 
women that most Muslim countries have change J it. The 
Prophet himself never permittea such inequity, but the 
conditions have bean forgotten in the male dominated society. 
Says that out of 13 % of educajted wom<ai, only 5 % are 
'Muslims, Purdah is one p«werful reason why Husliro women 
are at the mercy of men and how it effects education. 
Heformn should be.i scrappintj the rignt of male to divorce 
without any reason; ending polygamy; jivlnj of alimony to 
the divorced wife, 
224 IrlXTTY (irarina) , Status of Muslim women and Social Change. 
In NANDA (B R), Ed. Indian Women from Purdah to f4odemity. 
T576. Mew Delhi, Vikas, P 99-112, 
Examines the status of Muslim women in India in the context 
of the ideals of equality and social justice, the ideals to 
which the International Women's Year has dedicated. Says 
that tMuslim society in India does not provide equal 
opportunities to woman based on two counts, legal an ? 
attitudinal, Kxajtslnes the Muslim Personal Law and Purdah 
system and points out certain drawbacks. Says that ^ U^f?lim 
woman not only change thernselves, but beccxne ardent 
advocates of change in others. The nwst effective way to 
uplift the status of Muslim wcanen is to educate then 
somehow• 
225 --WTUltAFK GHAPOUR. Muslim women and their social progress. 
Radiance. 11, 40; 1974; 13. 
Discusses the problems of Indian Muslim women and su^ g^ests 
ways to redress their girievances. Also exartiines how Islani 
recognised the legitimate role of women in the society and 
gave her many rights, how more than 90 % Muslim women who 
are illiterate leads a miserable life within the four walls 
of the kitchen, how the activities of Muslim woner arc largely 
confined to the domestic sphere ana now the ortnodox people 
discourage seeking a job. Says that '4uslim women also must 
play their role to eradicate such social evils and abuses 
like divorce, dov/ry systen^ , etc., and uplitt tae fluclim women 
to the level of progress attained by thi3ir sisters? in other 
communities In the true spirit and pristine principles of 
Islam. 
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226 HUStJA BSGliM. Some handicaps o£ Muslim uscanen. q Law aoc Rev. 
2; 19717 54-59. 
author ooservtis th it the Indian Muslim wcxnei are lagqln i 
behind, while other Indian woraen in general are raoeting 
with changes of the technological era. Says that their 
stagnation stagnates the whole cc^waunity and amphasiees 
the need of reorientation of the Islamic concept of woman-
hood in th© raodern context. Examines s<»ne of th« disabilities 
such as purdah system* polygamy and early marriage with 
which flu slim women have been suffering in India, r^ciuos 
for the rcsnoval of all such impediments. 
227 MUD \L (HG). Citizen Kulsum* Organiser. 28, 16; 1974? 8, 9. 
Criticises severely Muslims following outdated custc«ns and 
keepin J their wcm>en in Piirdah and following polygamy, uni-
lateral divorce, ©tc. Cites tho exan»pl© of citizen Kulsun?, 
representing all our women citisens profensing Islait as 
fojcward looking women. Also cites the exajaples of different 
countries where Kusllm women enjoy freedom. Are Muslim 
viomen not women? Are thay bereft of feminine instincts and 
feminity? Are they free of Jealousy? Have they no seif-
re.«ipect, no dignity, JIO sense of personality ana indivlJuality? 
If Indian Muslims wish to progress fart and equals of all 
communitiee, citizen Kulsiim (there aro over 30 million 
Kulswaa in In<3ia today) must be emancipated from polygamy, 
7.anana, talak, burga, and given the full right to education 
throu;?* her rejTonaT language. 
228 FAiiVESS 1%\U1A. Muslim woman today, atatesffnan (Sun Mag) . 1978 
April 16i li a-e. 
.•/hy is tnere a gap between the rights of the Muslim women 
as enshrined in the wuran and her lack of consciousness of 
the sanie? Why does she still suffer and is not able to 
keep pace with her counterparts in other ccxwaunitles? 
Author probes the issues and calls upon the Muslim male 
to realize his responsibilit/ v/hich is as important as 
th it of the Muslim woman to resist the age-old practices 
like 'pardah* and 'talaq* or unilateral divorce, 
£29 SHAH (M 8). see you at tho movies i ^ young Muslim jirl 
"^ defies the relioious ban on visiting cinema halls. Ind SXTJ. 
(Magazine). 50, 158; 1982; 5. 
iSraulating the medieval logislatioriS that govern our noi-jh-
bouriiig Islamic countries, the Indian f^ usiiir. clergy oasscd 
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an order last year prohibiting Muslim women £rom Boeing 
films. A young Muslim couple vms brutally assaulted early 
this year in Jalgaon* Maharashtra, for breaking tho ban. 
\^ngered by this incident, Razia Patel, a 21 year-old 
journalist, successfully organised a mass defiance of 
this tyrannical decree. Presents the conversation vjith 
Razia Patol. Says that she does not want Muslim women 
to be shackled in slavery in the name of religion. 
IQBAL. 
230 ABDUli 'JH%FFAR (s) • Iqbal on liberty for womcsn. Radiance. 
7, 36; 1970? 7. 
Depicts Or. Iqbal*s views on liberty for woman in general 
and Munlira women in particular. Says that Iqbal deplores 
the raoveroont for the freedom of v/cxnen which has gained 
ground among Muslims under the morbid influence of i^ festexm 
civilisation. Iqbal asserts that he does not advocate 
complete equality of man and woman, because they are 
endowed with different capabilities and have their spheres 
quite different frcnn each otiier. Iqbal is definitely not 
opposed tx> any et^cation provided that education enables 
them to acquire the quailt:ies of a good daughter, a good 
wife and a good mother. Iqbal says that it will be a sad 
day for Muslims if as a result of higher education, a 
woman shirks her responsibilities of motherhood and leads 
a life of comfort and luxury. 
SURVEYS. 
231 SI^KJH (Andrea Menefee) . Study of wcwaen In India s Some 
proble.T^ s in methodology. Soc Act. 25, 4/ 1975; 341-364. 
The Consultative Committee for the world Conference of 
the International rtwnen's Year felt that the International 
Plan of Action should "stress the inadequacies of existing 
data collection, analysis and research in respect of wofnen". 
The author examines the specific questions of methodolo:jy 
whlcn are involved in studies of woman including Muslim 
woraer as an Isolated category, attitudlnal and survey 
research, and studies of those variables — region, 
rellglou, caste, family structure and systems of kingship 
and marriage — which are of special importance to the 
position of women and which must be taken into consideration 
in making generalisations about women in India and South Asia. 
1 5 9 
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232 CHANDSHA.^ALE (S P H), 'Purdah'... why notl Radiance. 9, 
38t 1972? 12, 
Criticises the notions that purdah is an obnoxious cu9tc«n; 
it can be a real rtMsmaoe; it is the cause of Muslint women 
being called dirtyf it generates T.B. in Muslim mohallas; 
it implies that women have to be veiled to save theiTi from 
the lustful eyes of men; it offends against all canons of 
liberty, equality and freedom amongst the sexes, etc. Shows 
how veneral disease and several other diseases have been 
reported in different countries among non-Muslims or among 
non-purdah observers. Says that since the beginning of 
Islam, purdah or seclusion has never been an hinderance to 
the r^ uslim women in discharging dc»nestic or oven state 
duties boldly, efficiently and justly. Cites same examples 
of such famed personalities. 
ATTITtJDES . 
233 JUABVVLA (Renana)• Looking behind the purdah. Hind Tim 
(Sun Mag). 1984, Jan 8; 6, a-h. 
Presents the attitudes of riusli-n women towards purdoh and 
education. Says that their first argument is that a woman's 
only role is care of the hoam and family. The second 
argument is that 'free mixinc' of girls and boys will lead 
to a decline In sexual morality, to a loss of virginity. 
Intellectucils and other leaders keep writinc about the pros 
and cons of Muslim women wearing the 'purdah', nut what do 
these v/omar th^nselves feel? How tenable is this defence 
of the purdah? 
SURVEYS. 
234 MUSI HAi:-A <S). Changing purdah system in Muslim Society. 
Isi Mod Age. 7, 1? 1976; 57-78. 
Presents the data collected based upon a survey of the 
attitudes and views of the Muslims in respect of various 
aspects of purdah observance. Says that 58 % of the res-
pondents are traditional and 42 % are modem. Age and 
education variables havo a significant bearing on the 
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txaditionalHEiKxlam attitudes towards purdah, whereas ir.coae 
and sex variable does not effect attitude towards traditional-
isas and modernity. In modenn age the Muslim society is 
gradual13^ adopting a liberal outlook in respect of purdah 
observance• Mvaabor of factors like ^fashion*, female 
education* and 'spread of education in general' have been 
instrumental in brinqinj a change of attitudes tov/ards 
purdah, 
235 RALLIARAH (MayavaQl&hi} • Purdah and Social stratification of 
Muslim Society, giajnstream, 14, 19> 1976? 21-22, 
Examines the attitudes and opinions of a sample of Muslirn 
wofii^ n towrards purdah says that environmental factors are 
important today for Muslim students to observe it i>artially 
or give it up. One of these factors is a co-educational 
institution. The second is a new type of profession. The 
locale is also Important as a <teclding factor for woRKsn to 
wear or discard it, Muslim women in the professions of 
teaching, medicine, journalism and allied professions are 
usually firee of fornis of purdah, Also explains the varia-
tions in the method and style of wearing bur^a,and the 
observance of purdah. 
236 ROY (shlbani). status of Muslim wcmen. Hind Tim, 1975 Jan 19> 
6tc-h, 
Examines Muslim women's position before and after inde.en-
dence, girl's education, marriage, 'roehar', divorce anJ 
attitude towards family planning, says that almost 63 per 
cent of the women have had school aducatioo. Contrary to 
the popular notiori of wide spread polygaeny among the Muslims 
we fis d that its rate is only 0,33 por cent, S.-jys that 
communlcatioa media like the radio, clneraa and television 
have to some extent broken the barrisr and 69.65 por cent 
ot Muslim women are awire of family planning practices. 
Muslim society boiDj tradition bound there is greater 
rejection than acceptance of new ideas with the result that 
in spite of some changes the social system basically remains 
unaltered. 
BIH^R, 
237 Mtsi f<A2\ (S). Changing Purdah-syst^n in Muslim Society: \ 
Survey r»tudy in Patna. I si Mod Age. 6, 4; 1975; 40-56. 
The present paper is based upon a survey of the attitudes 
and views of the Muslims in respect of various aspects of 
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purdah observance. In the first place presents the ideal 
concept of purdah preached in Islani and its practice in 
riuslim society. The second part of the discussiors deals 
with the traditional type of purdah observed by the Indian 
Muslims in the past and the factors contributing to this 
deviation. The thir<3 part is concernea with the pur^ San 
systait as it exists today in theory as vjell as in practice. 
The discussion is based upon the observations and the 
responses collected in the field survey. Conclusion also 
has been drawn in respect of changes taking place in 
Purdah systeau 
BOHJi*\S, 
•JUJARAl . 
238 FAKRUDDII5 HATIl^HOY. Purdah in print s can tho leojjard 
' cnange its spots? You Tim. 8# 10| 1979j 20, 34, 
Discusses the style of purdah system used in tiny Sidhpur — 
little distance from Afraedabad (or two and a half hours away 
fran A^Bnedabad) # a town where big Bohra traders lead 
luxurious life, i^ hen the Syedna (Head Priest of Bohras) 
passed a law making the veil compulsory for women (beard and 
cap for man/« the burqa, ironically, took a great leap 
forward. Shows how the sidhpuri girl ha.*? a fixed pattern 
of life — every day. education is sero. says that they 
just do not believe in educating girls. They are meant for 
cooking and marriage and child bearing. 
MOilTJf, LUBAN 
\ H S A S . 
239 UALLIAKAi! (Mayavanthi) • Muslim educated wanen in North 
India. J Hiq Edu. 1, 2j 1975? 250, 
Presents tha notes from research work sponsored by z^kir Husain 
Institute of Islamic Studies* Jamia (4illia Islaroia, .'^ew Delhi, 
made during 1971-1972, which was an extended study in terms of 
the numerical sample, the geographical area and th.; revised 
nature of the interview guide. The sample was taken on the 
basis of three main categories* 1. Muslim house wives of the 
age level of 24>45; 2. Muslim professional wcanen single an?; 
unmarried; 3. Muslim jirl students over 18, The objectives 
of the study are: (i) to discover the changing attitudes of 
Muslim educated and s®ni>educated urban wonen, and (il) to 
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find out what attitudes preeeded change, like the observance 
of purdah amongst the second and third generation in one 
family unit; (iii) tho study aims at finding out the 
opinion of educated Muslim vramen about their personal law. 
DO they want modification or radical change? (iv) the study 
aims broadly at discovering the Muslim nom^n's attitude 
towards family planning* 
bTT< 
PRADSSH. 
240 KHAWVJA (B A ) . Attitude towards purdah ansong Huslim girl 
students of Kanpur. Man Ind» 45, 3> 1965> 223-7. 
Describes the changing attitude of Muslim students towards 
Purdah. She is of opinion that the purdah system is likel 
to disappear with the spread o£ educatiot and jjolitical 
awareness among Muslim women. 
c<»»pared with N0^ 5-PU^ :aAH, 
NORTi-CEinTRAL RAi r iAGIRI , MAiiAR.AS^ITR^. 
241 SAIYSD (A R). Purdah, Family structure and the status of 
woman » A note on a deviant case* jTn I«lA2i AHT^AD, Ed. 
P^ iaily, Kinship and Marriage among Muslims in India, 1976, 
Hew Delhi, Manohar. P 239-63* 
Observes the position of Muslim women in a group of villages 
in the north-central part of Ratnagiri district in Maharashtra. 
These women belong to a regional-cum-linguistic cotrsmunity 
of Muslims known as 'Kokni Muslims'. The position of these 
women is sharply different from tU& other Indian Muslims, 
This deviance is largely due to the non-observance of puruah. 
Discusses th^ a disadvantages of purdah in detail. Obsez^ ves 
on the Jamaati women and indicates how their non-observanco 
of purdah has assisted this group of Muslim women to gain 
independence and favourable status. Another group, namely, 
the Dakhnis observe purlah evet; though they live in these 
very villages, says that those groups and ccxnmunities whose 
women are not disabled b/ seclusion and isolation are more 
favourably placed to improve their condition than groups whose 
women are in a purdah. 
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Influenceci by CASTE, 
242 RHATTACHARYA ( R a n j i t K ) . CoocQpt and ideo loc ; / of c a s t e amonq 
t h e Muslims of r u r a l sijost Benga l . Iri lOTIAZ AHMAD, Sd, 
C a s t e and s o c i a l s t r a t i f i c a t i o n among t h e Muslims. T573 , 
Delhi* Manohar Book S e r v i c e , P 107-132• 
Analyses t h e c o n c e p t of c a s t e syst«R among t h e Musliras of 
r u r a l Must Bengal and d i s c u s s o s t h e Muslim e t h n i c groups 
ouch a s She ikh , Pa than , P a t u a , Sayyad, e t c . Observes t h e 
purda s y s t ^ a p r a c t i s e d among t h e s e e t h n i c g r o u p s . Says 
t h a t obse rvance of pa rda depa^ds on o n e ' s economic c o n d i t i o n . 
Some f a r o l l i - s do otosexve s t r i c t s e c l u s i o n f o r t h e i r women. 
Also says t h a t obse rvance of pa rda i s p o r e of a symbolic 
t han an e m p i r i c a l f a c t . 
i n f l u e n c e on CUSTOris, 
POLK cCTHpared w i th HIWDU, 
243 KABIKAJ ( S h i b n a r a y a n ) . Hindu and Muslim wcmen i n f o l k 
custom, r i t e s and t r a d i t i o n s , Tn SEN GUPtA (Sankar)# £d. 
i?c«men i n I n d i a n F o l k l o r e , 1969, C a l c u t t a , I nd i an P u b l T c a t i o r s , 
" 259-276. 
D e s c r i b e s , a n a l y s e s and i n t e r p r e t s t h e p o s i t i o n of t h e f o l k -
women of bo th t h e communit ies of t he Hindus and Muslims froro 
a p u r e l y f o l k l o r i s t i c c o n s i d e r a t i o n , based on t h e f i e l d works 
c a r r i e d on i n d i f f e r e n t t imes and t h e l i b r a r y works . The 
pos i t i o f i of women aracTig I n d i a n Mi s l i m s have been g r o s s l y 
i n c o n s i s t a n t w i t h the r i g h t g iven t o them by t h e u u r a n , I h e 
p r a c t i c e of s e c l u s i o n (purdah) a c q u i r e d t h e f o r c e of law, and 
d e p r i v e d women of t h e p o s s i b i l i t y of p a r t i c i p a t i r c s o c i a l and 
c u l t u r a l l i f e . 
ISLAM, compared wi th 
MODERN SOCIETY. 
244 JILANI (Gulam)• Purdai A d r e s s recoRmended by A l l a h . 
R a d i a n c e . 15 , 1 0 | 1979; 3 . 
Examines t h e need of purdah , i t s en fo rcemer t o r r a t h e r i t s 
p r a c t i c e i n s o c i e t y and in t h e env i ronment i n which we a r e 
l i v i n g . Exp la ins how the women of today become fa sh ion 
c o n s c i o u s . Says t h a t Muslim waaaen shou ld shed t h e i r 
i n f e r i o r i t y complex c r e a t e d by t h e i r envi ro isnent , which 
encourages women t o a c c e p t "caninodity" s t a t u s . The I s l a m i c 
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dress on tho other hand protects her, gives her dignity, 
honour, courage and free<i<»n to be an individual. Quotes 
some Quranic statements and hadith concemind purdah. 
245 SHAHNAZ BSaiiM. Back to purdah. Radiance. 14, 48a 1979; 8. 
CritlcisQS the wrong notions of West that the MusOiia wofnan 
is tho most backward in education and has to conceal herself 
tn the purdah. She Is tho most oppressed of huinan beingc 
haviny neither liberty, freedom nor any separate identity 
of her own and that she is treated in the most unfair way 
and not granted a lot of rights as are enjoyed by the Western 
woman* Says that the uuran speaks clearly about the rights 
and liberties of wcwnan, keeping the distinctian between man 
ana wcHTian fully in view. Sxaminas how it prescribed 
certain ll^ nlts on woman's activities and sphere of movam«5t. 
Also exeunines how the frecsdoro of woraeo in v^ est leads to 
destruction and ruin of the family life and failure of all 
healthy and constructive abilities of both the sexes. 
246 SHAHNAii BSOUM. Status Of woman in Islamic Statei Seggreqation 
and the West. Radiance. 15, 40i 1980? 5. 
Criticised the notions raisod by the West at the poRitio*'^  
of women in Islam and at the rules governing her status in 
the society as unfair, unjust and totally against all 
logic. Says that to them secularism, extra-inarital sex, 
free love and permissiveness are natural birth richts of 
man and woman. There woman is absolutely 'free* to do whatever 
she wants* She is 'free* to sulxnit herself to any boy-frieni, 
•free' to be with any stranger, 'free' to spend her nlchts 
wit"» whomsoever she choses. Explained the benefits of segrega-
tioti or purdah Systran of Islam* She is much similar to a 
precious diamcwd, which when kept exposed to outside eleirjents 
gets.spoiled, to sing its lustre and values. The Islamic 
ayatom of concealing the attractions of woman works upon 
this principle* 
247 MINAULT (Gail). Hall's Majails un^Nissas Purdah and woman 
power in nineteenth century India. In ISf<ASL (Milton) and 
Wi^LE in K ) , eds. islamic Society aKS Cultures Essays in 
honotiT of Professor Asiz Ahmad. 1983* ?9ew Delhi, Manohar, 
P 39 - 49. 
Depicts the life of Hall who was a poet, another of prose ar3 
biographer of Ghalib ana the Muslim refonaer sir Sayyld Ahmai 
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Khan and a social and literary critic and explains it 
detail the contribution made by him for the uplift of 
Muslim women in 19th century. Say© that according to Hali, 
women should b© educated, because thay are the real managers 
of the household, the focus of fafftiily life, and responsible 
for the early training of tho children, i^fritten in his 
Majalia un-atissa (Assoiablios of iiforaen} which was published 
In JL^ '^ 4, He also wrote a poem in praise of Muslim women, 
Chup Ki Pad (homage to the silent)• In his book refers 
in<urectly to the Quranic passage in which Muslim men and 
women both are enjoined to seek knowledge. 
P\TH\!^ 1 compared with 
IIOtJ-r^ ATElAt^ , HNMth PRADESH. 
248 JACOBSON (Doranne). Veil of Virtue t Purdah and the Muslim 
Family in the Bhopal region of Central India. In imiAZ 
/ViMAD, fid. Family, Kinship and Marriage among Muslims in 
India, 1976. New Delhi, Hanohar, P 169*212. 
Examines pvurdah in the Bhopai aroa of Madhya Pradesh, Central 
India. An attanpt is made to relate wom€m*s veiling anJ 
seclusion to family, kinship, and inheritance among Pathan 
and non-Pathan f^ uslims of the region. Says that in the 
traditional setting. Purdah served important functions in tha 
family and the larger kin group. Rules of marriage, mahar 
and dowry, inheritance, Muslim purdah - modesty and female 
conduct, practice of purdah -— among Muslims of high socio* 
economic status and among low socio-economic status^ changes 
in purdah observances. Purdah of the Begams of Bhopal and 
functions of purdah are dirscusoed in detail. 
PROBLEfiS . 
249 MAiJAR ABA KHATCX3N, ^omen in purdah. Hiod Tim. 1970 July 
26; 4 I a*g. 
Says that History tells us of valiant MuBlim women who went 
without the veil — aazia Sultana and Chand nibi among them, 
loday also progressive Muslim wcxnen are giving the leaJ, like 
Kehana, the first wcNuan paratrooper of the Indian Army. But 
wc^ nei in purdah who live in seclusion have been reduccjd to 
mero child-bearing and chappati-making machines. Explaining 
the disadvantages of purdah says that a majority of them who 
observe purdah strictly have develop€Kl dreaded diseases such 
as tuberculosis and blood-pressure. 
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250 4^AKHWALA (Su£ia) . "Purdah" has beer, misused, aadlanco. 
11, 27f X974| 11. ""^  
Bxajnines how the systoia of veil and seclusion ior iiusliri 
ijoraen has been misused and hot* this has resulted into loss 
of talent. Misuse of "Purdah" has killed their Initiative. 
An ijnorant and seclusive li£e# through the aby^ -^ s of 'continucn 
household drudgery,has been forced upon Muslim women in tho 
name of 'purdah'. The 'purdah* for women is meant for their 
safety and benefit, Iwit this, precisely, does not imply a 
retrograde life for thom, devoid of any initiative to live 
and not merely exist* The 'veil*, doubtless, does not 
prevent eradication of ignorance and elevation of wonan. 
REFORMS. 
251 KHAfJ (riasood Ali) . Purdah system among Muslims, Mainstream. 
10, 33? 1972; 35-37. 
Traces the history of purdah system from ancient to present 
day. Says that tha institution of purdah has not ori inatod 
with Islam. Shows how the forms of observation of purdah 
varied frcxn country to country. Says that purdah wan 
observed with the intention to maintain the prestiege of 
the noble class in the days of the Mughals. It was a more 
a social problem rather than a religious one. It was the 
ilesna who gave a religious colour to it. Discusses the 
advantages anl disadvanta^ies of purdah system. Suggests ways 
of abolition of purdah system, 3ays that in the present 
condition, purdah is being a great obstacle for purposes 
ot eiucation, 
252 MEKRAiiY (Sarai Ullah) . Justification of Purdah. Radiance. 
3, 46; 1966; 8. 
Gives the tttie meaning of purdah and how it should be and 
how it should not be, says that place, status and resr>on-
sibility of men and wc«nen have been ade^iuately defined 
in Islaiiic social life. Duties have been assigned to bot 
of theiii to work with their own respective sphere of life 
for the all-round betterment and progrecs of the entire 
humanity. The strict but meaningless s/steti of purl ah is 
one of the principal causes for tae l^ackwardness and 
unhappinass of our social life. Says that fluslim wcxnen xay 
go out of their houses for sodlal work in proper dress 
without veil but with veil of modesty and chastity. 
167 
IMDIA, MUSLIM WOMEi., STAlUS, SEX, ISLA.'4, criticism, 
253 MUHAi-i'iAD OUTB. Islam and aexual reapression. Hadiance. 
12, 35-361 1975; 27-.28. 
Criticises the yiestem psychologists who accuse religion 
of repressing the vital energy of nan and renderiny his 
life quite miserable as a result of the sense of guilt 
which makes then imagine that all their actions are sinful 
and can only be expiated through obstention from enjoinj 
the pleasure of life. Says that sexual repression will 
never originate under the rule of Islam, If younrj people 
feel tt>e urge of the sexual instinct there is no evil ie. 
that, and they need not regard the sexual instinct as a 
dirty repulsive feeling. i«?hat Islam requires of the young 
people in this respect, is to control their passions 
without repressing them, to control them willingly and 
conscicxisly, that is, to suspend their satisfaction until 
tho suitable time. 
urns* ISLAM. 
254 .\BDiJL GHAPPVt (S) • Islamic law on accusation of sex 
immorality. Radiance. 8, 49? 1978/ 4. 
•vitneases, punishment, accusation and se(>aration regardincj 
the subject are discussed in detail. Also presents the 
difference of opinior* am<:»ic Jurists of different sch{>ols of 
thought. Quotes the verses of thQ Holy cjuran ;irhich states 
that men who accuse chaste womc»i of sex ineoorality but 
cannot produce four witnesses in support of their acctisatlon 
should be punished by eighty lashes of a whip and their 
evidence should not, in future, be accepted* Women who make 
false accusation against men face the same punishment, fiays 
that Islam not only expects its followers to maintain 
strict pijrity in life but also deprecates any tordency on 
tha part of individuals to indulge in slander and accusa-
tion which pollute the pure atmosphere of the society. 
3cx:io-£COHOMIC compared with 
CHUlSTl^i a n d HllUiUt KER.'WLA, SURVEYS* 
255 MURICKAK (J> • <^ omon in Keralat Changing socio-econcxnic status 
and self-image, soc Act. 25, 49 1975> 249-266. 
.V.imported the findings of several research studies which 
were cot;Jucted in three metropolitan centres of Kerala. 
153 
83y3 that tne progress of formal educatiojs among women o£ 
HinOu, MUSILTI and Christians and the Impact which educatior; 
and urbanisation, among othor variables, have made on the 
values and attitudes of th© young«r generation of wanen, 
Host woman in Kerala continued to live un ler male dotiirancd 
and to bo hampered by traditional, cultural and rellcjious 
taboos. Education by Itself Is not enounh to liberate 
women. 
STii;bGGL£ for INDEPEr^ D«;"CE 
corof>ared v/ith HI^ iDU. 
256 iiASi? (Apama) • Hole of women in the Indian struggle for 
Freedom. In nAi-iQ\ (B R)» £d, Indian wanen from pur 1 ah t• 
modernity. 1976. New DolH, Vikas. P 16-40. 
Depicts the role played by women in the Indian struggle 
for freedon. Also describes in brief the role played by 
Hualim wGsaen in the freedom movement like Bee Araman, mothej 
of the All brothers, Mrs, Abdul Qadir, Mrs. Hasan Iinam, 
Mrs. Sami, Aruna Asaf Ali, Begum Shah riawa?. Begum Al5:a7 
i^ asul, etc. Says that Muslim wtMnen shed their purdah and 
joined the struggle under the leadership of Gandhi. 
SUPERSTITIOUS. 
257 SHAHMA?. esJU4. Superstitions and Muslim women. Radiance. 
15, 7; 19791 8. 
Cannonts on Muslim woroei; who follows all wrong beliefs, 
practices and superstitions. Depicts In detail how the 
Huslim women practices traditional beliefs, in the occasion 
of weddlrvj, in the occasion of Chhati, in the occasion of 
circumcision (khatna), etc. Says that in the observance 
of all these wrong Ibeliefs, practices and suporstitions, 
wotaen are in the forefront and it is the/ who desire to 
remain attached to traditional beliefs whether these are 
rlfiat or wrongf. Finds out the causes of such mentality 
at;d sucjgests that the true knowledge of Isiait. is given 
to all Muslim ladies whether educated or uneducated. 
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